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Summary
This thesis addresses the problem of tracking one or more objects in monocular video 
sequences for visual surveillance. Two probabilistic tracking frameworks are proposed. 
The first is a multi-cue-based tracking framework to fuse high-level object detection cues 
with low-level color and edge cues using particle filters, which is based on object-level 
data association. The second is a multi-object tracking framework to deal with tracking 
multiple objects with occlusions, which is based on feature-level data association.
In the proposed multi-cue-based tracking framework using particle filters, an adaptive 
ICONDENSATION (AICONDENSATION) is presented to exploit object detection 
cues for adaptive importance sampling where the number of importance samples and 
the number of prior samples are adaptively changed. An adaptive detection fusion 
ICONDENSATION (AFCONDENSATION) is then proposed to directly fuse high- 
level object detection cues with low-level color and edge cues. Results on sequences 
with both simulated detections and real detections show the improved performance of 
the proposed AICONDENSATION and AFCONDENSATION in comparison with the 
ICONDENSATION.
In the proposed multi-object tracking framework, a novel edge-based appearance model 
is first presented, where an object is modelled by a mixture of a non-parametric contour 
model and a non-parametric edge model using the kernel density estimation. Visual 
tracking using mixture models is then formulated as a Bayesian incomplete data prob­
lem where measurements in an image are associated with a generative model. The 
generative model is a mixture of mixture models including object models and a clut­
ter model. Unobservable associations of measurements to densities in the generative 
model are regarded as missing data. A likelihood for tracking multiple objects jointly 
with an exclusion principle is also presented. Based on the formulation, multi-object 
tracking with the expectation-maximization algorithm (MOTEXATION) is presented 
and a variational particle filter (VPF) is then proposed to  deal with the curse of dimen­
sionality in multi-object tracking with particle filters. Results on challenging sequences 
with heavy occlusions demonstrate the performance of the proposed methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Visual tracking is an important research area of computer vision. W ith recent advances 
in computer hardware and theoretic methodologies in relevant disciplines, many visual 
tracking systems have been developed for applications such as human computer in­
terface [121], video surveillance [43, 105, 18, 39, 97] and content-based video retrieval 
[72, 54, 57]. These systems include Pfinder [121], W 4 system of University of Mary­
land [43], multi-camera surveillance system of Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
[105], video tracking and monitoring system of Carnegie Mellon University [18], IBM 
Smart Surveillance system (S3) [39], integrated traffic and pedestrian vision system of 
University of Leeds [97]. In all these systems, visual tracking plays an important role 
and data from tracking is further analyzed at a high level, for example, for gesture 
recognition, event detection, object and activity classification, behavior modelling or 
motion description for video retrieval. Performance of visual tracking thus has a direct 
and significant influence on the high level analysis.
The work in this thesis is to address the problem of tracking one or more objects 
in monocular video sequences for visual surveillance. Visual surveillance scenes are 
usually cluttered and crowded and there are often many moving objects with frequent 
and heavy occlusions, as shown in figure 1.1. However, most existing visual tracking 
methods in the literature, though they perform reasonably well in scenes with a few
1
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Examples of visual surveillance scenes, (a) Office scene1, (b) An image 
from CAVIAR2 data set.
isolated moving objects, will deteriorate rapidly in cluttered and crowded scenes. Main 
difficulties of visual tracking in these scenes include frequent and heavy occlusions 
among objects, drastic appearance changes, fast and irregular motion, and background 
clutter. Two probabilistic tracking frameworks are proposed for robust visual tracking 
in the thesis. The first is a multi-cue-based tracking framework to fuse high-level object 
detection cues with low-level color and edge cues using particle filters, which is based 
on object-level data association. The second is a multi-object tracking framework to 
deal with tracking multiple objects with occlusions, which is based on feature-level data 
association.
1.2  T h e s is  O v e rv iew
1.2 .1  C o n tr ib u tio n s
The main contributions of the thesis are:
• A probabilistic multi-cue-based tracking framework to fuse high-level object de­
tection cues with low-level color and edge cues using particle filters, where an 
adaptive ICONDENSATION (AICONDENSATION) algorithm and an adaptive 
JThe image is provided by Mitsubishi Electric ITE.
2The EC Funded Context Aware Vision using Image-based Active Recognition (CAVIAR) 
project/IST 2001 37540, see http://hom epages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR/.
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detection fusion ICONDENSATION (AFCONDENSATION) algorithm are pro­
posed.
® A probabilistic m ulti-object tracking framework to  deal w ith tracking multi­
ple objects with occlusions, where multi-object tracking w ith the Expectation- 
M aximization (EM) algorithm (M OTEXATION) and a variational particle filter 
(VPF) are proposed.
•  An object m odel composed of a non-parametric contour model and a non-parametric 
edge model is proposed.
© A likelihood w ith an exclusion principle for m ulti-object tracking is proposed.
The minor contributions of the thesis are:
® A head detector based on contour analysis of moving regions is presented.
•  Proof that the proposal distribution of Isard and Blake’s ICONDENSATION  
algorithm [52] is an approximation of the proposal distribution of the proposed 
AICONDENSATIO N algorithm.
1 .2 .2  O u tlin e
The organization of the thesis is as follows.
Chapter 2
This chapter presents some fundamentals for tracking and a literature review of visual 
tracking. First, tracking is formulated as a probabilistic inference problem and data as­
sociation is formulated as a Bayesian incom plete data problem. Relevant probabilistic 
m odels and similarity measures for visual tracking are then examined. A representa­
tive literature review on visual tracking, including region-based matching and tracking, 
feature-based matching and tracking, detection-based tracking, multi-cue-based track­
ing and m ulti-object tracking, is finally presented.
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Chapter 3
This chapter presents a formulation of m ulti-cue-based tracking, where the dynamical 
m odel and multiple cues for tracking, including low-level color, edge cues and high-level 
object detection cues, are described. A color histogram is employed as the probabilistic 
m odel for the color cue w ith  a similarity measure based on the Bhattacharyya distance. 
A feature tem plate including both  contour samples and edge pixels is used for the edge 
cue and the multi-channel chamfer distance [106] is employed as the similarity measure. 
D etection results from a head detector based on contour analysis o f moving regions are 
used as the object detection cues.
Chapter 4
Based on the m ulti-cue-based tracking formulation in chapter 3, th is chapter proposes 
a probabilistic m ulti-cue-based tracldng framework to  fuse high-level object detection  
cues w ith low-level color and edge cues using particle filters. Isard and Blake’s ICON­
DENSATION is first employed to  utilize object detection cues in im portance sampling 
of particle filters. An adaptive ICONDENSATION (AICONDENSATION) is then in­
troduced to  exploit object detection cues for adaptive im portance sampling where the 
number of im portance samples and the number of prior samples are adaptively changed. 
An adaptive detection fusion ICONDENSATION (AFCONDENSATION) is finally pro­
posed to  directly fuse high-level object detection cues with low-level color and edge cues. 
Connections of the proposed AICONDENSATIO N and AFCO NDENSATION with the 
ICONDENSATION are also discussed where the proposal distribution of the ICON­
DENSATION is shown to  be an approximation of the proposal distribution of the pro­
posed AICONDENSATION. Results on sequences w ith both sim ulated detections and 
real detections show the improved performance of the proposed AICONDENSATION  
and AFCO NDENSATION in comparison w ith the ICONDENSATION.
Chapter 5
This chapter describes a formulation of m ulti-object tracldng. A  novel edge-based 
appearance m odel is first presented, where an object is m odelled by a m ixture of a
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non-parametric contour model and a non-parametric edge model using the kernel den­
sity estim ation. V isual tracldng using mixture models is then formulated as a Bayesian 
incom plete data problem where m easurements in an image are associated w ith a gen­
erative model. The generative m odel is a m ixture of mixture models including object 
models and a clutter m odel. Unobservable associations of m easurements to  densities in 
the generative m odel are regarded as missing data. A likelihood for tracking multiple 
objects jointly w ith an exclusion principle is also presented.
Chapter 6
Based on the m ulti-object tracking formulation in chapter 5, this chapter presents a 
probabilistic framework of m ulti-object tracking with the EM algorithm (M OTEXA- 
TION) and a variational particle filter (V PF), which deals with tracking multiple ob­
jects w ith occlusions. M ulti-object tracking with the EM algorithm is first presented. 
Due to  the m onotonicity property of the EM  algorithm, it can seek the m ode of the  
likelihood or the posterior despite the high dimensional state space and the sharply 
peaked likelihood. In addition, it is also possible to  combine edge cues w ith color cues 
using iterative algorithms for more robust tracking. The variational particle filter is 
then proposed to  deal w ith the curse of dimensionality in m ulti-object tracking w ith  
particle filters, where the posterior is first approximated by a Gaussian m ixture using 
the variational inference and samples are then generated from a proposal distribution  
based on the approximated posterior from the variational inference. W ith  the varia­
tional particle filter, there are many more effective samples and the number of particles 
needed for m ulti-object tracking can be significantly reduced. Results on challenging 
sequences w ith heavy occlusions dem onstrate the performance of the proposed multi­
object tracking methods.
1 .2 .3  L ist o f  P u b lica tio n s
Parts of the work in this thesis have been presented the following publications [59, 58, 
56, 60, 61]:
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® Y. Jin and F. Mokhtarian. Towards robust head tracking by particles. In Proc. 
IEEE International Conference on Image Processing, pages 864-867, 2005.
» Y. Jin and F. Mokhtarian. D ata fusion for robust head tracking by particles. 
In Proc. IEEE Workshop on Visual Surveillance and Performance Evaluation of 
Tracking Systems,  pages 33-40, 2005.
« Y. Jin and F. Mokhtarian. M OTEXATION: M ulti-object tracking w ith the  
expectation-m axim ization algorithm. In Proc. British Machine Vision Confer­
ence, pages 670-679, 2007.
•  Y. Jin and F. Mokhtarian. Variational particle filter for multi-object tracking. 
In Proc. IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision, 2007.
» Y. Jin and F. Mokhtarian. M ethod for tracking multiple objects w ith occlusions. 
European Patent Pending.
Chapter 3 and chapter 4 are based on the work presented in [59, 58] whereas chapter 
5 and chapter 6 are based on the work in [60, 61, 56].
Chapter 2
Background and Literature 
Review
This chapter presents some fundam entals for tracking and a literature review of visual 
tracldng. First, tracking is formulated as a probabilistic inference problem in section
2.1 and data association is formulated as a Bayesian incomplete data problem in section
2.2. Relevant probabilistic m odels and sim ilarity measures for visual tracking are then  
examined in section 2.3. A representative literature review on visual tracldng, including 
region-based matching and tracldng, feature-based matching and tracldng, detection- 
based tracldng, m ulti-cue-based tracldng and m ulti-object tracking, is finally presented 
in section 2.4.
2 .1  Tracking as a Probabilistic Inference Problem
Tracking is the processing o f measurements obtained from an object in order to  estim ate 
m otion parameters of the object. M otion parameters of an object at t  are represented 
by a state vector X (i)  and measurements at t  are denoted as Z (£). The state of an 
object is evolved via a dynam ical m odel
X (t)  =  / t ( X ( t - l ) )  +  w (t) (2.1)
7
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and measurements Z (t) are linked w ith  the state X (i)  via an observation model
Z(t) = ht{K(t)) + v(t) (2.2)
where /*() and ht() are linear/nonlinear functions at t, w(t) and v(t)  are additive noise.
The objective is to  estim ate the state X (i)  at t  based on the set of all available mea­
surements 7}  =  {Z(r)}*__1. From the Bayesian perspective, it can be formulated as a 
probabilistic inference problem to  obtain the posterior p(X(£)|Z*), given the dynamical 
model and the observation model.
Assuming that the in itial p (X (0 )) is available, p (X (t) |Z f) can be recursively obtained in 
two stages: a prediction stage and an update stage. In the prediction stage, assuming 
that the posterior p (X (i — l ) |Z i_1) at t  — 1 is available, the prior p (X (t)|Z *- 1 ) at t  is 
given by
r tX M IZ 1- 1) =  I p (X (t) |X (t  -  l ) )p (X (t  -  -  1)
where p (X (t) |X (£  — 1)) can be obtained from the dynamical model.
In the update stage, the Bayes’s rule is used to  update the prior p(X (t)jZ *- 1 ) at t  by 
assimilating the measurement Z (t) at t,
p (Z (t)|X (i))p (X (t)|Z < -1) 
p ( x ( t ) | z > -  —  ^ —
where p (Z (i) |X (t))  is the likelihood which can be obtained from the observation model, 
p (Z (t)|Z 4-1) =  /p (Z (i) |X ( t ))p (X (t ) [Z t“ 1)d X (t) is a normalizing constant which is 
independent of the state vector X (t) .
2 .1 .1  K alm an  F ilters
The posterior p(X.(t) |Zf) can be obtained analytically by Kalman filters [62, 102], if 
the initial p (X (0 )) =  A /* (X (0);X (0),P (0 )), where X (0 ) and P (0 )  are the initial mean  
and covariance respectively, and both the dynam ical model and the observation model 
are linear w ith independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) additive Gaussian noise,
X (i) =  A (i)X (i -  1) +  w (t) (2.3)
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A lgorithm  1 Kalman Filter 
Given X ( t  — 1) and P ( t  — 1),
1. Predict
X( t )  =  A (t )X (t  -  1)
P (t )  =  A ( t ) P ( t  -  1 )A T (t) +  Q (t)
2. Update
G (t) =  P{t)B.T(t) [R (t) +  H (t)P (t)H T (t)]_1 
X (i)  =  X ( t ) +  G (t) [ z (t) -  H (t)X (t)]
P ( i )  =  [I — G (t)H (t)] P(t)
Z (t) =  H ( t )X (« ) + v ( t )  (2.4)
where w (t) and v(t)  are zero-mean Gaussian noise with covariance Q (t) and R (i) ,
respectively.
In the prediction stage, given the posterior p( X ( t  — 1 )|Zt—1) =  N ( X ( t  — l ) ; X ( t  — 
1), P ( t  — 1)), the prior p (X (i) |Z f_1) is given by
K X W IZ * -1) =  V ( X ( t ) ; X ( i ) ,P ( t ) )  (2.5)
where X.(t) =  A (t )X (t  — 1), P ( i )  =  A ( t ) P ( t  — l ) A T(t) +  Q (t) are the predicted mean 
and covariance, respectively.
In the update stage, the posterior p(X (t)|Z *) is given by 
p(X(*)|Z*) oc p (Z (t) |X (t))p (X (t) |Z 4- 1)
oc N ( Z (t); H ( i)X ( i) ,  R (t))jV (X (i); X(t) ,  P( t) )  (2.6)
=  M ( X ( t ) ; X ( t ) , P ( t ) )
where X( t )  =  X( t )  +  G (t) [ z ( i)  -  H ( i)X (t ) ] ,  P(t )  =  [I -  G (*)H (t)] P(t )  and G(t )  =  
P ( t ) H T(t) [R (i) +  H ( t )P ( i)H T( t ) ] '  are the updated mean, covariance and Kalman 
gain, respectively.
T he main stages of the Kalm an filter are given in algorithm 1 and extensions to the
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Kalman filter for non-linear filtering include the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [102] 
and the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [118].
2 . 1 . 2  P a r t i c l e  F i l t e r s
Particle filters are also known as Sequential Monte Carlo M ethods (SMC), which rep­
resent a distribution to  be estim ated by a set of weighted samples or particles. Particle 
filters are often used for non-Gaussian/non-linear dynamical and observation models, 
which cannot be sim ply dealt w ith by Kalman filters. Two basic particle filters, the 
Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) particle filter and the Sampling Importance Re­
sampling (SIR) particle filter, are described.
Im portance Sam pling and Sequential Im portance Sampling
Given a distribution p (X ), if it is possible to  sim ulate Np  i.i.d random samples |x ^ n  ^j  ^  
from p (X ), X (n) rs, p (X ), then p (X ) can be approximated by
-  N P
p (X ) +  S J ( X - X l " ) )  (2.7)
°  n = l
where <5() is the Dirac D elta function.
In importance sampling [25, 27, 26, 67], samples are generated from another distribution  
g(X ) instead, X (n) ~  g (X ), where g (X ) is called the proposal distribution or importance 
function, from which it may be easier to  draw samples. p (X ) can be approximated by
N P
p (X ) «  £  w W t ( X  -  X W ) (2.8)
n = l
where oc Y, w^n) =  1 is the sample weight.
^  '  n = l
In sequential importance sampling [25, 27, 26, 67], assuming that the posterior at t  — 1, 
p (X (0  : £— l) |Z i_1), is already approximated by particles | x ^ ( 0  : t  — 1), w^n\ t  — 1) j  P ,
N P
p (X (0 : t  -  IjlZ *-1) «  w(n)(* ~  1)<5(X(0 : t  -  1) — X<B>(0 :* — !))  (2.9)
n—1
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A lgorithm  2 Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) Particle Filter
Given a set of particles | x ^ ( 0  : t — 1 — 1) j  ^ to approximate p (X (0  : t —
1. Sampling
X (n)(t) -  g(X(£)|X<n)(0 : t -  1),Z*) and X<n)(0 : t) =  {x < n>(£),x (n ) (0 : t -  1)}
2. Weighting
« * » ( ,)  oc »<»>(* -  and g » W ( t ) =  1
p (X (0  : £)|Z4) is now approximated by a set of new particles | x ^ ( 0
where X (0  : t )  =  { X (0 ) ,X (1 )  X ( i - l ) , X ( t ) } ,  «<»>(* -  1) oc ,
iVp
X) w(n)(t — 1) =  1 and g (X (0  : £ — l) |Z t_1) is the proposal distribution at £ — 1.
n= 1
The proposal distribution at £ can be factorized by
g(X (0  : £)|Z4) oc g(X (£)|X (0  : £ -  1), Z*)g(X(0 : £ -  l^Z *- 1 ) 
so that samples at £ can be drawn from g(X(£)|X^n/ 0  : £ — 1), Z*),
X (n)(£) -  g(X(£)|X<n>(0 : £ -  1), Z*) 
and then augmented w ith previous samples,
X<n>(0 : £) =  { x W ( 0  : £ -  l) ,X < n> (£ )}^
The posterior p (X (0  : £)|Z*) at £ can now be approximated by
N P
p (X (0 : £)iZf) *  w(n) (t)S(X(O : £) -  X ^ ( 0  : £)) (2.10)
71=1
where
,1,(71)( f \  „  p (X (" > (0 ; t) |Z « )  p ( Z ( t ) |X W ( 0 ) p ( X ^ ) ( t ) |X W ( t - l ) ) p ( X ( » ) ( Q : t - l ) l Z t - 1 )
W q ( X » ( 0 : t )  j Z *) ^  ^
a  w W ( £  -  1 ^ ( z ( t ) i x ( " ? ( t ) ) p ( x ( " ) ( t ) | x ( " ) f t - i ) )
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A lgorithm  3 Sampling Im portance Resampling (SIR) Particle Filter
Given a set of particles | x ^ ( t  — l ) , w  (n\ t  — 1) j  ^  to  approximate p (X (£ — 1)|Z* *),
1. Resampling
{x(’»(t-l),ii;<’‘)(t-l)}X to [xftt-l),-^ -}^
2. Sampling
X<n>(t) ~  p (X (£ )|X '(n)(£ -  1))
3. Weighting
N P
w(n\ t )  oc p (Z (£)|X (ri(t)) and E  ™(n)U) =  1
71—1
p(X(£)|Z*) is now approximated by a set of new particles j x ( ”) ( t ) ,w  W w r .
and E  w(n\ t )  — 1.
71—1
N o w p (X (0  : t ) |Z*) can be represented w ith a set of particles, j x ( n)(0 : t ) ,w(n\ i ) } Np^ 
The main stages of the SIS particle filter are shown in algorithm 2.
One issue with the SIS particle filter is that after several tim e steps m ost particles will 
have very small weights so the set of particles cannot represent the true distribution well 
enough, which is often referred to  as the degeneracy problem. An effective sample size 
can be employed to measure the degeneracy of the algorithm [67]. Resampling when 
the effective sample size is below a threshold or using a better proposal distribution is 
two main approaches to  deal w ith the degeneracy problem [26, 67].
Sampling Im portance R esam pling
The SIR particle filter was proposed in [37] where the prior is used as the proposal 
distribution
g (x W (f)|X < n>(0 : t  -  1), Z*) =  p (X (n>(t)|X<n>(i -  1))
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and resampling is used at each tim e step so
w (nf t )  oc w ^ ( t  -  l)p (Z (* )|X W (t)) oc p (Z (t ) |X ^ ( t ) )
The SIR particle filter is also known as the CONDENSATION algorithm in [51]. The 
main stages of the SIR particle filter are shown in algorithm 3.
2.2 Data Association as a Bayesian Incomplete Data Prob­
lem
It is assumed in the previous section that measurements obtained are already known 
to  be definitely generated by the target via the observation model, so Kalman filters 
or particle filters can then be used. However there is often a correspondence problem 
in tracking, as some measurements may be generated by clutter or other targets and 
associations of measurements to  clutter or targets are not known beforehand. Data 
association m ethods were proposed to  deal w ith the correspondence problem, including 
Probabilistic D ata Association (PD A ) [7], Integrated Probabilistic D ata Association  
(IPDA) [80], Joint Probabilistic D ata Association (JPDA) [7], Joint Integrated Prob­
abilistic D ata Association (JIPDA) [79], M ultiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) [7] and 
Probabilistic M ulti-Hypothesis Tracking (PM HT) [107]. As PD A, JPD A  and PM HT  
will be extensively mentioned or used in later chapters, they are reviewed in detail 
in this section from a unifying perspective of the Bayesian incomplete data problem, 
where associations of measurements to  targets are regarded as missing data.
2.2 .1  P ro b a b ilistic  D a ta  A sso c ia tio n
PD A  was proposed by Y. Bar-Shalom et al. for bearing-only single target tracking [7]. 
A t each tim e step there is a set of measurements Z (t) — { z i ( t ) } f f f  and associations of 
the measurements to  the target are not known so it is not clear which measurement is 
generated by the target or whether none of them  is generated by the target.
Prom the perspective of the Bayesian incom plete data problem, missing data of asso­
ciations are introduced and denoted as K (i)  =  { k f t f f j f , k f t )  e  {0 ,1 } , k f t )  =  1
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indicates z f t )  is a target originated measurement and k f t )  =  0 indicates zf t )  is a 
clutter originated measurement. Assuming that
1. A  measurement can have only one source
2. No more than one measurement can originate from a target
there are only N ( t ) + 1 feasible events y n(t), n  =  0 , . . . ,  N(t)  and K (y n (t)) =
{1 i =  n , i -  l , . . . , N ( t ) .0 f y n
The dynamical model is given by X (i)  =  A (t )X ( i  — 1) +  w (t) and the observation 
m odel z (t) — H (t)X (t)  +  v(t) ,  where w (t) and v(t)  are zero-mean Gaussian noise with  
covariance Q(£) and R (t) respectively. The likelihood given complete data Z (t), N(t)  
and K  (t) is [80],
K Z (t).J V (t) ,K (t) |X (i))= p (Z (t) |X (t) ,K (* ))p (J V (i) |K (t))p (K (t))  (2.11)
If K (t) =  K (x n(t)), n  % 0, equation (2.11) becomes
p (Z (t) ,N ( t ) , K ( t )  =  K (*„ (t))|X (* )) =  ^ ^ ra=TV (2ii (i);H (* )X (t),R (« ))W (JV(t) -  l ) $ j
(2.12)
If K(£) =  K ( xo(Q )j equation (2.11) becomes
p(Z (t), AT(t),K(t) =  K (x o (t)) |X (t))  =  v t f w H F i N m i  -  PDPG) (2.13)
where Pp is the target detection probability, V(t) is the volume of the validation region,
Pq is the probability that the true measurement will fall in the validation region, p f {) 
is the probability mass function of the number of false measurements [7].
After marginalization, the likelihood given incomplete data Z (t) and N(t )  is 
N(t)
p (Z (t),JV (i)|X (t)) =  £  p (Z (i),JV (i),K (*) =  K (x „ (t)) |X (t))71=0
N (t )
~  yfyN( t )  T f ( A ( t ) ) ( l  — PdPg)  T  12 y ^ N ( t ) - i  A ? ( z j (£); H (t)X (t) , R ( t ) ) p p ( N ( t )  — l)]y^ j
(2.14)
Assume that the posterior at t  — 1, p(X (£ — l) |Z t_1, A"4-1), is approximated by a single 
Gaussian p (X (t — l) |Z i - 1 , iV -^ 1 ) zs — 1); X (£ — 1), P ( i  — 1)), the prior at t  is
p (X («)|Z t- 1,lV t- 1) sa V (X ( t ) ; X ( t ) ,P ( t ) )  (2.15)
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where Z* =  {Z (r)}* =1, N* =  X (i)  =  A ( t ) ± ( t  -  1) and P (t)  =  A ( i )P ( t  -
1 )A T(t) +  Q(£) are the predicted mean and covariance respectively.
The posterior becomes a m ixture w ith N(t )  +  1 Gaussians,
p(x(t)|z‘ , JV*) oc p(z(t), ,/v -(t)|x (« ))p (x (* )|z ‘- \  iv * -1) 
oc v f f c m M W W  -  f l j P o W X M I Z '- 1,
N (t )  (o  1 f i \
"(*)
=  /3 o ( t )V (X (t) ;X (t ) ,P (t ) )+  E  A ( t ) V ( X (t ) ;X i( i ) ,P ( t ) )
£=1
where X ffi)  =  X (i)  +  G (t) [z*(t) -  H ( i)X (t )] ,  P ( i )  =  [I ~  G (£)H (t)] P (£) and G(£) =  
P (£ )H T(£) [R(£) +  H (£)P (£)H T(£)]"] are the updated mean, covariance and Kalman  
gain using measurement z f t )  respectively, fo{t) =  — / t) ■■, /3ft)  =  —  , e* =
b+ E  ei &+ E  e*
t = l  i = l
J\f(zft);  H (t)X (i) , R (£ )+ H (t)P (t )H T(t)), b — A f o r  the Poisson clutter model 
or  ^ =  for the non-parametric clutter model, A is the spatial density of
false measurements [7].
To avoid explosion of the mixture number, the posterior is then approximated by a 
single Gaussian
p (X (t) |Z t ,JV‘) =  /3 o ( t )V (X ( i) ;X ( t ) ,P ( t ) )+  E  A M J V W tJ iX iM .P M )
i= i (2.17)
« V ( X ( t ) ; X ( i ) ,  P (t) )
w (f) .
where X (t) =  /J0(t)X (t) +  E  A (< )X t(t), P (t)  =  f t ( t ) P «  +  (1 -  /?o(t))P(i)
i= l
TO) 1
+ G(t) E  (t) -  u(t)vT (t)
JV(t)
tion and u(t) =  E  P f f y v f t )  is the combined innovation.2=1
G T (t), v f t )  =  z f t )  — H (£)X (t) is the innova-
A variation of PD A  is PDA-AI, which was proposed in [6, 64] to incorporate amplitude 
information a f t )  associated with measurement z f t ) .  The likelihood given incomplete
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data Z (t), a ( t )  and N ( t )  in PDA-AI is given by
N(t)
p (Z (t),a (i),J V (i) |X (i))  =  £  p (Z (* ) ,a ( t) ,N (t ) ,K (t)  = K ( x „(< ))|X (i))
n—0
. m
~  v (t)V(t) n  P o M t ) ) p F(N(t )) (i  -  p d p g )
N(t)
+  E  v ( t ) N( t ) - iP i { a i ( t ) )  n  P o ( a j ( £ ) ) A / ' ( z i ( £ ) ; H ( £ ) X ( £ ) , R ( £ ) ) p jp ( A T ( t )  - 1 ) ^
(2.18)
where a(t) =  {n i(£ )}0 ^ , Po(«*(£)) and p1(ai(£)) are the probabilities of the amplitude 
a f t )  from clutter and the target respectively. The posterior in PDA-AI can then be 
obtained and approximated in a similar way of PDA.
2.2.2 Joint Probabilistic Data Association
Y. Bar-Shalom et al. further proposed JPDA as an extension of PD A  for multi-target 
tracking [7]. Now the missing data of associations of measurements to  targets are 
K (t) =  {&*(£)} ^ - [ \  k j t )  €  { 0 , 1 , . . . ,  L}  where k f t )  =  I, I €  { 1 , . . .  ,L } , indicates z j t )  
is a measurement originated from the Ith. target and k j t )  =  0 indicates z f t )  is a clutter 
originated measurement. W ith the same assumption of PDA,
1. A measurement can have only one source
2. No more than one measurement can originate from a target
there are N e(t) feasible events {x«(£)}^ = i^
The dynamical model of the Ith target is given by X j(t) — A Jt)X j(£  — 1) +  w i(t) and 
the observation model of the Ith target z /(£) =  H;(£)X;(£) -|- v f t ) ,  where w i(t) and 
v j t )  are zero-mean Gaussian noise w ith covariance Qi(t)  and R i(t) respectively. The 
likelihood given com plete data Z (i), N (t )  and K (t) is
p(Z(£), IV (t), K (t) =  K (x „ (t))|X (* ))
=  p (Z (t) |X (t) ,K (t)  =  K (Xn(£)))p(iV(£)|K(£) =  K (Xn(t)))p (K (t) =  K & „(*)))
=  « i m ^ b & y w ( A r ( t ) - i v 1( x „ ( t ) ) )  n  ( n  Pd,i
’ 1 iss„(x,(t)t ies,(x„ («))
x  n  V (z i( t ) ;H i(« )X ;(« ),R i(t))
iyllhi (X«(^ )) ^
(2.19)
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where X (t) =  { X f t ) } f =1, L  is the number of targets in a cluster, V(t)  is the common 
validation region of a cluster, Pd ,i is the Rh target detection probability, Pqj is the 
probability that the true measure w ill fall in  the validation region of the Ith target Vi (t) , 
So(Xn(t)) is the set of targets with no allocated measurements and S fx n { t ) )  is the set 
of targets w ith one allocated measurement in a feasible event Xn(t) w ith N f x n(t)) 
targets in Sfxn{t)) [79].
After marginalization, the likelihood given incomplete data is given by
Ne(t)
p(z(*),jv(t)|x(t))= E  p(z(«),JV(i),K(t) = K(x„(t))|x(t))
n=1
n VfeWjHiWXK+RzM)
(2 .20)
Assume that the posterior at t  — 1, p (X ( t  — 1)|Z£ 1, N t *), is approximated by a single 
Gaussian, p( X ( t  — l) |Z t_1, V t_1) «  [J K { X f t  -  1 ) ;X j(i -  l ) ,P ; ( t  -  1)), the prior at
i—i
t  is given by
«  n ^ W i ^ l W .P l W )  (2-21)
1 = 1
where X f t )  =  A f t ) X f t  -  1), P f t )  =  A f t ) P f t  — 1 )A f ( t )  +  Q f t )  are the predicted 
mean and covariance of the Itli target respectively.
The posterior becomes a mixture w ith N f t )  Gaussians, 
p(X (t)|Z *, JV*) oc p(Z( t ) ,N( t ) \X( t ) )p(X( t ) \Z t- 1, N t~1)
<x P(x(t) |z '-i, "e 1 -
n  ( i  -  p d ,iRg ,i) n  Rd ,i n  p( % ft ) \x f t ) )
^S0(Xn(*)) l ^ s f x n i t ) )  i, l 'k i(Xn(t))—l
N e(t)
=  e  Pn(t) n  m x f t ^ x f t f p f t ) )  n  M i x f t f X i f i t f p f t ) )
n= 1 l £ S Q(x n ( t ) )  i, l' .ki(Xn(t))=l
(2.22)
where X i^ i )  =  X ,(t)+ G ,(< ) [zi(t) -  H ,(t)X ,(* )], P ,(t)  =  [I -  G ,(t )H ,(t)]P ,(t) , G ,(t) =  
P i( t )H f ( t )  [Rz(4) +  H ,( t )P ( ( t )H f  (*)] “  are the updated mean, covariance and Kalman 
gain of the Zth target using measurement z f t )  under a feasible event Xnf)  respectively,
iVe(t)
Pn( t )KCn( t)  n C i f i t )  n (1 ~ P d , i P g , i )  U  P d , i  and E Pn(t) =
G :^i(Xn+))=  ^ ^ S q {Xn(t) ) l€-S,{Xn (t)) n=l
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1, ei:l(t) =  =  * (* )-* (* .(* )) for the
Poisson clutter model or cn(i) =  lor tlie nonparametric clutter model.
To reduce the number of mixtures in the posterior, the posterior is first marginalized 
to  a mixture w ith N(t )  +  1 Gaussians for each target,
N(t)
p (X ,(i) |Z ‘ , N ‘) =  Po,, ( iW ( X l( i) ;X 1( t ) ,P ,( t ) )  +  £  /3 y ( iM X ,( t ) i  & .[(*). P y M )
i= 1
(2.23)
w h e r e =  E Pn(i), Pi,l(t) =  E  pn(t) are the marginal association
n:leSo(xn(t))  n:ki(xn(t))—l
probabilities of the Ith target.
p (X /(i)[Z £, N 1) is then approximated by a single Gaussian
N i X f t f X f t ) ,  P i(£)) 
where X f t )  =  A y  (* )* (* )  +  " z  Pi,i(t)Xi}f t ) ,  P f t )  =  0o>f t ) P f t )  +  (1 -  0 O>f t ) ) P f t )  +
i = 1
' N j j ) ...............................................   1
G f ( t ) ,  uitf t )  =  zf t )  - H f t ) X f t )  is the in-O f t ) Z  0iAtfri,iitfri>ft )  -  vftfrT(t)
i=l
N(t)
novation and ui(t) =  Z  Pil(P)vi l( t)  is the combined innovation of the Ith. target, 
i=l
respectively.
So the posterior p (X (t) |Z £, A*) is finally approximated by a single Gaussian,
p (X (() |Z , ,A lt) «  n ^ X i W l X / i J . P K t ) )  (2.24)
1= I
2.2.3 Probabilistic M ulti-Hypothesis Tracker
In JPDA all feasible events have to  be enumerated and the com plexity grows rapidly 
when the number of targets increases. In [107] R. Streit and T. Luginbuhl proposed 
PM HT to  address this issue by relaxing one of the assumptions in JPDA. The assump­
tions in PM HT are
1. A measurement can have only one source.
2. More than one measurement can originate from a target.
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N ote that the first assumption is the same as that of JPDA and PD A  whereas the  
second assumption is relaxed to  allow a target to  generate multiple measurements, so 
there are (L +  1)^(4) feasible events.
The dynamical model and the observation model of the Ith target are the same as those 
in JPDA. In PM HT, a batch of measurements, Z  =  {Z (t)}f=1 and Z (t) =  {zi(t)}£=jP, 
is used to  estim ate a batch of state vectors, X  — { X ^ ) } ^  and X (t) =  {X j(£ )}^ 1. 
The missing data are K  =  {K (t)}^ _1 and K  (t) — {&*(£) The likelihood given
complete data Z  and /C is
p(Z,K,\X) =  p {Z \X , lQp{ lQ  =  f t  p (Z (i) |X ( i) ,K ( i) )  f t  p (K (t))
T  N (t )  T  N(t) 1 1 (2.25)
= n n  p(*(t)ix(t),k(t)) n  n  p (m *))
t = 1 i = l  t =  1 i - 1
After marginalization the likelihood given incomplete data Z  is
p (Z \X )  =  Y /P (Z i K\X)  (2.26)
K.
The posterior is then given by
p(X \Z )  oc £ p ( 2 ,  K\X)p(X)  (2.27)
K
X  is estim ated by either Maximum Likelihood (ML) estim ation X  =  argm axp (S |A ’) or
x
Maximum a Posteriori (M AP) estim ation X  — argm axp(A ’|Z ) using the EM algorithm
x
[24].
For M AP estim ation, define
Q ( X , X ^ k1) =  E \ l o g ( p { X , K \ Z ) ) ] < x Y los(.P(z X \ X ) p ( X M f C \ X ^ \ z )  (2.28)
1C
T  N (t )  T  N (t )
where p()C\X^k\ Z )  oc IJ II p( k { t ) \X (k\ z i ( t ) )  oc n  II p(zi(t)\X^k\  ki(t))p(ki(t))
t =  1 7=1 t = l  7=1
and p(X)  =  p (X j(0)) f t  f t  P (X i(*)|X j(* -  1)). t=11=1
In the E-step, it can be shown that
Q(X,  A (fc)) oc J ]  Qi(Xh X ^ )  +  const (2.29)
1=1
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where Qi(Xh x f )  =  - J  £  (5j‘>(t) -  ‘ (t)(z{k>( t ) - H , ( i ) X , ( i ) )  +
N(t)
T  E  f f u ( * ) « i ( 0
£  lo g p (X ,(i) |X i (t -  1)) +  lo g p (X ,(0 )), Z{*>(*) =   arid R f> ( i)  =  f t 0
f=1 £  <$/(*) £  ,'}>(«)
i = l  i = l
are the synthetic measurement  and synthetic covariance of the Ith target respectively, 
oc 7rz(£)p(zi(£)|Xz(fc)(£)) oc tti (t) ; H* ( t ) x \ k) (t) , R / (t)), I =  1 , . . . ,  L  , g f0}(£) oc
7r0(£)po(zi(£)) and E  ?{,?(*) =  1-
In the M-step, X (k+1l is obtained by maximizing Q(X,  X ^ )  w ith the Kalman smoother.
2.3 Probabilistic Models and Similarity Measures
In visual tracking, two essential aspects are probabilistic models and similarity mea­
sures of visual features. Section 2.3.1 gives an overview of some widely used probabilis­
tic models in visual tracldng, including Gaussian mixture models, fuzzy histograms, 
conventional histograms, vector quantizers, spatiograms and non-parametric models. 
Some similarity measures, including the Bhattacharyya distance, the Kullbaclc-Leibler 
(KL) divergence and the I f  norm, and their specific forms for those probabilistic mod­
els are then described in  section 2.3.2. Applications of those probabilistic models and 
similarity measures in visual tracking are also presented.
2.3.1 Probabilistic M odels
Some widely used probabilistic models, including Gaussian m ixture models, fuzzy his­
tograms, histograms, vector quantizers, spatiograms and non-parametric models, are 
described in  this section. Relationships of those probabilistic models are shown in figure 
2. 1.
Gaussian m ixture m odel (GM M )
For a Gaussian m ixture m odel with M  components {II , M, X } =  {irj,xnj,  S j}^Lsl
M
p(z|n, M. 2 ) =  £  x,jV(z; ny, 2 ,)  (2.30)
3=1
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Figure 2.1: Relationships of probabilistic models
where 7iy, m j and S j  are the m ixture weight, mean and covariance of the j th  component 
respectively, II =  M  =  { n i j } ^  and S  =  {Zj }^Lr
Given a set of N  samples Z =  parameters of a Gaussian mixture model can
be jointly estim ated with the likelihood
M
Y , 71 j N  (zi; rxij, S j )
3=1
The EM algorithm can be used for ML estim ation. In the E-step
„  _  7TjA?(zi; m?, S^)
Qi,j ~
j=1
(2.31)
(2.32)
where g y  is the probability of the ith  sample z * generated by the j th  component in 
the Gaussian mixture model.
In the M-step
N N
N  E  H d z i E q i , j l i - m j ) ( z i - m j )T
= jjS  «  jm3 = H   s,- = —
i=1 £ « «
N
E  ViJ 
1 = 1
(2.33)
The above case is for samples w ith  equal weights. If samples are w ith different weights 
{ a i}iLi> the likelihood becomes
N  N
p (z |n ,M ,s) = np(*i|n,M ,E)<* = n
7=1 7=1
M
Y^jN (zi\m .j ,'E)
j=i
(2.34)
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To maximize the above likelihood with the EM algorithm, the E-step is the same as 
that in equation (2.32) however the M -step becomes
N N N
E  E a i^.jZi E  a i(Si,j(z i~ Tnj) ( z i~ m j) T
7Tj =  ^   m j  =  ^   S j  =  —  * -------------------  (2.35)
E  «i E  E
1=1 i = l  i=l
Fuzzy H istogram  (FH)
Given a set of N  samples Z =  { z ^ } ^  and M  histogram bins M  =  a fuzzy
histogram (FH) n  =  { irj}¥=1 is defined as
1 N
=  Y f Y N i J  (2.36)
2=1
where g y  is the association weight of the ith  sample z i to the j th  histogram bin m j  
and Qij can be com puted via a fuzzy-set membership function [42].
There is a set of fuzzy-set membership functions including triangular, B-spline, Gaus­
sian. Due to the fuzzy-set membership function, the feature space can be soft-partitioned  
rather than hard-partitioned into separate bins of a conventional histogram. If a Gaus­
sian membership function is used, a Gaussian fuzzy histogram then becomes a special 
case of a Gaussian m ixture model w ith fixed means M  =  {m j}^L1 in the feature space 
and a fixed non-zero covariance S .  The procedure to  build a fuzzy histogram is equiv­
alent to  only estim ate n  of a Gaussian m ixture model using the EM algorithm with  
the likelihood
p(z|n) =  n > W n )  = f [  
2=1  2=1
M
m.j, S )
3=1
(2.37)
In the E-step
(2.38)
7=1
and in the M-step
1  N
^3 = jjJ2%3  (2-39)
2=1
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If samples are with different weights {oq} / the likelihood becomes
P(z ih ) = n > M n r = n
7=1 7=1
M
Y  m j,  X)
3=1
(2.40)
To maximize the above likelihood w ith  the EM algorithm, the E-step is the same as 
that in equation (2.38) however the M -step becomes
W4
N
E  a iQi,j
7=1_______
N
E  OCi
7=1
(2.41)
Conventional H istogram  (CH)
A fuzzy histogram degenerates into a conventional histogram (CH) if
%3 —
1 if the ith  sample is quantized into the j t h  bin 
0 otherwise
A conventional histogram n  =  can also be viewed as a special case of a
Gaussian mixture model, where means M  =  { n x / } ^  are fixed in the feature space and 
covariance X  —>■ 0 as shown in [112]. To build a conventional histogram is equivalent 
to  only estim ate mixture weights n  in a Gaussian mixture model.
In the E-step, q j^ =   ^ As X  —> 0,
E  VCzijmj.Sj) 
i=i
1 if m,' is the nearest neighbour of z ,
Qid =  { 3 (2-42)
0 otherwise
i NIn the M -step, ttj =  ^  E  Qi,j- As X  —> 0,
i—1
i X  1 =  t  (2-43)ieCj
where Cj — { i  : qij  — 1} is the set of nearest neighbors clustered by component j  and 
Nj  is the number of samples in the cluster of component j .
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The histogram used in tracking w ith th e mean shift algorithm [22] can be regarded 
as a conventional histogram built using samples with different weights. Let z =  v ,
r 1Twhere v  is the color feat m e vector of samples and u =  x  y  is the spatial position  
of samples, and samples are weighted based on the distance of the spatial position of 
a sample u* to  the object center x c using a spatial kernel K, ai oc 7C(j| — ||2). So 
mixture weights are given by
N
E  “•?>,; S .
*i = (2-44)
E  on Z  Ctii=l i=1
which is exactly the histogram used in [22].
Vector quantizer (VQ)
Vector quantizer {II, M } =  { ^ m ^ } ; ^  is a generalization of a conventional histogram  
and a special case of a Gaussian m ixture model. VQ is also known as the signature in 
[99].
Given a set of samples Z, only the m ixture weights II and the means M  are to  be 
jointly estim ated with the covariance S  —> 0. The likelihood is
N  N
p(z|n,M ) =  n p fe |n ,M )  = n
7=1 7=1
M
J -1
(2.45)
where X  —» 0.
To maximize the above likelihood w ith  the EM  algorithm, the E-step is the same as
N
N  E
that in equation (2.42). In the M-step, Kj =  -faZ qij  m j =  ^   . As X —* 0,
i=1
1=1
E  ^
if  Z  1 =  mi -*■ E =  Wj E  Zi (2.46)
i£Cj  Z  1 ieCj
i€Cj
Now the mean of a cluster is the average of samples in that cluster and the EM algorithm  
is reduced to  the K-mean clustering algorithm [28].
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Spatiogram
Spatiogram was proposed in  [10] for tracldng and a second order spatiogram actually is 
a special case of a Gaussian mixture model. Given a set of samples Z =  where
Xi yi and v 2 are the spatial position and the color featureUi =
vector of the ith  sample respectively, means of the color feature vector M v =  
are fixed in the color space as bin centers and covariances of the color feature vector 
S v =  i  0, however means and covariances of the spatial position M u =
{ n i u j } ^  and S u =  { S u are not fixed and to  be jointly estim ated w ith mixture 
weights II =  f a } " * .  A  second order spatiogram {II,M u, S u} can be built w ith the 
EM algorithm using the likelihood,
N
p (z |n ,M „ ,su) = J ]
2=1
M
Xu,j (vf; mv,j, S vj )
7=1
(2.47)
In the E-step, qitj =  ^ (ui ;mu^ ' . . As £ V)j -*■ 0,
E  N ( u n m Uij  ,SU)j)A/"(v^ ;mV)j ,S v j )
i=i
% j
1 if m V)j is the nearest neighbour of v* 
0 otherwise
(2.48)
N
N  E  Qi,3u i
In the M-step, 1Tj =  y  E  Qi,j m u,j =  ------
l~'1 E
  i = l
u i7 ~
E  ?i,i (ui—mu,j) (uf—muj  )q
Jv,j 0,
N
E 9i> 3
i=  1
As
7U = N mu>7 — N< E  ui J^u,i — jy. E  ( )(u2 - (2.49)
Non-param etric m odel
In a non-parametric model, a distribution is estim ated by the kernel density estim ation  
and the number of mixture components is the same as the number of samples,
2 N
P(z) = (2.50)
=1
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where K  is a kernel function. If the Gaussian kernel is used,
1 N
P (z ) =  z i >s ) (2 .51)
7=1
where S  is the covariance of the Gaussian kernel.
2.3.2 Similarity Measures
This section presents some relevant similarity measures used in visual tracking, in­
cluding the Bhattacharyya distance, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and the I f  
norm. Specific forms of those similarity measures for probabilistic models discussed in  
the previous section are also described.
Bhattacharyya distance
The Bhattacharyya distance of two distributions p(z) and g(z) is defined as
D BTC(p{z),q{z)) =  J  \ fp(z)q(z)dz (2.52)
Given a histogram  ^ and a histogram { ? / }
M „ M
P(z ) =  E  ^ 8 { z  -  q(z) =  E  rfS(z -  mj)
j = l j= l
the Bhattacharyya distance is reduced to
M
D BT c ( p ( z ) , q ( z ) )  =  Y  (2-53)
j=i
Histogram-based tracldng w ith the Bhattacharyya distance was presented in [22, 23, 
91, 83].
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
The KL divergence of two distributions p(z) and g(z) is defined as
Di<l{p{z),  g(z)) =  J  p{z) log ~ ^ jdz =  J  P(z ) logp(z)dz -  J p ( z) log q(z)dz (2.54)
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•  Histogram
Given a histogram j-7rj j   ^ and a histogram , the KL divergence is re­
duced to [112]
M  P
DKL(p(z),q(z)) = Y 7ri 1° S - g  (2-55)
3=1 n3
Histogram-based tracking w ith the KL divergence was presented in [17].
•  Vector quantizer
Given a VQ j7r?,m??} and a VQ { 71?, m f } ^ ,
p{z)  =  E  T iJ J (z -m J ) g(z) =  E  -  m f)
7 = 1  7=1
the KL divergence is reduced to [112],
7r? AL n m2
(2.56)D ld ,(p (z ) ,g (z ))  =  limA—>00
M  J P  M
E ”? loS r f  + I K  “  m%\t 7TlL. -
7 = 1  7=1
where =  arg min ||m^ — m |j | .
In case both  code-books are the same, M  — N  and =  m | ., j  =  1 , . . . ,  M , it
M  nP
reduces to  the KL divergence for histograms -D/a,(p(z), <?(z)) =  E  log
3=1 J "fcj
Otherwise the second term is dominant as A —> 00 so
M  „
D jc l(p (z ), q(z)) =  Y 1r? ||m ? “  m l 3-1| (2-57)
7=1
•  Gaussian mixture model
M
Given a Gaussian mixture model p(z)  =  Z  7if.V(z; m? S^) and a Gaussian mix-
7=1 J
N
ture model q(z) =  E  ?rfA/’(z; m |,  S f ) ,  the KL divergence cannot be expressed in 
7 = 1
a closed form and an A sym ptotic Likelihood Approximation (ALA) was proposed 
in [112] for image retrieval,
D KL(p(z),q(z))  =  Y Trjlog - f  +  lo g A f(m ? ;m j^ E j.)  -  - T r  (2.58)
7=1
where % =  arg min Q m ?  -  m f | |^  -  log 71/ ) .
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•  Non-parametric model
M
Given a fixed non-parametric probabilistic m odelp(z) — E  A/"(z; zp, S ) ,  where
M  5 = 1
E  —> 0, estim ated w ith samples Zp =  jz?  j  ,^ and a reference probabilistic model 
g(z), the first term on the right side of equation (2.54) is constant and the KL 
divergence can be evaluated as
1  M
D K l {p ( z ) ,  g (z ) )  =  Y  loS q(zPj )  +  const (2 -59 )
3 = 1
m
To minimize the KL divergence is equivalent to  maximize E  lo g ? (z?)> which
3 = 1
is the average log likelihood of samples. It was used in [30] where g(z) is a
non-parametric model and in [131] where g(z) is a Gaussian m ixture model.
An alternative approach is to  minimize the lower bound of KL divergence rather 
than to minimize the KL divergence directly. The lower bound of KL divergence 
is given by
M
D KL(p(z),q(z))  =  E  log g(zj) +  const
i_1 (2.60) 
+  const
To minimize the lower bound of the KL divergence is equivalent to  maximize
1 M
(2-61)
3 = 1
which is the average likelihood of samples rather than the average log likelihood
of samples and is also known as the objective function of the extreme outlier
m odel in robust statistics [47] or referred to as the “summation hack” in [76].
N
In case g(z) is a non-parametric m odel g(z) =  ^  E  A /z ;  z f , S ) ,  equation (2.61)
7=1
becomes
H M  1 M  N
M  £  q^  =  N M  £  Zi ’
3 = 1  j = l  7=1
which was used in [129] as the similarity measure for tracking.
>  -  log A e  ?(*?)
3 = 1
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IP  norm
The IP norm of two distributions p(z)  and q(z)  is defined as
D l p ( p ( z ) , q ( z ) )  =  J  l|p(z) -  q(z)\\p dz  (2.62)
Given a histogram j + j }  and a histogram |t t ? |  the IP norm is reduced to
Histogram
M f o\M
►.  ^ lu .
M
£>Lp(p(z),g(z)) =  Y )  ||tiJ -  7r||| (2.63)
7=1
M I IIf p — 1, Dli (p(z), g(z)) =  E  W? ~  ft] j which is equivalent to the histogram
7=1
intersection [109, 112].
Non-parametric model
M
Given a non-parametric model p(z) =  ^  E  N(z\  z+ S ) and a non-parametric
7=1
N
model q(z) =  ^  E  K (z \  z f , S ), the L2 norm is given by 
2=1
D M p fy ) ,^ ) )  =  /  Ib(z) -  q(z)\\2dz 
=  f  P(z )p(z )dz +  fq(z)q(z)dz  -  2fp(z)q(z)dz
As S  —> 0,
p{z) w ]0T E  <*(z -  zp  g(z) »  i  E  <5(z -  zf)
J=1 2=1
the L2 norm can be approximated by
AL2(p(z)>g(z))
p (z £) +  ^  E  <?(zf) - | E  g(zp
7=1 2=1 j= l
,  M M  TV JV ^ M  N
*  £  £  V (z?; < , S )  +  J , E E  JV(zf; 4  s )  -  m r  S  £  V (z?; zf, s )
J=1 2=1 2=1 1 7*=1 2=1
(2.64)
which was used in [132] as the similarity measure for tracldng.
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2 .4  L ite ra tu r e  R e v ie w  o n  V isu a l T racking
This section presents a representative literature review on visual tracldng, including 
region-based matching and tracldng, feature-based matching and matching, detection- 
based tracldng, multi-cue-based tracldng and multi-object tracldng.
2.4.1 Region-Based M atching and Tracking
Some widely used region-based matching and tracldng methods are described as follows, 
where histograms [22, 17, 133, 94], Gaussian mixture models [96, 119, 131] and non- 
parametric models [30, 129, 132] are used to  represent a whole region or represent 
each pixel [69, 82, 55, 41] in a region. Some other region-based approaches, including 
Bayesian correlation [108, 53, 115], support vector tracldng [2, 3], ensemble tracldng 
[4, 5] and online feature selection [19, 20, 16], are also presented.
Color is w idely used among region-based m ethods. Despite its popularity it is sensitive 
to illumination variations. To be less sensitive to  illumination variations, gradient [30] 
or filter responses, such as Laplacian of Gaussian filter responses [108] or steerable filter 
responses [55], are employed instead in region-based methods.
H istogram
Comaniciu et al. introduced the mean-shift algorithm [21] for color histogram based  
tracldng [22, 23]. The similarity measure of color histograms was based on the Bhat- 
tacharyya distance and was approximated to  the first order using Taylor expansion. 
The mean-shift algorithm was then applied to  maximize the approximated similarity 
measure.
In [17, 68] trust-region m ethods were introduced for tracldng with color histograms. 
The KL divergence was used instead as the similarity measure of color histograms and 
approximated to  the second order. Trust-region methods were then used to maximize 
the approximated KL divergence.
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Perez et al. proposed color-based tracking w ith particle filters [91]. A  partitioned color 
histogram to  incorporate spatial information was employed. The SIR particle filter was 
used w ith a likelihood based on the Bhattacharyya distance of color histograms.
In [133], an EM-like algorithm was proposed for tracking w ith color histograms to  
estim ate more m otion information than the mean-shift algorithm. The mean-shift al­
gorithm was shown to  be a variation of the Iteratively Reweighted Least Square (IRLS) 
algorithm for the extrem e outlier m odel in robust statistics. An EM-like algorithm for 
tracldng with color histograms was then presented to  estim ate the mean and the co- 
variance, which corresponds to  scaling and rotation information.
Birchfield proposed spatiograms as a generalization of histograms [10]. In addition  
to weights of bins, a spatiogram includes higher order spatial moments of bins, such 
as the spatial mean and covariance of pixels in a bin. A similarity measure for the  
second order spatiogram was then presented, which is based on not only weights but 
also spatial moments of bins. A  mean-shift-like algorithm for spatiogram was derived 
for tracldng.
In [94] Porildi proposed an integral histogram, a fast algorithm to  com pute histograms 
of all possible candidate regions.
Gaussian m ixture m odel
Raja et al. proposed a color Gaussian mixture model to model object appearance 
[96]. The Gaussian mixture model was trained off-line using the EM  algorithm on 
a training set and the m odel order was selected by evaluating the Gaussian mixture 
model on a validation set. The Gaussian m ixture model was then adapted online with  
an incremental EM algorithm using data in the latest L-length window. The model 
adaption was suspended if a normalized log likelihood of data was below an adaptive 
threshold in case of occlusions.
In [119], a joint spatial-color Gaussian m ixture model was proposed to represent object 
appearance. A similarity measure for the joint spatial-color Gaussian mixture model 
was then presented similar to  that for spatiograms. An Integral Gaussian Mixture 
(IGM) similar to  integral histogram [94] was proposed to  improve the speed.
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Non-param etric m odel
Elgammal et al. proposed a joint feature-spatial non-parametric appearance model 
for visual tracldng [30]. The KL divergence was used as the similarity measure and a 
gradient-based iterative algorithm, similar to  the mean-shift algorithm, was presented 
to maximize the similarity measure.
In [129], a new similarity measure for tracldng with spatial-color non-parametric mod­
els was proposed. A  gradient-based iterative algorithm to  maximize that similarity 
measure was derived, where an Improved Fast Gauss Transform (IFGT) [128] can be 
used to  improve the speed.
In [132], L% norm was proposed as the similarity measure for tracldng w ith spatial-color 
non-parametric models. A  gradient-based iterative algorithm to  maximize the similarity 
measure was presented to  estim ate affine m otion information including translation, 
rotation, non-uniform scaling and shearing.
One issue of non-parametric appearance m odels is that it is not clear how to  online 
adapt a non-parametric appearance model to  deal with appearance changes during 
tracldng.
Pixel-w ise appearance m odel
Lucas and Kanade proposed an iterative algorithm for image registration [69], later 
known as the Lucas-Kanade algorithm. It is also widely used for tem plate-based visual 
tracldng. The similarity measure used was the Sum of Squared Difference (SSD) and a 
gradient-based iterative algorithm was used to  minimize the SSD.
In [82] each pixel was modelled by a robust observation model using the Huber’s func­
tion [47] to  deal with outliers,
p(z(t))  oc exp { - p  [e(z(£); m(t), S(£))])
where m(t) and S  (t) are the mean and the covariance of the Gaussian model of a pixel
{ g2 
2
C(M — f ) otherwise
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is the robust function. A  variation of Kalman filters was then presented using the ro­
bust observation model and the covariance in the robust observation model was also 
adaptively updated. To handle severe occlusions, a m ethod to detect the beginning 
and the end of an occlusion event was also presented.
Jepson et al. proposed a pixel-wise appearance model, WSL model [55]. The WSL 
model is a mixture of 3 components, a “stable” component for long term stable ap­
pearance, a “wandering” component for short term appearance and a “lost” component 
for outliers,
p{z(t)) = -KW(t)N(z(t)',mw(t), Ew(*)) + vrs (t)J\/(z(t);ms(f), Es(i)) + ttl(£)pl
where (7rw(t),7rs(t),7Tl(£)} are m ixture weights of “wandering”, “stable” and “lost” 
components respectively, {rn\y( t) ,xns( t) }  and {Xp^(t), X s(£ )} are mixture means and 
covariances of “wandering” and “stable” components respectively, pi is a constant. 
The m ixture weight, mean, covariance of the “stable” component and the covariance 
of “wandering” component were updated online using an incremental EM algorithm. 
Only the “stable” component and the down-weighted “wandering” component were 
then used in an EM-like tracldng algorithm.
In [41] each pixel was modelled by a Gaussian mixture model with a variable number 
of components,
Mj
Pj(z(£)) = Y  Kij {t)N(z{t); m* j  (£), X^ (£))
1=1
where Mj  is the number of components in the j t h  pixel model, ir j^, m jja n d X jj are 
the mixture weight, mean and covariance of the ith  component in the jth. pixel model 
respectively. After adding a new component, based on a new pixel, into the Gaussian 
mixture, the Gaussian mixture was approximated via a sequential density approxima­
tion m ethod with mixture weights, means, covariances and the number of Gaussians 
updated. ML estim ation was used for tracking.
Bayesian correlation
Sullivan et al. proposed Bayesian correlation [108] in which measurements were re­
sponses of a filter bank at regular grids. The Laplacian of Gaussian filter was used and
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a distribution of filter responses of background can be well approximated by the Lapla- 
cian distribution whereas a distribution of foreground modelled by histogram. Param­
eters of background and foreground distributions were learned from training samples 
of filter responses of background and foreground respectively. Due to  a sharply peaked 
likelihood, a multi-scale layered sampling particle filter was proposed.
Isard and MacCormick applied Bayesian correlation for multi-blob tracldng w ith par­
ticle filters, known as ” BraMBLe” [53]. Both the Gaussian filter and the Laplacian of 
Gaussian filter were used. The distribution of a filter response from foreground was 
m odelled by a m ixture of 16 Gaussians whereas the distribution of a filter response 
from background at each grid was modelled by a mixture of 4 Gaussians. A simplified 
likelihood of Bayesian correlation was used without considering the case of a mixture 
of foreground and background,
N  L
P(zix)=n>Mx) = n »(-wn n pmq
“^1 I—1
where X  =  {Xi} f=1 is the joint state of L  objects, K  =  h  e  { 1 , . . .  ,L,  B} ,
ki — B  if the ith  filter response is centered in background, ki =  I, I 6  { 1 , . . . ,  L}  if the 
ith  filter response is centered in the ith  object, p f z \ B )  is the distribution of a filter 
response from background at the grid i whereas p(z\l) is the distribution of a filter 
response from the ith  object. The likelihood can be evaluated efficiently using only 
measurements centered in foreground.
Vermaak et al. also applied Bayesian correlation in visual tracking [115]. The dis­
tribution of a filter response from foreground was modelled by a histogram and the  
distribution of a filter response from background at each grid was also modelled by a 
histogram. The foreground histogram is jointly estim ated with the state vector using 
a Monte Carlo EM particle filter, rather than fixing the foreground histogram during 
tracking.
Bayesian correlation is a more principled approach from the perspective of Bayesian 
inference, where measurements Z (t) are not a function of state vector x(£) in comparison 
with edge measurements used in [51].
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Support vector tracking and ensem ble tracking
Avidan introduced support vector machine (SVM) [111] for visual tracking known as 
support vector tracldng (SVT) [2, 3]. A SVM classifier was used and a gradient-based 
iterative algorithm, similar to  the Lucas-Kanade algorithm, was derived to  maximize 
the SVM classification score, rather than to  minimize the SSD.
In [4, 5] AdaBoost was applied for visual tracldng known as ensemble tracldng. An  
AdaBoost classifier was learned and updated online using training samples from the  
object and background, where a 11 dimensional feature vector, including a color fea­
ture vector and a 8-bin local orientation histogram, was used for each pixel sample. 
So a confidence map can be obtained by classifying pixels in an image with the Ad­
aBoost classifier. The mean-shift algorithm was then applied on the confidence map 
for tracldng.
Online feature selection
Collins et al. proposed to  online select discriminative features for tracldng [19, 20]. 
The candidate features are a set of linear combination of RGB pixel values. For each 
candidate feature, a histogram of the object and a histogram of background were built. 
A variance ratio was introduced to rank all candidate features and top features were 
selected for tracldng. For each selected feature, a weight image based on the likelihood 
ratio of that feature was constructed. The mean-shift algorithm was then applied on 
each weight image of selected features to  estim ate the object state. The median of all 
state estim ations based on those selected features was used as the final estimation.
In [16] a secondary particle filter was applied for online feature selection where a set 
of feature particles was used. Given the object state estim ation, a feature particle was 
evaluated based on the KL divergence of the object histogram and the background 
histogram of that feature. A compound likelihood image was constructed based on 
weights of feature particles and a primary particle filter was then applied to  evaluate 
particles of the object state on the compound likelihood image.
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2.4.2 Feature-Based M atching and Tracking
This section reviews some feature-based matching and tracking m ethods, including 
contour tracldng with Kalm an filters, particle filters and the EM algorithm [12, 51, 90], 
m atching and tracldng w ith the Hausdorff distance and the chamfer distance [48, 50, 
49, 100, 88, 36], and probabilistic feature matching [85, 86, 87, 120].
In comparison with region-based methods using color, feature-based m ethods are more 
invariant to  illumination variations.
Contour tracking
Blake et al. applied Kalman filters for contour tracldng [12]. A contour was paramet­
rically represented by a B-spline curve and measurements were obtained along normal 
lines of contour samples by one dimensional edge detection.
Isard and Blake introduced particle filters for contour tracldng known as the CON­
DENSATION [51]. A likelihood based on one dimensional PD A  was also presented. 
It was shown that particle filters may maintain multiple hypothesis during tracking in 
comparison with Kalman filters. However in [51] measurements Z (x (t)) were restricted 
to  be on normal lines of contour samples and are a function of state vector x (t) , which 
is a drawback from the perspective of Bayesian inference.
Pece and Worrall used the EM algorithm for contour tracldng [90]. Measurements 
were obtained along normal lines of contour samples without feature detection. Grey 
level differences between adjacent pixels were modelled by a generalized Laplacian 
distribution for background and by a uniform distribution for boundaries. Missing data  
of whether a measurement is from background or from boundaries were introduced and 
the EM algorithm was then applied for M AP estimation.
M atching and tracking w ith  th e Hausdorff distance and th e chamfer distance
In [48] Huttenlocher et al. applied the Hausdorff distance to  locate objects under 
translation using an efficient algorithm based on the distance transform [14]. Given
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two set of points, M  =  {nnj} /_1 and Z =  { z * } ^ ,  the directed Hausdorff distance is
d ffffiM , Z) =  m ax d(m.j, Z) (2.65)
where Z) =  m in ||m j — zfi|. The Hausdorff distance is
i
D h d (N 1 ,Z )  =  max(diy£>(M ,Z),dif£)(Z,M )) (2.66)
where if M  is regarded as a model and Z as image measurements, Z) is the
forward Hausdorff distance from the model M  to the image measurements Z whereas 
d-HDiZi, M ) is the reverse Hausdorff distance from the image measurements Z to  the 
model M .
To make the Hausdorff distance more robust to  outliers, the partial Hausdorff distance
is often used instead and the directed partial Hausdorff distance is
4 D ( M , Z ) = 9t,‘ c!(m;f,Z ) (2.67)
3
where q £  [0,1] and qthd(jxij,Z) denotes the qth quantile value of {d (m j, Z )U 7 in
j
ascending order and it becomes the maximum if q =  1 and the median if q =
The partial Hausdorff distance is
JD g**( M , Z) =  m ax « D( M , Z ) , d % ( Z ,  M )) (2.68)
where if M  is regarded as a model and Z as image measurements, djfD (M , Z) is the 
forward partial Hausdorff distance w ith qp quantile and d |fD(M , Z) is the reverse 
partial Hausdorff distance w ith qn quantile.
The efficient algorithm for Hausdorff matching in [48] was later extended to  locate 
objects under translation-scaling [50] and affine transform [100]. The Hausdorff distance 
was also generalized in [88] to  incorporate not only spatial position information but also 
orientation information of edge pixels.
Tracking with the partial forward Hausdorff distance was proposed in [49] using an 
edge tem plate. The edge tem plate was then updated by selecting edge pixels in the 
edge map which are within a distance threshold of any edge pixels in the transformed 
edge tem plate given the estim ation.
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Gavrila and Philomin employed the chamfer distance for shape-based object detection
[36]. In order to  capture varieties of object shapes, a tem plate hierarchy was proposed in
[36] and an efficient coarse to  fine matching algorithm over the tem plate hierarchy was
presented. Given a set of M  points M  =  and a set of N  points Z =  {zi}£Ln
the directed chamfer distance from M  to  Z is
1 M
D cd (M , Z) =  —  d(xnj , Z) (2.69)
7=1
which is the average of {d(m y, Z )}V  1, rather than the maximum or qth quantile value 
of Z )}V  1 in the directed Hausdorff distance or the directed partial Hausdorff
distance.
The thresholded directed chamfer distance, which is more robust to  outliers, is given 
by
,  M
D 5J d (M, Z) =  -  Y ,mi“  («F. z )) (2-70)
7=1
where 5f  is a distance threshold.
If M  is regarded as a model and Z as image measurements, D c d (M , Z) and DffpfM.,  Z) 
are the forward chamfer distance and the thresholded forward chamfer distance from 
the model M  to  the image measurements Z respectively. The reverse chamfer distance 
from the image measurements Z to  the model M  is D<7£>(Z,M ) and the thresholded 
reverse chamfer distance from the image measurements Z to  the m odel M  is Z, M )  
where Sr  is a reverse distance threshold.
Probabilistic feature m atching
Olson presented a probabilistic formulation of the Hausdorff distance [85], A likelihood  
was proposed for edge tem plate matching using ML estim ation. The efficient multi­
resolution search algorithm for Hausdorff matching was extended for ML estimation.
In [86, 87], the probabilistic formulation for edge tem plate matching in [85] was ex­
tended to intensity tem plate matching. A new distance measure for intensity tem plate 
matching was proposed to  m atch non-overlapping pixels,
= ||ui — uj|| +7||vj -Vj||
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where z < =
spectively, Uj
ui
Vi
and m j =
Uo
Vi
- T ■
Xi Vi and Uj = Xj y j
are pixels in the image and the tem plate re- 
T
are spatial positions of pixels in the
image and tem plate respectively, Vj and Vj are intensities of pixels in the image and the 
tem plate respectively, 7  is a weighting value. A likelihood based on this distance mea­
sure was proposed and an efficient multi-resolution search algorithm was then employed 
to  maximize the likelihood.
Wells proposed a probabilistic formulation of feature matching [120], where correspon­
dences of features were introduced as the missing data and a likelihood given complete 
data was presented. Two approaches were proposed for feature matching. MAP model 
m atching (MMM) was first presented to  maximize the posterior given complete data  
and a connection of the MMM with the chamfer matching was also shown. Posterior 
marginal pose estim ation (PM PE) was then proposed to maximize the posterior given 
incomplete data using the EM algorithm.
2 .4 .3  D e tec tio n -B a sed  T racking
For region-based matching and tracldng and feature-based matching and tracking, low- 
level visual features are directly used for matching and tracldng. For detection-based  
tracldng, low-level viusal features are first applied for object detection and detection  
results are then used for tracldng.
Most widely used detection m ethods include motion-based change detection/background  
subtraction and appearance-based detection. Change detection/background subtrac­
tion w ill segment all m oving/ foreground regions in an image whereas appearance-based 
detection is to train a classifier to detect a specific object type, such as faces or pedes­
trians, using machine learning methods, such as SVM or AdaBoost. Detection-based  
tracldng highly relies on the performance of detection, which in m ost cases is still an 
issue to  be solved in computer vision.
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Change detection/background subtraction
Change detection/background subtraction is widely used to  segment foreground for 
surveillance applications. Change detection uses inter-frame differences to segment 
moving foreground [1, 73, 74]. One issue of change detection is that if there is no 
sufficient texture in a moving object, the interior of the moving object may not be de­
tected. Another issue is that uncovered and covered background may be detected. For 
background subtraction, differences of current image and a background image are used 
to  segment foreground, which can avoid the above issues of change detection. However 
it may be difficult to  accurately maintain a background model online, especially for 
outdoor scenes [121, 105, 31, 40], A  combination of change detection and background 
subtraction was presented in [18].
In [73, 74] inter-frame differences of two consecutive frames were first thresholded to  
obtain a change detection mask (CDM ), which was then refined by a local relaxation  
considering spatial smoothness. To obtain a temporally consistent mask, the previous 
object mask (OM) and previous CDMs were combined to update the current CDM. A  
final OM was generated after removing uncovered background based on a dense motion  
vector field and boundary adapted to  an edge map.
In Pfinder [121], each pixel in background was modelled by a Gaussian distribution  
whereas foreground was represented as blobs which were modelled by Gaussian distri­
butions of both  spatial and color features. To detect foreground, each pixel in an image 
was classified into one of the blob models or the background model based on MAP  
classification. The blob models and the background model were then updated online.
Stauffer and Grimson proposed to  model each pixel in background by a mixture of 
Gaussians [105]. The number of Gaussians is fixed and is usually no less than 3, so 
that true background can be represented with at least two Gaussians. Gaussians in 
the mixture were ranked based on m ixture weights and covariances and top Gaussians 
were selected to  represent true background. A  pixel was classified as background if it 
was within the 2<r of any of the selected background mixture components, otherwise as 
foreground. The pixel classified as background was used to update the corresponding 
background Gaussian mixture model.
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In [31] non-parametric models were used to  model each pixel in background whereas 
in [40] each pixel in background was m odelled by a Gaussian m ixture model w ith a 
variable number of components, which was online updated using a sequential density 
approximation method.
Appearance-based detection
Rowley et al. applied neural network (NN) [11, 44] for face detection [98], where 
multiple NNs were employed and arbitrated to  improve the detection performance.
Osuna et al. used SVM for face detection [89]. An efficient decom position algorithm  
was proposed for training SVM on a large data set.
Viola et a!, introduced AdaBoost [33] for real-time face detection [116, 117]. A set 
of rectangular Haar-like features, which can be computed efficiently using an integral 
image, was presented. Given a set of positive and negative samples, discrete AdaBoost 
was applied to  train a set of weak classifiers to obtain a strong classifier. An AdaBoost 
cascade was further proposed to  improve the detection speed.
In [66], a new set of rotated rectangular Haar-like features, which can also be computed  
efficiently using an integral image, was introduced. Combinations of three boost algo­
rithms, A daB oost[33], RealBoost [103] and GentleBoost [34] with two types of weak 
classifiers, stum ps and CART trees, were evaluated and compared.
In [127], a boosting chain was proposed to  improve the performance of AdaBoost cas­
cade. Historical information from previous training stages of a cascade was incorporated 
to  train the current stage of the cascade and linear SVM was further employed to op­
tim ize the AdaBoost cascade so that better performance may be achieved with fewer 
weak classifiers.
In [65] F loatBoost was proposed to  incorporate floating search into AdaBoost and a 
pyramid structure was also used to  train a m ulti-view face detector whereas a W idth- 
First-Search (W FS) tree was used in  [45] and vector boosting was proposed to  train a 
tree-structured m ulti-view face detector.
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2 .4 .4  M u lti-C u e-B a sed  T racking
M ulti-cue-based tracking often combines region-based tracldng, feature-based tracldng 
and detection-based tracldng for more robust tracldng performance.
Isard and Blake proposed the ICONDENSATION algorithm to  fuse object detection  
cues with the edge cue for hand contour tracldng [52]. Skin-color blobs were first 
detected and then used to  guide importance sampling in particle filters and particles 
were weighted by the edge cue.
In [92] the m otion cue or the sound cue was first used for coarse detection, and was 
then employed to  guide im portance sampling in particle filters and fused with the color 
cue.
In [84] a boosted particle filter was proposed to  combine AdaBoost detection and the 
m ixture particle filter [113] in which the proposal distribution incorporated object de­
tection cues from AdaBoost detection.
In [106] a likelihood of the sldn-color cue based on the Bayesian correlation and a 
likelihood of the edge cue based on the chamfer distance were fused for robust hand 
contour tracldng in a tree-based filtering framework.
In [124,125] a co-inference approach was proposed to  integrate multiple cues in tracking, 
where both the state of the shape cue and the state of the color cue were to  be estimated. 
Shape state samples were generated from a proposal distribution based on the color 
cue and then evaluated using a likelihood of the shape cue whereas color state samples 
were generated from a proposal distribution based on the shape cue and then evaluated  
using a likelihood of the color cue.
2 .4 .5  M u lti-O b jec t Tracking
M ost previous work on visual tracking deals w ith single object tracldng only. A simple 
approach to  m ulti-object tracldng is to  track multiple single object. However it does 
not perform well in case of occlusions and objects may be lost during occlusions.
In [71], MacCormick and Blake applied JPDA for multiple contour tracking due to  an 
exclusion principle in JPDA in comparison w ith PD A  for single contour tracldng [51]. A
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partitioned sampling particle filter was proposed to  address the curse of dimensionality 
and the number of particles can be much reduced in comparison w ith the CONDENSA­
TION [51]. However due to  the com plexity to  enumerate all feasible events, extensions 
to  track more than two objects will be much more complex and also the depth order 
needs to  be jointly estim ated and used in the likelihood.
In [53] m ulti-object tracking w ith particle filters was proposed. However the number 
of samples will grow exponentially w ith the number of objects, and the depth order of 
multiple objects is needed.
In [29] joint segmentation and tracldng using a spatial-color non-parametric model 
were proposed. However com putationally prohibitive exhaustive search is needed for 
ML estim ation, so a simple “origin detection solution” was proposed to reduce the  
computation.
Wu et al. presented multi-object tracking w ith particle filters [126]. A hidden process 
of occlusion relationships was introduced and a likelihood with an exclusion principle 
was presented for m ulti-object tracldng using tem plate matching. A  hidden process of 
view modes was then introduced to  track single object with multiple views. The hidden  
process of occlusion relationships and the hidden process of view modes were finally 
combined to  track multiple objects w ith multiple views under occlusions.
Vermaak et al. proposed a m ixture particle filter to  maintain posterior multi-modality  
[113]. The target posterior was represented by a non-parametric m ixture model
M(t)
p ( X ( t ) |Z<‘>) =  X  *m(t)Pm(X(t) | z « )
m=1
M(t)
where 7rm(t) is the mixture weight, E  7rm(£) — 1 and pm(X (£)|Z fo) is represented by
m=l
a set of particles \ x $ ( t ) , w i h \ t ) } Np , pm(X (£ ) |Z ^ ) «  E  Wm\t)8(X( t )  -  x J / ( £ ) ) .
J n = 1 m = 1
The mixture representation was online updated by merging or splitting components.
Khan et al. proposed a MCM C-based particle filter to  track multiple interacting objects 
[63]. A Markov random field (MRF) prior was introduced due to  an assumption of non­
overlapping objects and an efficient Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling was 
employed in the particle filter. Though th e assumption of non-overlapping objects is
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useful in their specific application to  track ants, it is not valid in many scenes where 
occlusions are not uncommon.
2.5  S u m m a ry
This chapter presents some fundamentals for tracking and a literature review of visual 
tracldng. First, tracldng is formulated as a probabilistic inference problem and data as­
sociation is formulated as a Bayesian incomplete data problem. Relevant probabilistic 
models and similarity measures for visual tracking are then examined. A representa­
tive literature review on visual tracking, including region-based matching and tracking, 
feature-based matching and tracking, detection-based tracldng, multi-cue-based track­
ing and m ulti-object tracldng, is finally presented.
Chapter 3
Multi-Cue-Based Tracking 
Formulation
3 .1  In tr o d u c tio n
This chapter gives a formulation of the dynamical model and multiple cues for multi- 
cue-based tracldng [59, 58] where heads are the targets of detection and tracldng. The 
dynamical model is first given in section 3.2. Multiple cues for tracldng, including low- 
level color, edge cues and high-level object detection cues, are then presented in section
3.3, section 3.4 and section 3.5 respectively. A color histogram is used as the proba­
bilistic m odel for the color cue w ith a similarity measure based on the Bhattacharyya 
distance. A feature tem plate including both  contour samples and edge pixels is used 
for the edge cue and the multi-channel chamfer distance is employed as the similarity 
measure. Detection results from a head detector based on contour analysis of moving 
regions are used as the object detection cues. ML estim ation of parameters of the 
observation model of the object detection cues is also described.
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3.2 Dynamical Model
Only the spatial position, the w idth and the height of an object are to  be estim ated and
are represented by a state vector x(£) = , where x(t) y(t)x(t) y(t)  o(t) b(t)
is the spatial position of the object center, a(t) and b(t) are the width and the height 
of the object respectively. A  second order auto-regressive model x(£) =  Ai_x(t — 1 ) -f 
A 2x(£ — 2) +  Bow(£) is employed as the dynam ical model and it can be rewritten as
X (t)  =  A X ( i  -  1 ) +  B w (£) (3.1)
■Ki(t) Ai A2
where X(£) =  , X i(£) =  x(£), X 2(i) =  x(£ -  1 ), A  =  , B  =
X 2(£) I 0
Bo
, w (t) is zero mean Gaussian noise Af(w(t);0 ,I( t))  so Q (£) =  BoBq" is the
0
covariance of B qw(£).
3.3 Color Cue
A color histogram is used to  m odel the appearance of a head. RGB color space is 
uniformly quantized into Nh  bins. To incorporate spatial information, a head ellipse 
is partitioned into sub-regions according to  pixel locations, so a joint spatial color 
histogram is built. The similarity measure of histograms is based on the Bhattacharyya 
distance [22]:
D[q(t),p(x.(t))] =
Nh  ---------------
1
where q(t) — {q f t) }V l\  is the current reference histogram, p(x(t)) =  {pj(x(£))}^  is 
the histogram built w ith  state vector x(t), N h  is the number of histogram bins and 
N h  =  8 x  8 x  8 is used in experiments.
The likelihood of the color cue is
K W ) | x W ) .  —y = j  exp (3 .2)
ffT k cr color V 2 a color
where crcoior is a constant and crcoior =  0.1 is used in experiments
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The reference histogram is adaptively updated by
q f t  +  1) =  (1 -  a H)qf t )  +  aHPi(E(x(t)))
where p(E(x.(t))) =  {P i(-® (x(£)))}^{ is the histogram built w ith the current state 
estim ation E(x.(t)) and q ( t + 1) =  { q f t  +  l ) } ^  is the updated reference histogram for 
the next frame, ctfj is the updating rate of the reference histogram and a n  =  0.2 is 
used in experiments.
3.4 Edge Cue
The head shape can be modelled as an ellipse and much previous work on head tracldng 
uses the ellipse model for tracking [9], However, it is not very robust to  background 
clutter. As feature points inside the head ellipse are also discriminative, we incorporate 
feature points inside the ellipse with the ellipse model for tracking. A number of edge 
pixels inside the head ellipse is selected as feature points and a feature tem plate is built 
including not only head ellipse points but also salient edge pixels inside the ellipse.
The Canny edge detector is applied to  obtain an edge map and the chamfer distance is 
employed as the similarity measure for the edge cue. Given a set of M  points in a feature 
tem plate, M  — {w i?}Y 1} and a set of N  edge pixels in an edge map, Z =  {zi}£Li» the 
chamfer distance from M  to  Z is
,  M
a CD(M ,Z ) =  — ^ d ( m 3,Z ) (3.3)
3= 1
where d (m j,Z ) =  m in||m .j — z j | and the distance transform [14] can be applied to 
com pute d(m.j, Z) efficiently. The thresholded chamfer distance from M  to Z is
.  M
B&D(M ,Z ) =  — £ m in (< 5 ,d (m i ,Z )) (3.4)
where S is a given distance threshold.
Edge orientation is also exploited to  make matching more robust by splitting the edge 
map into multiple channels according to  edge orientations [88, 106] as shown in figure
Figure 3.1: (a) Input image, (d) Edge map with four orientations in color, (b) (c) (e) 
(f) Distance transforms of the edge map with four orientations.
3.1. Feature points in the feature tem plate are matched with edge pixels in the edge 
map with the same orientations. The multi-channel chamfer distance is
! N0
D‘m cd (M ,Z ) =  - £  £  m in(M (m ,Z *))
k = l m S M f c
where Mjt is a subset of feature points with orientation k, is a channel of the edge 
map with orientation k , N o  is the number of orientations, No  =  4 and 5 =  5 are used 
in experiments.
The likelihood of the edge cue is
*  W * )W * )) =  v i x  exp ( - - Cp(M2(x/ ),Ze<,!,e(t)))  (3-5)
where M (x(£)) is the transformed feature tem plate given state vector x(£), a ed ge  is a 
constant and credge =  0.5 is used in experiments.
The edge cue is combined with the color cue for tracking with the likelihood
p(Z(£)|x(t)) = p (Z co/or(£)|x(£))p(Zedpe(£)|x(£)) (3.6)
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where Z (t) =  (Z coiar(t), Zedge(t)},  and the color cue and the edge cue are assumed to  
be independent.
3.5 Object Detection Cues
In addition to  the color and edge cues, head detection is performed in each frame and 
all detections in a validation region [7] are denoted as Y (t) =  { y w h e r e  y f t )  
is the ith  detection in the validation region and M (t)  is the number of detections in 
the validation region.
If a detection is a true detection generated by a head, then it is subject to  an observation 
model
y ( t )  =  H x (f)  + v  =  H C X (t)  +  v  (3.7)
where y  (t) is the true detection, C  =  
mean d and covariance R .
I 0 and v  is Gaussian noise J\f(v\ d, R) with
The number of false detections is assumed to  be from the Poisson distribution
M n )  =  e - «  (3.8)
where n is the number of false detections, V  is the volume of the validation region and 
A is the density of false detections [7].
3.5 .1  L earning th e  O b servation  M o d el
Given a set of detection results Y T = (Y fi)}^ , Y (t) = {yft)}!^^  and ground truth  
X T — {X(£)}^_1, X (t)  =  { x j ( t ) } ^ ,  correspondences of detections Y T with ground 
truth X T can be obtained,
K T =  {K(i)}tr=1, K (i) =  f t ( « ) } S () . *i(t) e  { 0 ,1 ,. .. ,  L(t)}
where k f t )  =  I, I €  { 1 , . . . ,  L(t)}  indicates y f t )  is a x^(£) originated detection and 
k f t )  — 0 indicates y f t )  is a false detection.
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Denote L0(t) be the number of ground truth without corresponding detections at t, 
L l (t) the number of ground truth w ith at least one corresponding detection at t  and 
L0(t) +  L f t )  — L(t),  then the detection rate is given by
£ Li(t)
P d  =   ----------
t=1
Denote M 0(t) be the number of detections w ith k f t )  =  0 at t, M fit)  the number of 
detections with k f t )  +  0 at t  and M 0(t) +  M f t )  =  M (t),  then the false alarm density 
A is given by
£  M 0(t)
\ __ _____
T  x A
where A  is the image size.
The observation model of detection can be learned by ML estim ation w ith the likeli­
hood,
(3.9)
p (Y r |H ,d ,R ) =  n P( Y ( t ) |H ,d ,R ) =  f t  n  p (y< (* )|H ,d ,R )
t = l
=  11 II V ( y i ( t ) ; H x tl(() +  d ,R )
i = l  i:ki(t )  t^O
To maximize the likelihood in equation (3.9), H , d  and R  are given by
H  =  [ (y x 1')  -  (y) <x)T] [ (x x r )  -  (x) <x>r ] _1 (3.10)
d =  ( y ) - H ( x >  (3.11)
R  =  ( y y T)  — H  / x y T }^ — TyxT7> H t  +  H  ^xxT Ji H r  — d d  (3.12)
where (x) =    E  E  (y) =  -y- 1  E  £  y «(*)> ( x x T)  =
E  M i (t)  ^ ^ E  M i( t)  1 i'.ki(t)4=0
t =  l  t= i
t 1 —  E  E  **,(*)(*)*£(*)(*)» ( xyT) =  ~r ~—  E  E  xfci( t ) U ) ( y * T)  =
E M i ( i )  t = l i i k i ( t ) ^ 0  l U  t U  X '  E M i ( t ) t = l U k i ( t ) ^  t U  x '
t= l  i= l
~r —  E  E  y i(t)x£.(t}(t) and ( y y T)  =  - j A —  E  E  y»(*)yf (*)• If assum-
E  M i( t )  i 'k i ( t )^ 0  E  M i( i)
t= i  t= l
ing R  =  <7pl,
a l  =  J - T r  [ (y y T)  -  H  ( x y T)  -  ( y x T)  H T +  H  ( x x T)  H T -  d d T] (3.13)
d y
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where dy  is the dimension of y .
Estim ated parameters of object detection cues are to  be used in the multi-cue-based  
tracldng framework to  be described in chapter 4.
3 .5 .2  H ead  D e te c t io n
Background subtraction is first applied to  segment foreground. Contours of moving 
regions are then extracted and analyzed to detect heads in moving regions. It differs 
from previous similar work of shape-based head detection [38, 70] in that the curvature 
scale space (CSS) corner detector [78] is introduced to segment contours due to  its  
accuracy and robustness to  noise on contours of moving regions.
Foreground segm entation
A background model is built off-line where each pixel in background is modelled by a 
Gaussian,
p(z(t))  =  N { z (t); g (t) , S ( t ) )  (3.14)
where z  (t) = z i ( t )  * d c ( t )  
color space with dG dimension, such as R G B  or Y U V , p(t) 
erf(t) • • • 0
, z j t ) ,  i =  1 , . . .  ,d c  is the ith  component in a
T
p i( t)  . . .  y dc(t)
and E (t)
0
are the mean and the covariance respectively, which
are estim ated using a batch of background images without any moving objects.
A pixel is marked as foreground if
|zj(£) -  pi(t)\ >  3 max(<7i(t) , afam) , i — 1 , . . .  ,d G (3.15)
where of°m is the standard deviation of camera noise which also prevents a f t )  from 
being too small during updating.
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Pixels declared as background are used to  adaptively update the corresponding Gaus­
sian model,
Ilift -i- 1 ) =  (1  — 7 )/xft) +  7 z f t )
o f( t  +  1) =  (1 -  7 )o f  (£) +  7  ( z f t )  -  p f t ) ) 2 (3.16)
i = 1 , . . .  ,05(7
where 7  is a updating rate and 7  =  0.1 is used in experiments.
After background subtraction, the binary foreground mask is sm oothed by morpholog­
ical filters of closing and opening. Connected component analysis is then applied to the 
foreground mask to  label separate moving regions, and any moving regions whose area 
is less than an area threshold (100 is used in  experiments) is discarded. An example of 
foreground segmentation is shown in figure 3.2(a).
Contour segm entation
Contours of moving regions are then extracted and the curvature scale space (CSS)
corner detector [78] is used to  segment contours of moving regions. CSS was proposed
in [77] as a shape representation for planar curves. Given a planar curve T paramterized 
by the arc length s, T(s) =  (x(s),y(s)) ,  an evolved curve is
r ^ s )  =  ( X ( s ,o ) ,Y ( s )a))
+ °o  - ( s - 0 2
where X(s,cr) =  x(s) 0  g(s,cr) =  f  <&, Y (s ,a )  =  y(s)  0  g(s ,o )  —
+OO - ( s - t ) 2 - s 2
f  y d 'yfjae 2(7‘2 dt, g(s, cr) =  and 0  is the convolution.
The curvature of the evolved cui’ve Ta is
( \ _  X s(s ,o )Y ss(s,cr) -  X ss(s,o)Ys(s,cr)
K[S,<J)~ V X s(s ,v ) 2 +
where X s(s ,o )  =  dX^ - -  x(s)  0 gs (s,cr), X ss(s,cr) =  =  x(s)
y 3(s,cr) =  — y (s) <g>9s(s a^ ) and y ss(S ) _  y (s) <g>gss(Si
Corners are defined as the local m axima of the absolute values of curvatures. The 
CSS corner detector is used to  find only concave corners of a contour. The contour is 
evolved at multiple scales and curvatures of the contour are computed at a highest scale
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to detect concave corners. These corners are then traced to  a lowest scale to improve 
the localization. A  contour is split into segments by concave corners as shown in figure 
3.2(b).
Ellipse fitting
Each contour segment is checked for valid head candidates according to  the aspect ratio, 
the size of bounding box and the position of vertical maximum. Valid head candidates 
are then fitted to  ellipses [32]. Given a set of N s  samples of a valid contour segment
iT
N s  -p .  _ yi , the aim is to  find an ellipse, ax + b x y+ c y 2+ d x + e y + f  — 0 ,
that minimize the sum of squared algebraic distances
Ns
Ja(a ) =  Y ,  P i )2 subject to  4ac — b2 =  1
i=i
where a  = a b c d e f is the parameters of an ellipse, D A (a>Pi) — ax2 +
bxy +  cy2 +  dx +  ey  +  /  is the algebraic distance. It can be rewritten as
J ,l(a) =  ||D a ||2 subject to aTC a  =  1
where D  =
C =
d i d  Ns
0 2 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
di = x i x iVi Vi x i and
To minimize ,7a (a), it can be shown that
D TD a  -  ACa =  0
which is a generalized eigenvalue problem [95]. It was shown in [32] that there is only 
one positive eigenvalue A with corresponding eigenvector p  and a unique solution for 
parameters of an ellipse is given by
a  =  p A£ t D t D £
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2: (a) Moving regions, (b) Contour segmentation and ellipse fitting, (c) 
Detected heads.
An ellipse is declared as a head if its aspect ratio and size are within given low and high 
thresholds, as shown in figure 3.2(c). The m inimum/maxim um  aspect ratio and mini­
m um /m aximum  size of a head ellipse used in experiments are y ^ / 1.68  and 225/3000  
respectively.
3.5.3 Results
The proposed head detector was applied on two sequences, “indoor footage 1 ” with 80 
frames and “indoor footage 2 ” with 147 frames, which are provided by the Mitsubishi 
Electric ITE with ground truth manually marked. The image size is 352 x 288 and the 
frame rate is 1 1 /p s .  Some head detection results are shown in figure 3.3 and figure 
3.4. N ote that heads in the sequences are mainly in back and profile views, which are 
difficult for an AdaBoost face detector trained on frontal view faces. One lim itation of 
the head detector is that only heads which are parts of moving region contour can be 
detected. So if a head is inside a moving region, it cannot be detected. However, once 
it emerges on the contour, it may be detected such as the detection of the middle head 
in frame 780 of figure 3.3. It can also be noted that the head detector cannot detect 
small heads and sometim es upper bodies rather than heads may be detected as shown 
in frame 587 of figure 3.4.
Given the detection results, parameters of the head detector are learned as that de­
scribed in section 3.5.1. The detection rate Pp  is estim ated to be around 10% and the
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false alarm density is around 0.00001. H , d  and R  in the observation model in equation
(3.7) are also estimated. The low detection rate is partially due to  the lim itations of 
the head detector.
3.6 Summary
This chapter presents a formulation of multi-cue-based tracking, where the dynamical 
model and m ultiple cues for tracking, including low-level color, edge cues and high- 
level object detection cues, are described. A  color histogram is used as the probabilistic 
m odel for the color cue w ith a similarity measure based on the Bhattacharyya distance. 
A  feature tem plate including both contour samples and edge pixels is used for the edge 
cue and the multi-channel chamfer distance is employed as the similarity measure. 
Detection results from a head detector based on contour analysis of moving regions 
are used as the object detection cues. ML estim ation of parameters of the observation 
model of the object detection cues is also described.
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t=756 t=765 t=770
t=780 t=798 t=817
Figure 3.3: Head detection results of “indoor footage 1 ”.
t=587 t=664 t=681
t=687 t=710 t=720
Figure 3.4: Head detection results of “indoor footage 2 ”.
C h ap te r 4
Multi-Cue-Based Tracking with 
Particle Filters
4.1 Introduction
Based on the m ulti-cue-based tracking formulation in chapter 3, this chapter proposes 
a probabilistic multi-cue-based tracldng framework to fuse high-level object detection  
cues with low-level color and edge cues using particle filters [59, 58]. In section, 4.2 
Isard and Blake’s ICONDENSATION is first employed to  use object detection cues 
in importance sampling of particle filters. An adaptive ICONDENSATION (AICON­
DENSATION) is introduced in section 4.3 to exploit object detection cues for adaptive 
importance sampling where the number of importance samples and the number of prior 
samples are adaptively changed. An adaptive detection fusion ICONDENSATION (AF­
CONDENSATION) is finally proposed to  directly fuse high-level object detection cues 
with low-level color and edge cues in section 4.4. Connections of the proposed AICON­
DENSATION and AFCONDENSATION with the ICONDENSATION are discussed in 
section 4.5, where the proposal distribution of the ICONDENSATION is shown to be 
an approximation of the proposal distribution of the proposed AICONDENSATION. 
Results on sequences w ith both simulated detections and real detections are given in 
section 4.6, which show the improved performance of the proposed AICONDENSA­
TION and AFCONDENSATION in comparison with the ICONDENSATION.
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4.2 ICONDENSATION
In the ICONDENSATION [52], given color and edge cues Z* =  (Z co;or(r), Zed0e(r )}v= i 
and current object detection cues Y ( i )  =  where M (t)  is the number of
detections in the validation region and y  f t )  is the ith  detection in the validation region 
[7], the target posterior is p (X (£)|Z i ) which is only conditioned on color and edge 
cues. Current object detection cues are used to  guide importance sampling from a 
proposal distribution p(X (£)|Z t_1, Y (£)), which is a mixture of the prior distribution  
p(X (£)|Z t_1) and a distribution g(X (£)|Z t~ 1, Y (£)) based on the detections,
f lfX W IZ '-1, Y (i) )  =  /^ ( X ^ I Z 4- 1) +  (1 -  /JM X M IZ *-1, Y (t ) )  (4.1)
M ( t )  N p  i,  , ,
9 (X ( t ) |Z ^ 1 ,Y ( t ) )  oc E  E  q j \ t ) p { y ( t ) = y i ( t) \X l (t))S(X2( t ) - X (C \ t - l ) )
i = l  n = l
(4.2)
where /3 is a mixture weight and (3 is set to  1 if there is no detection, qF* (t) — (t —
l)p (X i(£ ) =  Xi(£)|X(ri(ifc — 1)), Hi f t )  can be the mean, mode or other vectors associated 
w ith p(y(t)  — y i ( i) |X i(£ )). N ote that equation (4.1) is in a more generalized form of 
the proposal distribution of the original ICONDENSATION, so that H  is not restricted 
to  be I as that in [52] and errors mentioned in [52], which abuse the X (t) and x (t) , are 
also corrected.
Given a set of particles { ( X (n)(t — 1), i f n)(t — 1 ) ) } / ^  to  approximate p(X (£ — 1 )|Zt_1), 
the prior is
p (X (t)IZ *-1) =  J p (X (t ) |X ( t  -  l) )p (X (t  -  l ) |Z t - 1)d X (t -  1 )
Np (4.3)
=  E  -  1)P(X(*)|X<»>(« - 1 ) )
n = l
(4.4)
D ue to the dynamical model in  equation (3.1),
p (X (t) |X (t  -  1)) =  p (X i( t ) |X ( i  -  l ) ) f ( X 2(i) -  X ,( t  -  1))
=  V (X i( t ) ;  C A X (t  -  1), Q ( t ) ) i (X 3(i) -  X i( t  -  1))
Substitute equation (4.4) into equation (4.3), the prior becomes
p T O fiZ * -1) =  E  w {n)(t -  l)A 7(X i(i); C A X W (i -  1), Q (t))£ (X 2 (t) -  X^n)(£ -  1))
71—1
(4.5)
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Given the observation model in equation (3.7), 
p(y(t)  =  y< (*)|X i(i)) =  N ( y {(t) -  d ;H X i(£ ) ,R )
= J^ f f ' exP [~i [(y<00 -  d)T R_1 (y<(*) -  d ) -  m/c7l<(*)s Jc“ iJC>i(t)]] ^
xA7(X i ( i ) ; m /C)i (£), X /c )
=  CfcA/,(X i(* );m fC|1(i), X/cO
where m JC)i(£) =  (HTR -1H )-1H TR “1 (y /£ )  — d), X jc  =  (HTR -1H )_1 and Cj =  
l | ^ i e x p  [ - | ( y i(t) -  d)T R-> [i -  H (H tR -1H )_1H tR - 1] - d ) ] . H H  =  I,
then m I C i (t) =  y/£ ) -  d, E IC =  R  and Cj =  1 , which was used in the original
ICONDENSATION [52]. So ML estim ation of X i( t )  given y jt)  is the mean
Xj(£) =  m JC)i(£) (4.7)
Substitute equation (4.6) into equation (4.2),
9 (X (t)|Z ‘- \ Y ( i ) )
M ( t )  h ’P ,
<x £  £  ci?,<n)( t ) V (X 1 (4);m JCi( t ) ,S ro )5 (X 2 ( t ) - X < " > ( i - l ) )
7=1 77=1
M ( t )  N p  , , , , (4.8)
«  E  £ ? f )( « W (X i( i) ;m JCj( t ) ,S / c ) i ( X 2( « ) - X < n> ( t - l ) )
7=1 77=1
M ( t )  N p  f . i .
=  E  £ 9f e i ( * M X i ( i ) ; m /Cii( t ) ,S JC)5(X 2( t ) - X < ’*)(i - l ) )
7=1 77=1
where g '7 ( t )  =  Ciq)n\ t )  =  c,wl'n)(t. — l)p (X i( i)  =  x ,(7 ) |X ini(t  — 1)) =  CiiulrV>{t — 
lM S i ( i ) ; C A X W ( t  -  l ) ,Q ( t ) ) ,  and Sio(t) =  X ? £  «J(b)(*) is for
7=1 77=1
normalization.
Substitute equation (4.5) and equation (4.8) into equation (4.1), the proposal distribu­
tion of the ICONDENSATION is finally given by
9(X (t) |Z '- l ,Y (i))
N p
=  /3 £  «,<">(* -  l)JV(Xi(t); C A X H (( _  1), Q(i))<5(X2(i) -  x ' n)(i -  1)) (4.9)
77=1 V '
M ( t ) N p  , , . .
+ (1 - /3 )  E  £  gig,<( iW (X i(t) ;m roij( t ) ,S JO)5(X2( « ) - x l ’,)( i - l ) )
7=1 77=1
After sampling from the proposal distribution in equation (4.9), weights are given by 
„ W (t)  ocP(Z (t ) |X (t) =  and g «,<">(*) =  1
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A lg o r ith m  4  ICONDENSATION
Given a set of particles { (X (n)(£ — 1), w(n\ t  — 1 ))}£2u to approximate p(X (£ — l) |Z t_1),
1. Prediction by equation (3.1)
2. Sampling by X ln\ t )  i?(X(£)|Z£-1, Y ( i) )
3. W eighting by oc p (Z (t)|X (t)  =
and Z  v)(n\ t )  =  1
71=1
and the computational com plexity of weight correction is 0 ( N p 2) [52].
The main stages of the ICONDENSATION are given in algorithm 4.
4.3 AICONDENSATION: Adaptive ICONDENSATION
In the ICONDENSATION [52], it is intended to  allocate more importance samples to  
detections which are near the prediction in comparison w ith other detections if there 
is more than one detection in the validation region of an object, due to
Qic,i(t ) CiW^ft -  l)Af(m.ic,i(t)\CAX<n)(i -  1), Q (t))
However as 0  is fixed, the total number of importance samples are fixed no m atter how  
far detections are from the prediction. Thus, even if all detections are false alarms and 
far away from the prediction, the same number of importance samples will be generated 
centered on those detections.
In this section, an adaptive ICONDENSATION (AICONDENSATION) is proposed, 
where the number of im portance samples and the number of prior samples are adapted 
dynamically. In the AICONDENSATION, though the posterior is still p (X (i) |Z £), 
the proposal distribution becomes p (X (£)|Z t_1, Y (£)), which is the posterior given the 
current object detection cues Y (£), rather than g(X(£)|Z*- 1 , Y (£)) which will be shown 
to be an approximation of p(X(£)[Z*_1, Y (t))  in section 4.5.
Given the current object detection cues Y ( i)  =  {y i ( t ) } f f / / \  the detected scale informa­
tion y Sti a f t )  b f t ) in y f t )  can be regarded as the “amplitude information”
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Zi(t) y f t ) in PDA-AI [6, 64]. As-associated with the detected position y p j  =  
suming the probability of y s  from clutter is a uniform distribution, po(ys)  =  Po> and 
the Poisson distribution of false detections, the likelihood of object detection cues is 
given by equation (2.18),
M ( t )
p (Y (t) |X (t))  a a + J ]  p (y (t) =  y f ( i) |X (t))  (4.10)
2=1
where a  =  ( - ^  — P g )  Apo, P d  is the detection probability, Pq  is the gating probability, A 
is the spatial density of false detections, p (y (£ )|X (t)) is given by equation (3.7), and po 
can be numerically com puted given detection thresholds of m inimum/m axim um  aspect 
ratio and size.
Given a set of particles { ( X ^ ( t  — t ) ,w (n\ t  — 1 ) ) } ^ X to approximate p(X (£ — l) |Z t_1), 
the prior p (X (i) |Z f-1 ) is given by equation (4.5). The proposal d istributionp(X (£)|Z t_1, Y (£)) 
can be obtained by
p C X W I Z ^ Y ^ ocpW Q I X M M X W I Z * -1)
«  E  p (Y (t) |X (t) )w 0*>(t -  l)p (X i(* )|X (“)(t -  l ) ) i ( X 2(t) -  -  1 )) (4 ,U )
n = 1 
N P
oc £  p (X (t), n l^ - ' .Y f * ) )
n = 1
where p (X (£ ),7i |Z t~ 1, Y (t ) )  oc p (Y (£ )|X (£ ))u /n)(t _  l)p (X i( t) |X (n)(£ _  1))<5(X2(£) -  
X^n)( £ -  1)).
p(X (£),n |Z *_1, Y (£)) can be evaluated by using equation (4.10),
p (X ( t) ,n iz * -1, Y ( i ) )  o cp (Y (t)|X (t))t« W (t -  l)p(Xi(*)|X<")(< -  l))<S(X2(t) -  x / > ( t  -  1 )) 
oc a v / nHt -  l)p (X i( t ) |X (”)(t -  l ) )« (X s (t) -  x j ’lt -  1 ))
M ( t )  . .
+  £  w(n)(* -  i)p (y (*) =  yi( t) |x ( t) )p (x 1(t) |x W (t -  i))<5(x2(t) -  x<n)(t - 1))
2 = 1
oc aw(n\ t  -  l )A f (X i(£); CAX^n)(t _  i ) > Q (£))5(X 2(£) -  X^n)(£ -  1 ))+
M ( t )  . .
E  ™(n)(* -  lM y < ( t )  -  d; H X i(£ ), R )A7(Xi(£); CAX<n>(t -  1), Q {t))S(X2(t) -  X ^ \ t  -  1 )) 
2 = 1
oc QuiW(i -  1)A7(X i (£); C A X W (i -  1), Q(t))<5(X2(£) -  X ^ ( £  -  1))
+  % 9 A lk i ( 4W ( X iW lm A rc ,/* )-S " c ( t ) ) 5 ( X 2(t) -  X<n>(i -  1))
(4.12)
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A lg o r ith m  5 Adaptive ICONDENSATION (AICONDENSATION)____________
Given a set of particles { ( X ^ ( £  — l) ,w^n\ t  — 1 ) ) } ^ X to approximate p(X.(t — 1)|Z£_1),
1. Prediction by equation (3.1)
2. Sampling by X<n>(i) -  p (X (£)|Z £- \  Y (£))
3. Weighting by W« ( t )  oc | # ( ,) (') =  1
where m.$$Ci<(i) =  C A X ^ ( £ - 1 )+ G (£ ) [y<(i) -  d  -  H C A X <n>(i -  1 )] and E A lc (t) =
[I — G(£)H] Q (t) is the updated mean and covariance respectively, G (t)  =  Q(£)H-r 
[ r  +  H Q (t)H Tj is the Kalman gain and ~  w^n\ t —l)A f(y i( t)—d] H C A X W (£ -
1 ) ,R  +  H Q (£)H t ).
Finally, the proposal distribution p (X (t)jZ i_1 , Y (£)) is given by 
p (X (i) |Z £- \ Y ( £ ) )
N p
=  a c s w  S  » W (t -  1 WCX.if.ty,C A x W (t -  1) , Q(t))<5(X2(i) -  x W (i  -  1))
'  n = l
M ( t )  N P  , . , . . .
+  £  n5 1 «h/c,i (* )V (X 1 (t);m W Cij( t ) ,S ylIC(t))5 (X 2( t ) - x ' ’,> ( t - l ) )
(4.13)
M ( t )  . .
where Ca i c D  — a  +  Sa i c I ) ,  Sa i c J)  =  E  E  TAiaN)  is f°r normalization. N ote
i = l  n = l  1
that resampling is not needed as it is already included in importance sampling from  
p(X (£)jZ£_1, Y (t)) . Generated samples can be classified as prior samples drawn from  
the first term of (4.13) and im portance samples from the second term of (4.13), and the  
number of im portance samples and the number of prior samples are adapted dynami­
cally w ith ratio r(t) — ?AIN )  t gQ if detections Y ( i)  are closer to  the prediction, there 
are more importance samples allocated rather than fixed in the ICONDENSATION.
After sampling from the proposal distribution in equation (4.13), weights are given by
n=l
(4.14)
which is the ratio of the likelihood of low-level color and edge cues and the likelihood of 
high-level object detection cues and the com putation of weight correction is 0 ( M ( t ) x  
iV p ),M (£ )< iV p .
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The main stages of the AICONDENSATION are given in algorithm 5.
4.4 AFCONDENSATION: Adaptive Detection Fusion 
ICONDENSATION
Although the current object detection cues Y (£) are used to guide importance sampling 
from the proposal distributions of both  the ICONDENSATION and the AICONDEN­
SATION, the target posteriors in both  the ICONDENSATION and the AICONDEN­
SATION are still p (X (t) |Z e) which are only conditioned on the low-level color and edge 
cues Z*. The relation of the low-level color and edge cues with the high-level object 
detection cues is a kind of master and slave where the low-level cues are dominant.
In this section, an AFCONDENSATION is further proposed to  directly fuse the high- 
level object detection cues w ith the low-level color and edge cues and the target posterior 
becomes p(X(£)|Z*, Y 4), where Y l =  { Y ( t ) } 4=1, so the target posterior is conditioned 
on both the low-level cues and the high-level cues. Assuming Z(t) and Y (t) are inde­
pendent, the target posterior is
pCX(*)|Zt,Y t)o c p (Z (t ) l Y (* )|X (t))p (X (t)|Z t“ 1 ,Y *“ 1) 
o cp (Z (* )|X (i))p (Y (t)|X (i))p (X (* )lZ t- 1 ,Y t- 1) (4.15)
ocp(Z (£)|X (£))p(X (£)|Z t- 1 ,Y t- 1 ,Y (£))
where p(X(£) | Z4-1, Y 4” 1, Y  (t) ) is the proposal distribution. N ote that the object detec­
tion cues are first assimilated analytically into the prior to obtain p(X(£) 1Z4-1, Y 4-1, Y (t)) ,  
which is then used as the proposal distribution to  draw samples in comparison with
pC X ^ IZ *-1^ * ) )  in the AICONDENSATION or g (X ( t ) |Zf- \ Y ( t ) )  in the ICON­
DENSATION as the proposal distribution to  draw samples.
Given a set of particles { ( X ^ ( i —1), u?(n) (t—l))}^ 2a to  approximate p(X (£—1 )|Z 4-1, Y 4-1), 
the prior p (X (t) |Z 4-1, Y 4-1) is
P(x (£)|Zt“ 1,Y t“ 1) =  Jp (X (t) |X (t -  l))p(X (t -  l)jZ4-1, Y 4-1)dX(£ -  1)
N P
=  £  to « ( i  -  l)p(X(t)|X<”>(t -  1)) (4.16)n=l
=  §  u > < » ) (t_ iW (X i( t) i  CA X W (( -  1), Q(i))S(X2(t) -  x ( n)(t -  1))
71=1
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So the proposal distribution is 
p (X (i) |Z i- 1 ,Y * - 1 ,Y ( t ) )o c p (Y ( i) |X ( l) )p (X (« ) |Z '-1 ,Y t- 1)
N p
oc E  p (Y (i)lX (t))ii;(">(i -  1 )A/’(X 1(£); CAX<")(t -  1), Q(t))<5(X2(t) -  X ^ }(£ -  1 ))
n = l
N p
oc E  p (X (t) ,n |Z * -1 ,Y * - 1 ,Y ( t ) )
n = 1
(4.17)
where p (X (* ),n |Z t- 1 1Y t- 1 ,Y (« ))o cp (Y (« )|X (t))w < n> ( t - l ) J V ( X i( i ) ; C A X « ( l - l ) ,Q ( J ) )  
i ( X 2(t) -  X 'n)(t -  1)).
p (X (f) ,n |Z t_1, Y i_1 , Y (t ) )  can be obtained in a similar way of equation (4.12), 
p (X (t) ,n |Z ‘- \ Y * - \ Y ( i ) )
oc a » W ( f  -  lV V (X i(i);  CAX<">(t -  1 ) ,Q ( i) )J (X ,( i)  -  -  1)) (4 .18 )
+  £*’ «Spo,4(‘W P C l ( t ) j m ^ 0 il(t), S AFc ( i)M (X 2(i) -  X<n)(t -  1 ))
7=1
where m $ £ Cji(t) =  C A X W (£ -1 )+ G (i)  [ y f t )  -  d  -  H C A X W (t -  1 )] and E AFc(t)  =
[I — G (t)H ] Q(£) is the updated mean and covariance respectively, G(£) =  Q (£)H T 
[R  +  H Q (£)H TJ is the Kalman gain and Qa'pc.A) =  A nf t —l)J\f(yi(t)—d; H C A X ^ ( t -  
1),R +  HQ(£)Ht ).
Finally, the proposal distribution is given by 
N p
=  c l k m  ~  ^ ( X i W i  C A X « ( t  -  1), Q (t))« (X 2(t) -  X<">(« -  1 ))
M(t) N P t v ,  x , ,
+ < 3 ^  £  E 3i + , j(i)A r(X 1 ( t ) ;m W C.i ( t) ,S A FC(t ) ) i (X 2( t ) - X < ,*)( t - l ) )
j = l  71=1 1
(4.19)
M ( t )  N P  , s
where CAFc{t)  =  ot +  SAF c(t) , SAF c{t) =  E  E  ?ap c i 00 f°r normalization.
2 = 1  72= 1 ’
N ote that resampling is also not needed as it is already included in importance sampling 
from p(X(£)|Z*_1, Y*- 1 , Y (£)). The number of importance samples and the number of 
prior samples are also adapted dynamically w ith ratio r(t) — ? as shown in figure
4.1.
After sampling from p (X (£)|Z t~ 1, Y*_1, Y (£)), weights do not need to be corrected and 
are given by
N P
w(n\ t )  oc p(Z(t) \X (t)  =  x W ( i ) )  and ] T  w^n\ t )  =  1 (4.20)
72=1
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t=767 (0%) t=768 (73%) t=770 (60%)
Figure 4.1: Adaptive importance sampling in the proposed AFCONDENSATION with  
importance sample percentage. W hite ellipses represent importance samples and green 
ones are prior samples.
Although equation (4.19) is in a similar form to equation (4.13), they actually repre­
sent two different distributions, which is due to  different particles {(X^n (^£ — 1 ), w (n\ t  — 
1 ) ) } ^ !  in equation (4.19) and equation (4.13) after weighting at t — 1. In the AICON­
DENSATION, more importance samples are generated at expense of lowering weight 
due to weight correction whereas the AFCONDENSATION does not correct weights so 
high-level cues are regarded as equally important as low-level cues, which is attributed  
to assimilating object detection cues directly into the target posterior.
The main stages of the AFCONDENSATION are given in algorithm 6 .
4.5 Discussions
It can be shown that the proposal distribution of the ICONDENSATION [52] actually 
is an approximation of the proposal distribution of the AICONDENSATION(4.13) and
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A lg o r ith m  6  Adaptive Detection Fusion ICONDENSATION (AFCONDENSATION) 
Given a set of particles { ( X ^ ( £  — 1 ), — l))}^2fi to  approximate p (X (t  —
lJIZ '-'.Y 1- 1),
1. Prediction by equation (3.1)
2. Sampling by X(n)(t) ~ p (X (£ ) |Z 4-1, Y 4-1, Y (£))
Np
3. W eighting by w^n\ t )  oc p(Z(£)|X(£) =  X ^ (£ ) )  and E  w^n\ t )  =  1
is a variation of the proposal distribution of the auxiliary particle filter (APF)[93], 
p (X (£ ),n |Z 4-1, Y (t))  in equation (4.12),
p (X (t) ,n |Z t_1, Y (i) )  oc p (Y (t) |X (t) )w W (t -  l)p (X i(t) |X < “>(* -  1 ))5 (X 2(*) -  X<n)( i -  1 )) 
oc am ln>(t -  l)p (X i(t) |X '" j( i -  l))<5(X2 (t) -  J j ( t  -  1))
M (t) ,  ,
+  £  »<">(* -  l)p (y (t)  =  y iW IX /iJ J p fX jf iJ Ix W ft -  l ) ) i ( X 2(t) -  x /> ( *  -  1))
7=1
can be approximated by p (X (£ ),n |Z t“ 1, Y ( i ) )  in a similar way to  the auxiliary particle 
filter [93],
9 (X (t ) ,n |Z ‘- \ Y ( t ) )
oc aw'-n>(t -  l)p (X i(t) |X < " )(t -  l))<5(X2(i) -  x / ’fi -  1 ) )+
M(t) . ,
£  <pM(i -  l)p (y ( i)  =  y i( t ) |X !(t ) )p (X i( t )  =  X i( t ) |X « ( t  -  l ) )5 (X 2(t) -  X$n)(< -  1))
7=1
(4.21)
where x f t )  can be the mean, m ode or other vectors associated w ithp(y(£) =  y j(£ ) |X i(t))  
such as the mean given in equation (4.7). Substitute equation (4.6) into equation (4.21),
r t X W .n lZ '- ' .Y f t ) )
oc « W ( f  -  l)jV (X i(t);  C A X « ( t  -  1), Q(t))<5(X2(t) -  X j( t  -  1 ))+
M(t)
E  -  1 )V (x i(£ ); C A X W (£  -  1 ), Q ( t) )N (y i (t) ~  d ;H X i(t),R )< 5(X 2(i) -  x f ° ( t  -  1 ))
7=1
oc aw(n\ t  -  l)A /'(Xi(£); C A X (n>(£ -  1), Q(£))<5(X2(£) -  X i(£  -  1))
M{t) ,  ,  ,  ,
+  E  ^ (n)( t )A (X i(£ );m / a (7W ) S / C)J (X 2( £ ) - X ( n)( £ - l ) )
7=1
(4.22)
where q f n\ t )  =  Cj« / n)(t — l)A r(x^(t); C A X (n)(t — 1), Q (t)).
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Np
Sop(X (£)|Z t_1, Y (£)) oc E p (X (£ ),n |Z 4- 1 ,Y (£ )) can be approximated by g(X (£)|Z 4-1, 
n = l
Y (*)),
N P
9(X(t)IZ'-i.YWJoc £ ^X^.nlZ'-i.YW)
n = l
N p
= r f i E » w (t -  I M X jW; CAXW(t -  l),Q(i))<5(X2(t) -  Xi(t -  1)) +
M ( t ) N P  , , , ,
E E 9<w (t)Ar(x1(t)imro,i(t),sJCM(x2(i)-x (1n)(«-i))
7=1 77=1
M ( t )  N p  f .
where C ic ( t ) =  a  +  S ic { t ), S ic ( t ) =  E  E  </ 00 is for normalization.
7=1 77=1
Let =  & and P is a fixed constant,
p (X (i) |Z ‘- l ,Y ( t ) )
N p
= 0  £  -  l)Ar(X,(t); C A X «(t -  1), Q(<))5(X2(«) -  X,(i -  1)) + (1 -  0)
71=1
E E |j5fV (X 1(i);mIC,i(t),SfCM(X2(t)-X(1n)(t-l))
7=1 77=1 1
N p
=  0£  «,W (t -  lW (X i( t) ;C A X W (t -  1 ),Q(t))<5(X2(t) -  X ,( t  - 1 ) )  + ( 1 - 0 )
n —1
M ( t )  N p  , . , .
E E 9}S,i(i)Af(X1(t);mj0,i(t),SroM(X2(t)-x ‘n>(t-l))
7=1 77=1
(4.23)
Now the above proposal distribution is exactly the one used in [52] without initialization  
prior p(X (£)), which is previously given in equation (4.9), and the number of importance 
samples and the number of prior samples are fixed with ratio r(t) —
Prom equation (4.21), it can be seen that the proposal distribution of the ICONDEN­
SATION actually is a variation of the proposal distribution suggested in the auxiliary 
particle filter [93]. In the auxiliary particle filter,
p (X ( t ) ,n |Z '- 1, Y (t))  oc p (Y (i)|X (t))i»< “>(« -  l)i>(X(t)|X<">(« -  1))
is approximated by < /(X (£),n |Z t -1 , Y (£)),
g '(X ( t) ,n |Z4“ \  Y (£)) oc p (Y (t) |X (t)  =  X '(£))™ ^(£ -  l)p (X (£ ) |X ^ (£  -  1))
where X '(t) can be the mean, mode or other vectors associated w ith p (X (£ ) |X ^ (£ —1)). 
The approximation of the ICONDENSATION is in the dynamical m odel p(X(£)|X^n) (t— 
1)), rather than the likelihood p(Y (£)]X (£)) in the auxiliary particle filter. However if
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ICONDENSATION AICONDENSATION AFCONDENSATION
Target
Posterior
p(X(t)|Z*) p(X(S)|Z‘) p(X(t)|Z‘,Y ‘)
Proposal
Distribution
a ( x ( i) |z ‘- \ Y ( t ) )
(Approximation)
p fX ^ IZ '- '.Y W ) p t x ^ i z ' - S Y ' - W W )
I/P  Sample 
Number
Fixed Adaptive Adaptive
Weight
Correction
0 (N & 0(M (t ) x NP) 
M (t) <C NP
NA
Table 4.1: Comparison of the ICONDENSATION, the AICONDENSATION and the 
AFCONDENSATION.
the likelihood p ( Y (t) |X (t))  is in a closed form, a better approach is to  assimilate the  
likelihood into the prior analytically, which was also mentioned in [93] as an adaption  
case.
Similar work for data fusion by particle filters was presented in [92] in which the target 
posterior is also p (X (£)|Z 4, Y 4) where Z4 is the color cue and Y 4 is the motion cue or 
the sound cue. The m otion cue or the sound cue was first employed for detection and 
then fused with the color cue sequentially. However the proposal distribution used in 
[92] is similar to  the one in  [52] which can also be shown to  be an approximation with  
the number of importance samples and prior samples fixed.
Table (4.1) gives a comparison of the ICONDENSATION, the AICONDENSATION  
and the AFCONDENSATION on the target posterior, the proposal distribution, the  
importance (I)/prior (P) sample number and the computational com plexity of weight 
correction.
4.6 Results
To compare tracking performance of the three algorithms, the ICONDENSATION, the 
AICONDENSATION and the AFCONDENSATION, a performance T  measure [104]
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based on precision/recall rate is employed,
v  + n  v '
where V — is the precision rate, 1Z — ^pP is the recall rate, £  is the estim ated  
object region and Q is the ground truth region. As both V  G [0,1] and 71 G [0,1], then  
AF G [0,1].
4.6.1 Simulated Detections
Experiments are first carried out in test sequences with simulated detections. True de­
tections are simulated based on the detection rate P p , Pp  G {0 .1 ,0 .2 ,... ,0.8,0.9}, 
and the observation m odel of a true detection in equation (3.7) using the ground 
truth, where H  =  I, d  =  0, R  =  <r2I are assumed and cr2 G {1,2 ,4 ,8 ,16} . The
number of false detections are generated based on the Poisson distribution, where
A G {0.00001,0.0001,0.001}. T he state of a false detection is simulated using a uniform  
distribution, so that its scale is constrained to  be within m inimum/maxim um  aspect 
ratio and size whereas its position is constrained to  be within an image. In tota l there 
are 5 x 9 x 3  =  135 combinations of settings for simulated detections. Detections based 
on 135 different settings are simulated on two sequences, “indoor footage 1” with 80 
frames and “indoor footage 2 ” w ith 147 frames, which are previously used for head 
detection in section 3.5.3.
Figure 4.2 shows examples of images w ith  simulated detections at Pp =  0.9, A =
0.00001 and a 2 =  1 ,4 ,1 6 . Figure 4.3 shows simulated detections at a 2 =  1, A =
0.00001 and Pp  =  0 .1 ,0 .5 ,0 .9 . Simulated detections at <72 =  1, Pd  — 0.9 and A =
0.00001,0.0001,0.001 are shown in figure 4.4.
Three tracldng algorithms, the ICONDENSATION, the AICONDENSATION and the 
AFCONDENSATION, w ith N p  — 200 particles, are run Nrun times for each simulation  
setting. The averaged T  measure of all objects in all sequences of all runs is given by
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where Lk(t) is the number of objects at t  in sequence k, Tk is the number of frames
in sequence k, N seq is the number of sequences, N run is the number of runs, and 
( ) 2 V ^  (t)TZ- (i)
n m  =  A  kf)  is the P  measm-e of object I at t  in sequence k in the rth  run.
’ Cm (O+'+i 0)
N seq =  2 and Nrun — 10  are used in experiments.
It can be noted that tracldng performance of the AFCONDENSATION or the AICON­
DENSATION actually is a function of a 2, P d  and A. Tracking performance of the  
AFCONDENSATION at given cr2, P d  and A is denoted as
P a f c (c 2,P d , A)
and tracking performance of the AICONDENSATION at given «j2, P d  and A is denoted  
as
P a i c {<?2, P d ,N )
Tracking performance of the ICONDENSATION involves an additional parameter /3, 
which cannot be autom atically obtained as that in the AFCONDENSATION and the 
AICONDENSATION, so the tracking performance of the ICONDENSATION at given 
cr2, P d  and A is defined as
P i c ( ° 2, Pd A )  =  m ax ( P IG{o-2, Pd , A, /?))
where best tracldng performance of the ICONDENSATION at given cr2, P d  and A is 
used. In practice ft is only searched on discrete values { 0 .1 ,0 .2 , . . . ,  0 .9 ,1 .0}. N ote that 
the ICONDENSATION reduces to  the CONDENSATION if j3 =  1.0, so P i c  A ,  P d , A) >  
P c o n {&2, P d , A) where P c o n (& 2, P d , A) is the tracldng performance of the CONDEN­
SATION.
In total, there are 3 x 135 results with 135 results for each tracldng algorithm. Figure 4.5 
shows results of the three tracking algorithms on sequences with simulated detections, 
where <r2 €  { 1 ,2 ,4 ,8 ,1 6 } , PD €  { 0 .1 ,0 .2 , . . . ,  0 .8 ,0 .9} and A <E {0.00001,0.0001,0.001}. 
Note that in order to illustrate 4 dimensional data, the P  measure is color encoded.
P e r fo r m a n c e  c h a n g es  w ith  cr2
The relation of tracking performance w ith a 2 is shown in figure 4.6, where <r2 =  
1 ,2 ,4 ,8 ,1 6 . It can be noted that when a 2 increases, the tracldng performance of
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the AFCONDENSATION and the tracldng performance of the AICONDENSATION  
deteriorate as the object detection cues are not so informative at large cr2. W hen  
cr2 =  16, the tracldng performance of the AICONDENSATION and the tracldng per­
formance of the ICONDENSATION becom e indistinguishable and differences of the 
tracldng performance of the AFCONDENSATION, the AICONDENSATION and the 
ICONDENSATION becom e larger at smaller a 2.
It can also be noted that at any fixed cr2, the tracking performance of the AFCON­
DENSATION is always better than that of the AICONDENSATION and that of the 
ICONDENSATION whereas the tracldng performance of the AICONDENSATION is 
always better than or as good as that of the ICONDENSATION.
P e r fo r m a n ce  ch a n g es  w ith  P d
Figure 4.7 shows the relation of tracking performance with P d , where Pd =  0 .1 ,0 .2 , . . . ,
0 .8,0.9. It can be noted that when Pjj increases, the tracldng performance of the AF­
CONDENSATION and the tracldng performance of the AICONDENSATION improve 
as the object detection cues are available more frequently at large Pd . W hen Pd = 0 .1 ,  
the tracldng performance of the AICONDENSATION and the tracking performance of 
the ICONDENSATION are indistinguishable and differences of tracldng performance 
of the AFCONDENSATION, the AICONDENSATION and the ICONDENSATION  
become larger at larger Pd-
It can be noted again that at any fixed Pd , the tracking performance of the AFCON­
DENSATION is always better than that of the AICONDENSATION and that of the 
ICONDENSATION whereas the tracldng performance of the AICONDENSATION is 
always better than or as good as that of the ICONDENSATION.
P e r fo r m a n ce  ch a n g es  w ith  A
Figure 4.8 shows the relation of tracldng performance with A, where A =  0.00001,
0.0001,0.001. However it can be noted that when A increases, there is not much change 
of the tracldng performance for all three algorithms. It may be attributed to  the low- 
level color and edge cues in  addition to  the high-level object detection cues, which
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prevent the tracker from being misled by increasing false detections. As there is often  
a tradeoff between the detection rate and the false alarm rate when tuning parameters 
of a detector, the results seem to suggest to  tune the detector w ith a high detection  
rate even at cost of a high false alarm rate, rather than a lower detection rate and a 
lower false alarm rate, for tracldng w ith the proposed methods.
It also confirms the fact that at any fixed A, the tracldng performance of the AFCON­
DENSATION is always better than that of the AICONDENSATION and that of the 
ICONDENSATION whereas the tracldng performance of the AICONDENSATION is 
always better than or as good as that of the ICONDENSATION.
4.6.2 Real Detections
Experiments are then carried out on the same test sequences w ith detections from 
the head detector, which are presented previously in section 3.5.3. Scenes in the se­
quences are crowded and cluttered, involving large appearance changes, illumination  
changes and scale changes. Figure 4.10 shows tracking results of the AFCONDEN­
SATION, the AICONDENSATION and the ICONDENSATION on “indoor footage 
1”. A  head in green ellipse in frame 756 and a head in red ellipse in frame 770 are 
tracked more successfully by the AFCONDENSATION and the AICONDENSATION  
in comparison w ith the ICONDENSATION despite dramatic appearance changes and 
illumination changes. It can be noted that the head in green ellipse is still tracked in 
frame 780 of figure 4.10 even if it is not detected by the head detector in frame 780 
of figure 3.3. Tracking results of the AFCONDENSATION, the AICONDENSATION  
and the ICONDENSATION on “indoor footage 2 ” are given in figure 4.11 where a head 
in green ellipse in frame 700 is tracked better by the AFCONDENSATION and the  
AICONDENSATION. N ote that the given results of the ICONDENSATION is based 
on 0  =  0.5, which represents the best performance of the ICONDENSATION with  
0  €  { 0 .1 ,0 .2 , . . . ,  0 .9 ,1 .0 }, as shown in figure 4.9(b).
The performance comparison of the AFCONDENSATION, AICONDENSATION and 
ICONDENSATION based on the averaged T  measure is given in figure 4.9(a), which 
shows some performance improvements of the AFCONDENSATION and the AICON-
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DENSATION in comparison w ith the ICONDENSATION on sequences w ith real detec­
tions. Though the improvements are not significant, it may be due to  the low detection  
rate of the head detector, which can be also noted in the results of simulate detec­
tions at the same detection rate. More improvements of tracldng performance can be 
expected w ith improvements of real detections.
4.7 Summary
This chapter proposes a probabilistic multi-cue-based tracldng framework to  fuse high- 
level object detection cues with low-level color and edge cues using particle filters. The 
ICONDENSATION is first employed to  use object detection cues in importance sam­
pling of particle filters. An adaptive ICONDENSATION (AICONDENSATION) is then  
introduced to  exploit object detection cues for adaptive importance sampling where the  
number of importance samples and the number of prior samples are adaptively changed. 
An adaptive detection fusion ICONDENSATION (AFCONDENSATION) is finally pro­
posed to  directly fuse high-level object detection cues with low-level color and edge cues. 
Connections of the proposed AICONDENSATION and AFCONDENSATION with the 
ICONDENSATION are also discussed where the proposal distribution of the ICON­
DENSATION is shown to be an approximation of the proposal distribution of the pro­
posed AICONDENSATION. Results on sequences with both simulated detections and 
real detections show the improved performance of the proposed AICONDENSATION  
and AFCONDENSATION in comparison w ith the ICONDENSATION.
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(a) ct2 =  1 (b) cr2 =  4 (c) cr2 =  16
Figure 4.2: Simulated detections at Pp =  0.9, A =  0.00001 and (a) o 1 =  1 , (b) cr2 =  4, 
(c) a 2 =  16.
(a) PD =  0.1 (b) PD =  0.5 (c) PD =  0.9
Figure 4.3: Simulated detections at a 2 =  1 , A =  0.00001 and (a) Pp =  0.1, (b) 
Pp  =  0.5, (c) Pp  =  0.9.
(a) A =  0.00001 (b) A =  0.0001 (c) A =  0.001
Figure 4.4: Simulated detections at a 2 =  1, Pp  =  0.9 and (a) A =  0.00001, (b) 
A =  0.0001, (c) A =  0.001.
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(a) AFCONDENSATION (b) AICONDENSATION (c) ICONDENSATION
Figure 4.5: Tracking performance of three algorithms on sequences with simu­
lated detections at a2 e { 1 ,2 ,4 ,8 ,1 6 } , Pd £ { 0 .1 ,0 .2 , . . .  ,0 .8 ,0 .9 }  and A e  
{0.00001,0.0001,0.001}. (a) AFCONDENSATION, (b) AICONDENSATION, (c)
ICONDENSATION.
Figure 4.6: Tracking performance of three algorithms at cr2 =  1 ,2 ,4 ,8 ,1 6 . AFCON­
DENSATION (red), AICONDENSATION (green) and ICONDENSATION (blue).
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P d  = 0.7 PD = 0.8 PD =  0.9
Figure 4.7: Tracking performance of three algorithms at Pd  =  0 . 1 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 8 , 0 . 9 .  
AFCONDENSATION (red), AICONDENSATION (green) and ICONDENSATION  
(blue).
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A =  0.00001 A =  0.0001 A =  0.001
Figure 4.8: Tracking performance of three algorithms at A =  0.00001,0.0001,0.001. 
AFCONDENSATION (red), AICONDENSATION (green) and ICONDENSATION  
(blue).
| AFCONDENSATION 
| AICONDENSATION 
| ICONDENSATION
l U
Indoor seq 1 Indoor seq 2 Overall 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
( a ) (b)
Figure 4.9: (a) Performance comparison of the AFCONDENSATION, AICONDEN­
SATION and ICONDENSATION on sequences with real detections, (b) Performance 
of the ICONDENSATION with (3 =  0 .1 ,0 .2 , . . . ,  0 .9,1.0.
t=756
t=770
t=780
t=790
t=820
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Tracking results of “indoor footage 1”. 
AICONDENSATION, (c) ICONDENSATION.
(c)
(a) AFCONDENSATION, (b)
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t=575
t=650
t=700
t=710
t=720
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.11: Tracking results of “indoor footage 2 ”. (a) AFCONDENSATION, (b) 
AICONDENSATION, (c) ICONDENSATION.
C h ap te r 5
Multi-Object Tracking 
Formulation
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes a formulation of m ulti-object tracldng [60, 61, 56]. A novel edge- 
based appearance model is first proposed in section 5.3, where an object is modelled by 
a mixture of a non-parametric contour model and a non-parametric edge model using 
the kernel density estim ation. Visual tracldng using mixture models is then formulated 
as a Bayesian incomplete data problem in section 5.5, where measurements in an image 
are associated w ith a generative model. The generative model is a mixture of mixture 
models including object models and a clutter model. Unobservable associations of 
measurements to  densities in the generative m odel are regarded as missing data. A  
likelihood for tracking multiple objects jointly w ith an exclusion principle is presented, 
where it is assumed that
1 . A  measurement can have only one source
2. More than one measurement can originate from a density
The first assumption incorporates the same exclusion principle essential to  track ob­
jects during occlusions as that of [71], which is based on JPDA, whereas the second
80
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assumption is relaxed as that of PM HT [107] to allow one density to  generate multi­
ple measurements rather than one measurement only. This significantly reduces the 
complexity of enumerating all feasible events in comparison with JPDA. Measurement 
weighting is finally presented in section 5.6 to  incorporate background information.
5.2 Gating and Clustering
Edge measurements are first detected by the Canny edge detector [15]. The gating  
procedure of PD A  is then applied. A  validation region is computed based on the 
predicted state vector using the dynamical model for each object so only measurements 
from within the validation region of the predicted state vector are used [7].
The clustering procedure from JPD A  is also employed [7] for multi-object tracking. 
M ultiple objects are first grouped into clusters and then are tracked jointly in each 
cluster. It often occurs that more than one object is grouped into the same cluster 
if there are occlusions among objects. After clustering, measurements in validation  
regions of all objects in a cluster are used for jointly tracldng multiple objects in that
u  i
V i
, where Uicluster. Measurements in a cluster are denoted as Z =  { z i } ^ ,  z *
-iT
Xi yi and Vj =  6i £  [—180°, 180°) are the spatial position and the orientation 
of the ith  edge measurement respectively, and N  is the number of measurements in a 
cluster.
5.3 Object Model
The edge-based object appearance model p f z )  is a mixture of a non-parametric contour 
model p Co n (z ) ,  which consists of contour sample points, and a non-parametric edge 
model p ed g e  (z ) , which consists of edge pixels inside the object contour,
P l( z )  — Tl conPcon(z) +  TVedgePedgeifr) ( 5 * 1 )
where 7icon and tted g e  are the m ixture weights of the contour model and the edge model 
respectively, and Ticon +  tied g e  =  1 -
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5 .3 .1  C o n t o u r  M o d e l
For the non-parametric contour model,
Mcon
Pcon\z ) ~  Mean E  ^ c o n ( z ) m c o n ,j j  5 3 )
Me
j=1
— Mcon E  Lf (u; Uconij , X u )/Cv,con(v j v con,j> S v)
3= 1
where m.con,3 Lcon,j
VconJ
1 Ucon,i a n d  v con,j =  ^con,j €  [ -9 0 ° ,9 0 °)  are the spatial
position and the orientation of the normal of the j t h  contour sample respectively,
r £ u ° i 9
X =  , X u and X v =  cr# are the fixed covariances of the spatial position
0 X v
and orientation respectively, the Gaussian-lilce orientation kernel in the contour model
_ ^ coT+'^ ctm, j)
is JCviCon(v]VCon,j, X v ) oc e 2<J6 w ith  the orientation difference in the contour 
model dcon($, 6can,j) €  [—90°, 90°], which is illustrated in figure 5.1.
A contour is represented parametrically by
m  =  f  (s, x ) (5.2)
where s is the contour parameter. The contour is then sampled by
m j = / ( S j , x )  (5.3)
where S j , j  =  1 , . . . ,  Mcon are uniform samples of the contour parameter s. An ellipse 
can be used for head tracldng and more complex contours can be represented by B- 
splines [13].
E llip se
An ellipse can be represented by
u (s , x)
and the orientation of the normal is
1 0 cos s 0 
0 1 0  sin s
(5.4)
v (s , x ) =  arctan ■ tan  s (5.5)
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Figure 5.1: Orientation kernel in the contour model.
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Figure 5.2: Orientation kernel in the edge model.
B -sp lin e  cu rv e s
Given Nb  B-spline basis functions B i(s ) , i  — 0 , . . . ,  N q — 1 and control vectors of a
V?
VY
normalized B-spline contour tem plate V o =  
tem plate under state x  is (see equation (A .5) in appendix or [13])
u(5, x) =  U(5)V(x)
where V(x) =  W ^x are transformed control vectors and W s  =  
is the shape m atrix [13].
, a transformed B-spline contour
(5.6)
1 0 V f 0 
0 1 0 v j '
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Figure 5.3: A subset of pedestrian training samples 
The orientation of the normal is
v (s , x ) =  arctan [ - { p j f g } ]  (5-7)
where u '( s ,x )  =
u'a.(s, x )
u'yfrx) 
the derivative of U (s ).
—  TT/U '(s )V (x )  is the derivative of u (s ,x )  and U '(s) is
A B-spline contour model is learned as that of [8 , 13], where MIT CBCL 1 data set 
with more than 900 training samples is manually segmented and used in the training, 
as shown in figure 5.3. For experiments in section 6.4 only the head-shoulder part is 
used in the contour model.
5.3.2 Edge Model
e^dge
P e d g e ( z )  =  M edge E  l - e d g e ( z \  m e d g e j , S )
Medge
~  M edge U e d g e j ,  S u )? W ,e d g e (V ) V e d g e j ,  -^ v )
u edge,j
, U edgej  and V edgej  =  0 edge,j  € [-180°, 180°) are the spa-
v edge, j
tial position and the orientation of the Jth edge pixel inside the object contour respec-
where m edge,j 
ri
tively, the Gaussian-like orientation kernel in the edge model is /C v ,edfle ( v ;  v edge,j, S v) oc
1The dataset is from MIT CBCL, see http://cbcl.mit.edu/software-datasets/PedestrianData.html.
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de d g e <-e '6edge,j'>
e 2cr0 w ith the orientation difference in the edge model d edg e ( 0 , 9 ed g e , j) €  
[—180°, 180°], which is illustrated in figure 5.2. All edge pixels inside the object con­
tour are ranked in descending order according to  their gradient magnitudes and a top  
fraction of edge pixels is selected to  be used in the edge model.
N ote that the contour model pcon(z) can be regarded as a “stable” component and the
edge model p ed g e ( z )  as a “wandering” component in the object model [55]. Rewrite 
p f z )  as
M
Pi (z ) =  X u 7 > S u)K v,i (v; Vj , E v)
7=1
where {«,}£, = { { f c } “ 7  > { $ £ } * ? '} ’
M  =  Mcon +  M edge and later on for brevity, it will not be specified whether a density
is from the contour model or the edge model.
5.4 Clutter Model
A clutter model pc(z) is used to assimilate the measurements not from objects. It also 
corresponds to  a “lost” component [55]. A  uniform density is used so pc(z ) — P c  — 
where Vu and Vv are the volume of the validation region and the feature space 
without validation respectively [7].
5.5 Likelihoods
To explain measurements of a cluster w ith more than one object, the generative model 
is a mixture of mixture models including transformed mixture models of all objects in 
that cluster and the clutter model. The generative model can be written as
L
p(z[x) =  7rcpc(z) +  X  TCipfz\xi) (5.8)
1=1
where x  =  { x + ^ i  includes state vectors of L  objects in a cluster, 7p and 7rc are 
the mixture weights of the Rh object m odel and clutter model respectively and 7rc +
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Comparison of likelihoods, (a) Joint tracking likelihood p (Z |x i, x 2) with  
an exclusion principle, (b) Separate tracldng likelihood p (Z |x i)p (Z |x 2).
L  Mi
E  =  1, Pi(z\x[) =  E  wZjA/'(u;Tu(uj>j ,X j ) ,S u)/CVij)j(v ; v y , S v ) is the transformed
1-—-1 J—1
Ith object model assuming unchanged orientation feature vector, Mi and wjj are the 
number of densities and the j th  m ixture weight in the Ith object m odel respectively.
Assuming measurements Z are drawn independently from the generative model p (z |x ), 
the likelihood given incom plete data Z is
N N
P{ zi x) = = n
7=1 7=1
^ePc(Zt) + Y  
1=1
(5.9)
Despite its simplicity, the same exclusion principle as that in [71] is included in the 
likelihood in equation (5.9) in comparison w ith a likelihood of tracking multiple objects 
separately
L  L  N
£(x) = n w z ixi) ~ n  n  + (1.0 -  t o ^ i x ^
1=1 1=17=1
(5.10)
Figure 5.4 illustrates a ID  example w ith 4 measurements and 2 objects with 1 density 
each as that in [71].
In practice, the assumption of independent measurements is not valid if measurements 
are close to  each other, as there are strong correlations between measurements [108]. 
A more practical likelihood is to  incorporate measurement weights described in section  
5.6,
LL T _L l ai
(5.11)P( Z |x) =  n
7=1
TT+ftzi) + Y  KlPlpipl) 
1 = 1
where a* is the weight for the ith  measurement.
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From the viewpoint of the Bayesian incomplete data problem, the missing data of 
associations of measurements w ith densities are introduced and denoted as K  =  {kflfcLi 
and lq =  { k j ,k f }  where kf G { 1 , . . . ,  L, c}, k\ — c indicates the association w ith clutter, 
and kf =  1,1 G { 1 , . . . ,  L}  the association with object I] kf G { 1 , . . . ,  Mk 1} gives the 
association w ith one of the m ixture densities in the kjth  model. Assuming that
1 . A  measurement can have only one source
2. More than one measurement can originate from a density
where the first assumption is the same as that of JPD A  known as the exclusion principle
in [71] and the second assumption is relaxed similar to that of PM HT, there are N e =  
l  N
( E  Mi +  1)N feasible events {Xn)n=v  The likelihood given complete data is 
l=i
p(Z, K  =  K (X n)|x) oc n ncVc
i-kl(Xn)=c
X n  n iw i,jJ \f  (u^; T u (u l)j ,x . i ) ,  S u )/Cv>z ,j(v 2; v j j ,  S v )
U , - (Xn)=!
For comparison, JPDA can also be viewed from the perspective of the Bayesian incom­
plete data problem with a slightly different assumption that
1 . A measurement can have only one source
2. No more than one measurement can originate from a density
m in  (TV, M)
so there are E  (M-Ti/.(N~n)\n\ feasible events. Denote No(xn) as the number of71=0
densities which have no allocated measurements and N f x n )  as the number of densities 
which have only one allocated measurement in  a feasible event y n, the likelihood given  
complete data in JPDA is
p (Z ,K  =  K (* „ ) |x )  oc pcw-" > fe 'W (J V  -  iVi(x „ ) ) ( l  -  PDP0 )w“<*">(PD)JVl<X"> 
n V ( u i ;Tu( u „ , x 1) , S u)Kv,y ( v i ; v y , S v )
)= i
" 3'k?(xn)=j
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where Pp  is the detection probability, Pq is the probability that true measurements 
will fall in the validation region and fj,p() is the probability mass function of the number 
of false measurements [7].
After marginalization of equation (5.12), p (Z |x ) is factorized to N  terms in equation
m in(iV,M )
(5.9) in comparison w ith Z  ( M - n ) \ ( N - n ) \ n \  >  N  terms in the marginalized likeli­
hood of JPDA.
5.6 Measurement Weighting
Histogram baclc-projection is used to incorporate background information. A back­
ground edge orientation histogram { / q } ^  w ith Np  bins is built using edge pixels 
which are inside a rectangular window surrounding the object but are outside the ob­
ject region. The background histogram is adapted online by the weighted sum of the 
previous background histogram and a background histogram built given current state  
estimation.
A ratio histogram { r * } ^  is computed by
ri — min l j  (5.13)
where h =  min (hi). Measurement weight cq is then computed from the ratio his-
i ' .h i>  o
togram by
= i r ^ - x V  ( 5 . 1 4 )
E  rb(zi)
7 = 1
where 6(zj) denotes the bin to which z i belongs, a  is a constant, N b  =  16 and o — 0.1 
are used in experiments.
Measurements w ith orientations occurring m ost commonly in background will have the  
lowest weights and measurements w ith orientations which are not in background will 
have the highest weights. If the ratio histogram is uniform, it degenerates to  the case 
that each measurement has the same weight Qj =  ^  x
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5.7 Summary
This chapter describes a formulation of m ulti-object tracldng. A  novel edge-based 
appearance model is first presented, where an object is modelled by a mixture of a 
non-parametric contour model and a non-parametric edge model using the kernel den­
sity estim ation. Visual tracking using mixture models is then formulated as a Bayesian 
incomplete data problem where measurements in an image are associated with a gen­
erative model. The generative model is a mixture of mixture models including object 
models and a clutter model. Unobservable associations of measurements to densities in 
the generative model are regarded as missing data. A likelihood for tracking multiple 
objects jointly with an exclusion principle is also presented.
C h ap te r 6
Tracking Multiple Objects with 
Occlusions
6.1 Introduction
Based on the m ulti-object tracking formulation in chapter 5, this chapter presents a 
probabilistic framework of m ulti-object tracldng with the EM algorithm (MOTEX- 
ATION) and a variational particle filter (V PF), which deals w ith tracldng multiple 
objects with occlusions [60, 61, 56]. Tracking multiple objects jointly will increase the 
dimensionality of the state space and often the likelihood will become sharply peaked 
[108]. M ulti-object tracldng w ith the EM  algorithm is first presented in section 6.2. 
Due to  the m onotonicity property of the EM algorithm, it can seek the mode of the 
likelihood or the posterior despite the high dimensional state space and the sharply 
peaked likelihood. In addition it is also possible to combine edge cues with color cues 
[22, 30, 131] using iterative algorithms for more robust tracking. The variational par­
ticle filter is then proposed in section 6.3 to deal with the curse of dimensionality in 
m ulti-object tracking w ith  particle filters, where the posterior is first approximated 
by a Gaussian mixture using the variational inference and samples are then generated 
from a proposal distribution based on the approximated posterior from the variational 
inference rather than using the prior as the proposal distribution in the SIR particle 
filter. W ith the variational particle filter, there are many more effective samples and
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the number of particles needed for m ulti-object tracking can be significantly reduced. 
Results on challenging sequences with heavy occlusions demonstrate the performance 
of the proposed methods.
6.2 MOTEXATION: Multi-Object Tracking with the 
Expectation-Maximization Algorithm
State vector x(t)  is estim ated by either ML estimation x.(t) =  argm axp(Z (£)|x(i))
x(t)
or M AP estim ation x(t)  =  argm axp(x(£)|Z 4), where Z4 =  {Z (r )}4_ 1} using the EM
x(i)
algorithm [24] and its generalization [81].
From the likelihood in equation (5.11) and the Jensen’s inequality [101], it can be shown 
that
> E
7 = 1
7r,pc(zi) , P i ^Wj<1A/'(ui;Tu(uIiJ1x i) ,S u}/CViIj(vi ;viij,Sv) 
Qi'c «,o U
N
logp (Z |x ) — E  Oii log
7 = 1
 ^ loo - KrPc&i) I V  n . . . n i >Tu(U1,3 )x d )fCvJ,j (yi>v l ,j  >g y )  
Qt’C i0g «,c ^
where cu^ c =  p(&| =  c), =  p(fcl =  l ,k f  — j )  are the probabilities of missing data K
L  Mi
and qi)C +  E  E  Qi,i,j — 1- So the lower bound of the likelihood Jm l {Q ,x(£ )) for ML 
1=1
estimation and the lower bound of the posterior Jmap(Q,x(£)) for M AP estimation 
are
Jml(Q,x(*))
N
= E “i
7=1
qic  w  ^Pc(zd +  E  E  i • log
(6.1)
</map(Q,x(£)) = Jml(Q,x(£)) + logp(x(£)|Z4-1) (6.2)
where Q =  (® |C> { { t o l ^ i } ^ }  >_ i *
T he prior
The prior is given by
p(x(t) |Z4_1) =  JJp(xj(£)|Z4-1) =  J [ A f ( x i ( t ) \ x i ( t ) , P i { t ) )  (6.3)
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where x f t )  =  A ix f t  — 1) +  A 2X[(t — 2) and P f t )  & B 0B ^  are the predicted state  
vector and covariance of the Ith. object respectively.
E-step
In the E-step, given fixed x^k 1Qi), maximize Jm l {Q, x (Q) or J M A p ( Q , x ( t ) ) .  Let
Tu (u ^ p x f t ) )  =  W i , jx f t )  where W ltj = 1 ° ° is the Jacobian
q 1 0 ^  1‘>6i(«-1)a
of the transformation, x f t  — 1 ) =  [x f t  — 1 ), y f t  — 1 ), a f t  — 1 ) ,b f t  — 1 )]T is the state  
estim ation of object I at t  — 1 . At iteration k, can be computed by
,(*)9i,c OC ^cPc(Zi)
«i,u K ¥ i / ( ui;w l / f 4 | (t i> S u)/Cv,y(vj; V i j ,  S v)
<$ + £  £ « S  = M  = 1....... ^Z=1 j=l
I, Mi
(6.4)
M -step
In the M-step, given maximize Jm l(Q > x (£)) o r  J m a p ( Q ,x ( i) ) .  At iteration /c, 
x(k\ t )  is given by
or
c[ml00
Mi
Mj
z
J=1
E w ^ ^ f ' w y + p r 1©
i=i
-l
E w ^ S f a g 1
j = l
Mi
(6.5)
. .  £ »  
where u /y  =  ^ ----------
E w ? A (f aS >  *>(*)*! (*)
i=i
(6.6)
is the synthetic measurement and S ,^  =  Su—  is the
£-w5S, £ - « ai=l i=l
synthetic covariance. N ote that to improve the speed, orientation kernels only need to  
be pre-computed once and then can be used in the iterations.
Equation (6 .6) can be further decomposed in a sequential form of Kalman filters by as­
similating synthetic measurements sequentially as follows:
In it ia liz e :  xj)0 =  x f t ) ,  E ;)0 =  P f t )
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Algorithm  7 M ultiple Object Tracking w ith th e EM Algorithm (MOTEXATION)
1. Predict by equation (6.3)
2. EM algorithm
k =  1 , x(°)(£) =  x(£)
(i) E-step by equation (6.4)
(ii) M-step by equation (6.5) or equation (6 .6) 
if |x ^ ( t )  — x p ~ ^ (t )  j| <  e , l  =  1 , . . . ,  L  then
x(£) =  xW> (t) and stop  
else
k =  k +  1 go to  (i) 
end if
for j  =  1 to  Mi do
XIJ =  x y _ !  +  G y  (u $  -  x y _ i )
S y ^ I - G y W y J S y , ,
where Kalman gain G y  =  +  W y S y y W ^ . ) - 1
end for
X MAP,T (* ) =  x l M l
It can be noted from this sequential form that for a synthetic measurement uj ^  with  
a large synthetic covariance S  , it will not have much influence on the state esti­
m ation due to  a small Kalman gain. The state estim ation is dominated by synthetic 
measurements associated with small synthetic covariances. In case of occlusions, syn­
thetic covariances may be much larger for occluded densities in comparison w ith those 
of un-occluded densities so synthetic measurements associated with occluded densities 
may not affect the state estim ation much.
The main stages of multiple object tracldng w ith the EM algorithm are given in algo­
rithm 7 and the iterative update of M AP estim ation is shown in  figure 6.1 where the 
lower bound of the posterior in equation (6 .2) is also verified to be increased monoton- 
ically.
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(a) Initial estimation (b) Final estimation (c) Lower bound
Figure 6.1: Iterative update of the EM algorithm where edge measurements are marked in 
yellow, (a) Initial estimation, (b) Final estimation, (c) Lower bound increasing monotonically.
6.3 Variational Particle Filter for Multi-Object Tracking
Particle filters provide a probabilistic framework for tracldng. In a particle filter, a set 
of particles ,w   ^ is used to  approximate the posterior. However it is
well known that for m ulti-object tracldng using particle filters, the number of particles 
grows rapidly with the number of objects due to  the high dimensional state vector. A  
variational particle filter is proposed for m ulti-object tracking to  deal with the curse of 
dimensionality, where the posterior is first approximated by a Gaussian mixture using 
the variational inference and samples are then generated from a proposal distribution  
based on the approximated posterior from the variational inference rather than using 
the prior as the proposal distribution in the SIR particle filter [51]. W ith the variational 
particle filter, there are many more effective samples and the number of particles needed 
for m ulti-object tracldng can be significantly reduced.
6.3.1 Variational Inference
Variational inference approximates the posterior p (X (t) |Z f) w ith a simpler distribution 
g(X (t)) by minimizing the KL divergence DjcL(g(X(£)),p(X(£)|Z*)) [114],
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From the Jensen’s inequality [101]
logK Z W IZ *-1) =  l o g / q( X ( t ) ) S ^ t ^ f ^ d X ( t )
>  fq (X ( t ) ) lo g p (Z ( t ) ,X ( t ) IZ ‘- l )dX(t)  -  Jq (X ( t) )  log q(X(t))dX(t)
=  LB(logp(Z(t)IZt- 1))
where f  q(X(t))dX(t)  =  1 and the lower bound of logp(Z (£)|Z i_1) is
L B (logp(Z («)|Z f- 1)) =  J  9 (X (t)) lo g p (Z (i) ,X (« ) |Z ‘- 1) < iX ( i) - / '  q(X(t))  log q(X (t))dX (t)
(6.7)
N ote that
logp (Z (t)|Z < -1) =  £ B (lo g p (Z (i) |Z ‘- 1)) +  U K£,(g (X (t)) ,p (X (t)|Z i ))
where D K L(q(X (t)) ,p (X (t) |Z£)) =  f  q (X ( t)) log p(x(t)fztjdX(t).  Due to  the constant 
lo g p (Z (i)|Z £_1), to  minimize DKL(q(X(t)) ,p (X(t) \Z t)) is equivalent to  maximize the 
lower bound L.B(logp(Z(£)|Z£-1)) and if q(X(t))  =  p (X (i) |Z £), logp(Z (£)|Z £-1) =  
L B f o g p i Z i t ) ^ - 1)).
Based on the m ethod proposed in [75], again from the Jensen’s inequality [101], 
p (Z (£ ),X (t)|Z £-1) =  p (X (£)|Z t~ 1 )p(Z(£)|X(£))
=  9 (X (t),Q )
(6 .8)
where s (X (t ) ,Q )  =  p (X (t) |Z t_1)
pp U-vAzdrnV11'1'-0 A jp f’'l“l.iY(ui(t);Tu(u,.i ,xi«)),au)Kv,l.i(v.1vi.,.,Sv)1»«i.l,j 
i = i  L * *  J i= i  j = i  I  J  J
Substitute equation (6 .8) into equation (6.7),
iB (lo g p (Z (t) |Z * -1))
=  /  g (X (t)) lo g p (Z (t),X (f)jZ t - 1)dX (f) -  J q(X(t))  lo g q(X(t))dX(t)
>  f  q(X(t))  lo g g(X(t) ,  Q )d X (t) -  /  9(X (t)) lo g 9 (X (i))d X (i)
=  J (X (t) ,Q )
where the objective function to  be maximized in the variational inference is
J ( X ( t ) ,Q ) =  J  q(Xt)lo g 9 (X (t), Q )d X (i) — log (6.9)
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To maximize the objective function J(X (£), Q ), it can be shown that given Q, optimal 
g(X (t)) is
?(XW) =  /g(X (i),Q )dX (t) (fU0)
and given g(X (£)), optim al Q  is given by
Qi,c KcPC(z i)
%i,j W  exP ( /  ?(X W ) log [A/'(u7;Tu (ujij,X j(£)), S u)/CV|j j ( v <; v w> S v )] d X (t))
L  Mi
qi>c ^  — b ® — 1 ,.. . ,TV
(6.11)
Substitute optim al g (X (t)) in equation (6.10) into J (X (t), Q ) in  equation (6.9), 
J ( Q ) = l o g / 5 (X (t),Q )d X (t)
=  £  a i9i,0log +  £  £  £  a w y j lo g  ’'-‘■’■■)Kv,y(v,:v,,f , s v)
7=1 7 = 1 1=1 j = l
N  L  Mi
+ i o g / p ( x ( t ) | z ‘- 1) n  n  n  JV(uii Tu ( u y , x I( t ) ) ,S u ) t,‘?‘'''idx(t)
i= l/= l  j= l
T h e  p rior
Given a set of particles | ( X l nl(£ — 1), — 1 ) ) |  ^ to approximate p (X (t—1)|Z4-1) ,
prior p(X (£)|Z t -1 ) is a mixture w ith N p  components,
np , ,
p (X (i)IZ *-1) =  E  ™(n)(* -  l M X ^ n l Z * - 1) (6.13)
71=1
Due to  the dynamical model, p (X (t) ,n |Z 4 2) is a Gaussian, 
L
p (X ( i) ,niz*-1) = n  V ( X w (t);x n,,( t ) ,P nii(t))5 (X i,2(t) -  x<">(t -  1)) (6.14)
where X ^ ffi) =  x/(£), X j)2(i) =  xj(£ — 1 ) are partitioned state vectors of X / t ) ,  
xnj(£) =  A iX ^ ( £  — 1) 4- A 2X ^ }(t — 1) and P n,i(t) =  BoB^ are the predicted mean 
and covariance, respectively, of state vector x ;(i) in the n th  particle.
U p d a te  q(X(t))
At iteration k , given Q (fe) and let Tu (U y ,X i(i))  =  W y X i, i(£) where W y  is the Jaco- 
bian of the transformation, as p (X (£)|Z 4-1) is a Gaussian mixture, < /^ (X (t)) js also a
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mixture of N p  Gaussians. Equation (6.10) can be shown to  be
9«(X(t)) = £  r f ^ X M )  (6.15)
n=l
where qik\ x ( t ) )  is the n th  Gaussian w ith the mixture weight qffh  
The Gaussian component g ^ (X (£ ))  can be shown to be
q l? \x ( t ) )  =  n V ( X U (£); x £ \  P $ W X i)2(i) -  x{n)(£ -  1)) (6.16)
where x (f j  =
Ml ~ ,, _
£ W £ s g >  W y  +  p - j ( t )
J=1
-1
S w y s i f  u «  + p - ] ( t)> ( i)
J=1
and pS S W ^ .s S f 'W y  + p-Kt); =1
are the updated mean and covariance,
respectively, based on the predicted mean x n>i(t) and covariance P n,i(t), by assim-
E  JUi
ilating the synthetic measurement
E
and the synthetic covariance
^  E a4 ,u
i= l
The mixture weight is given by
cx W(nf t  -  1 ) n  Pn} and E  ¥>n} =  1 Z=1 n=l
| p « | *
where cp$  =  lr iE L ^ e x p  ( - ±  [xnf l t )Tp - j ( t ) x nj ( t ) - x (k)  P<g ' x g ] ) .  
U p d a te  Q
At iteration fc, given g(fe-1)(X (t)) , it can be shown that in equation (6.11),
(6.17)
/  <j!,i l}(X(t)) log [,W(ui;Tu(u y , x,(t)), S u)Xv,y(vi; v y , S v)] dX(i)
= £  ^  (log^u ,; W y x ^ f1), Eu) -  iT r 
+  log/CV({)i(vi ;v i)j,E v)
=  - 4  log |27tEu| -  \  u f'£~1ui -  x f -1) W ^-E"1^  -  u fE ^ W ^ .x p "
Tr  (S ^ “I n /  ^x'^' 5'^)] ~  i T r  K A ’W y P f ' 1’]
+  log fCV)l,j(v i) VfJ, S v)
=  logJVfu^; W y j j* -11, S u) +  log X v,y (v (; v y , S v) -  |T r  ( s f ^  +  P p '
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where s f t 1' =  £  ^  [ x ^  ■- x f t 1’] [ x ^ f t  -
72=1 L J L J 72= 1
and =  E  are the weighted average of all means and covariances
72= 1  ’
in the Gaussian mixture.
So equation (6.11) can be com puted by
q /J  oc F ^ Z i )
Qi% oc (U ijW yxf-11, Eu)/Cv,ij(vj; vw, Sv)
exp ( - i T r  + P f - 1)) ] )
?[? + £  £ $ 1  = 1,« = ,ivZ=lj=l ’
(6.18)
After iteratively updating until convergence, p(X(£)[Z*) is approximated by a mixture 
of N p  Gaussians, g(X (£)), w ith m ixture weights, means and covariances evolved from 
the initial mixture weights w/ n)(t — 1 ), predicted means x n,z(t) and covariances P n>i(t).
Lower bound
The lower bound of the variational inference at iteration k can be evaluated using 
equation (6.12). The third term on the right side of equation (6.12) can be computed 
by
. , N  L  Mi  (fc)
log/p(X(t)|Z ) n  n  n  V (ui;Tu(uw,Xi(£)),Su)a^,idX (£)
2 = 1 1=1 j = 1
N p  L  N  Ml  (fc)
=iog £  ^ » ) ( t - i )  n  fM&Aty.Sn,iW.Pn.iW) n  n  v ( u i; w u x ,,1( t ) .s ur ‘'<«dxi,1(«)
72=1 1=1 2 = 1 7 = 1
=  log^E w (n)(£ -  1 ) n  exp [ - j i i * / ]
N P
=  log E  A n\ t  — 1 ) exp
72=1
1 w' r(k)
'2 2 -V*
,  N  M l rtA
S u E  E  Onql^Uiuf 2=17=1
where i / J  =  x ^ ( t)P n](t)x nXt) -  x / f  P {kJ x / J  -  log |p $ | +  log |P n,i(£)|
N  M i  m  
+  (log |27rSu |) E  E  OLiq\V +  T r  
7 = 1 7 = 1  ” J
So equation (6.12) becomes
JVpHQ®) = £  “ i S y l o g + £  £  £  owlfilog
2=1 Qi, c 2=1 1=17=1
N p
+  lo g  E  U  ~  1 ) e x P
n = l
(fc)
i = l
7Ti WJ JCV V*; V J , £ v  )
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(a) Initial estimation (b) Final estimation (c) Lower bound
F ig u re  6.2: Iterative update of the variational inference where edge m easurem ents are marked 
in yellow, (a) Initial estim ation, (b) Final estim ation, (c) Lower bound increasing m onotoni­
cally.
The iterative update of the weighted average mean is shown in figure 6.2 where 
the lower bound is also verified to  be increased monotonically.
6.3.2 Im portance Sampling
The proposal distribution 7(X (£)) is a mixture of the prior p(X (£)|Z 4-1) and q(X( t ) ) ,
l ( X ( t ) )  =  0 p ( X ( t ) \ Z ‘~ l ) + (1 -  0) q (X ( t ) )  (6.19)
where (3 is a mixture weight. Samples are then generated from 7(X(£)) and weighted 
by
w(„)(t) ^  ^ ( O i x w . ^ w ^ ^ x w w i g - . )  and | w W (t). ,  (6 20)
Note that if (3 =  1, it reduces to the SIR particle filter. If N p  =  1 and use the mean 
of the Gaussian as the only sample, to some extent, it reduces to multi-object tracking 
with the variational inference only. In our experiments, the proposal distribution is 
g(X (t)), so (3 =  0, and samples X^n)(£) are generated from g (X (t)). To speed the 
weighting of samples, the likelihood can be evaluated with a fast Gauss transform as 
that for the color-based non-parametric model [130]. However as samples are generated 
from a good approximation of the posterior, the posterior may be well approximated 
with a set of equally weighted particles |(X ^ n)(£), ^ ) |  P to further improve the 
speed. Note that in case there are other features, such as color, they may be used to 
evaluate weights of particles so weights are not equal.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Comparison of sampling, (a) Samples from an approximated posterior, (b) 
Samples from the prior.
The comparison of samples from an approximated posterior of the variational inference 
and samples from the prior of the SIR particle filter is given in figure 6.3, which shows 
that there are many more effective samples with the proposed method and the number 
of particles can be significantly reduced and only Np  =  100 particles are used for 
multi-object tracking in experiments.
The main stages of multi-object tracking with the variational particle filter are sum­
marized in algorithm 8 .
6.4 Results
Experiments are carried out on challenging test sequences with heavy occlusions, which 
include eight sequences in three different scenes as shown in table 6.1. “Office 1”, 
“office 2 ” and their ground truth are provided by Mitsubishi Electric ITE. “Head 
seq.mb” and “head seq sb ” are from http://vision.stanford.edu/~birch/headtracker/ 
and their ground truth is manually marked. “OneShopOneWait2cor”, “TwoEnter- 
Shoplcor”, “TwoEnterShoplcor”, “OneStopMoveEnterlcor” and their ground truth  
are from CAVIAR data set at h ttp://hom epages.inf.ed .ac.uk/rbf/C A V IA R /.
W ith unfully optimized C + +  code, both the MOTEXATION and the V PF, where only 
100 particles are used for V PF in all experiments, can track two or three objects jointly  
in nearly real time on 3GHz Pentium IV, where all the sequences except “head seq-mb” 
and “head seqsb” are further sub-sampled by 2 so the frame rate is reduced to 12.5
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A lg o r ith m  8 Variational Particle Filter (VPF)
1. Predict p(X (£)|Z 4-1) by equation (6.13)
2 . Variational Inference
fc =  l ,  9 (° ) (X (t ))= p (X (* ) |Z 1- 1)
(i) Update Q ^  by equation (6.18)
(ii) Update q(k\ X ( t ) )  by equation (6.15)
i f  |Jxp^(i) — x p _1^(£)|| <  e , l  — 1 , . . .  ,L  th e n  
q(X(t))  =  q(k\ X ( t ) )  and go to  step 3 
e lse
k — k +  1 go to (i) 
en d  if
3. Sampling X^n) (t) ~  I(X (£)) by equation (6.19) and weighting by equation (6.20)
fps .  N ote that to  illustrate joint tracking of multiple objects in a cluster, white lines 
show the links between objects which are tracked jointly in the sam e cluster.
Results of multi-head tracldng on six sequences are first shown, where head sizes vary 
from sm all ones to large ones. Three algorithms, multi-object tracldng with the EM al­
gorithm, the variational particle filter and multi-cue-based single object tracldng (MCT) 
using low-level color and edge cues only as described in chapter 4, are tested on these 
six sequences. N ote that the AFCONDENSATION, the AICONDENSATION and the 
ICONDENSATION all reduce to  the CONDENSATION without object detection cues, 
and 200 particles are used in MCT.
Figure 6.4 and figure 6.5 show results of three algorithms on “office 1 ” and “office 2 ”, 
in which there are dramatic appearance changes, scale changes and heavy occlusions. 
There are four heavy occlusions in “office 1 ”, where a light green ellipse occludes a dark 
green ellipse from frame 5280 to  5320, from frame 5340 to  5370, from frame 5380 to  
5410, and a red ellipse occludes both  the light green ellipse and the dark green ellipse 
from frame 5410 to  5424. In “office 2 ”, there are drastic illumination changes and one 
heavy occlusion from frame 4728 to  4750.
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Sequence Name Image Frame Frame Average Object Occlusion
Size Rate (fps) No. No. Per Frame No.
“office 1” 360 x 288 25 353 2.32 4
“office 2” 360 x 288 25 513 1.32 1
“head seq-mb” 128 x 96 10 63 2 2
“head seqsb” 128 x 96 10 271 1 4
“OneShop One Wait2cor” 384 x 288 25 383 6.42 2
“TwoEnterShopl cor” 384 x 288 25 501 4.09 1
“EnterExitCrossingPathsl cor” 384 x 288 25 383 2.78 1
“OneStopMoveEnterl cor” 384 x 288 25 521 7.09 1
Table 6.1: Test sequences.
Results of “head seqjrnb” and “head seqsb” are then given in figure 6.6 and figure 6.7. 
In “head seqjrnb” there are two heavy occlusions from frame 420 to  442 and from frame 
452 to 468 whereas in “head seqsb” a head is occluded by unknown objects four times, 
from frame 231 to  234, from frame 243 to  247, from frame 286 to  288 and from frame 
294 to  296.
Figure 6.8 and figure 6.9 show results of CAVIAR “OneShopOne WaitScor” and “TwoEn- 
terShoplcor” where head sizes are quite small. There are two heavy occlusions from 
frame 1166 to  1176 and from frame 1276 to  1292 in CAVIAR “OneShopOneWait2cor” 
whereas a head in green ellipse has dramatic appearance changes from frame 380 to  
450 in CAVIAR “TwoEnterShoplcor”.
It can be noted that for multi-cue-based single object tracldng w ith the CONDENSA­
TION, objects may be lost during occlusions as shown in sub-figure(c) of figure 6.4, 
figure 6.5, figure 6 .6 , figure 6.7 and figure 6 .8 . The performance comparison of three 
algorithms in each frame of these sequences is shown in figure 6.10. The performance 
comparison of three algorithms on each sequence is given in figure 6.11. The per­
formance comparison shows the similar performance of m ulti-object tracldng w ith the  
EM algorithm and the variational particle filter, however multi-object tracking w ith the 
variational particle filter is more extendable to incorporate other features in comparison 
with multi-object tracking w ith the EM algorithm. Both multi-object tracldng with  
the EM algorithm and the variational particle filter outperform multi-cue-based single
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object tracldng w ith the CONDENSATION. N ote that as there is only one object to  be 
tracked in “head seqsb”, the average performance drops more significantly in case of 
tracking failure for multi-cue-based single object tracking with the CONDENSATION.
To track more complex contours, a B-spline contour model is learned as that of [8 , 13]. 
N ote that as the aim is to  estim ate the spatial position and the size of an object rather 
than to estim ate the deformable shape of a full body, only the head-shoulder part is 
used in the contour model for tracking, which is more rigid than other parts of a full 
body. Results of tracldng multiple objects jointly and separately w ith the EM algorithm  
and the variational particle filter are shown in figure 6.13 and figure 6.14. CAVIAR  
“EnterExitCrossingPathslcor” involves large appearance changes, scale changes and 
one heavy occlusion from frame 86 to  100 whereas CAVIAR “OneStopMoveEnterlcor” 
has a very crowded and cluttered scene w ith  large appearance changes, scale changes 
and also one heavy occlusion from frame 256 to  272.
It can be noted that if multiple objects are tracked separately with the EM  algorithm  
and the variational particle filter using a likelihood which does not have an exclusion  
principle, objects may be lost during occlusions, as shown in figure 6.13(b) and figure 
6.13(d) where an object in red is “hijacked” by an object in green in frame 150, figure 
6.14(b) where an object in red is lost due to  an object in yellow nearby in frame 300, 
and figure 6.14(d) where an object in red “hijacks” an object in yellow in frame 300.
The proposed m ethods have also been compared with contour tracking with the CON­
DENSATION algorithm [51], color tracldng with the mean-shift algorithm [22] and 
multi-object tracking using the likelihood in equation (5.11) but with the SIR particle 
filter without enough particles, which all fail when there are heavy occlusions. Ex­
amples of tracldng failure are shown in figure 6.12. The proposed variational particle 
filter can also be compared indirectly w ith m ulti-object tracking methods presented in  
[53, 71, 126] where the number of particles used is many more than ours.
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6.5 Summary
This chapter presents a probabilistic framework of multi-object tracking with the EM  
algorithm and a variational particle filter, which deals w ith tracking m ultiple objects 
with occlusions. M ulti-object tracldng with the EM algorithm is first presented. Due to  
the m onotonicity property of the EM  algorithm, it can seek the mode of the likelihood or 
the posterior despite the high dimensional state space and the sharply peaked likelihood. 
In addition, it is also possible to  combine edge cues with color cues using iterative 
algorithms for more robust tracking. The variational particle filter is then proposed 
to  deal with the curse of dimensionality in m ulti-object tracking with particle filters, 
where the posterior is first approximated by a Gaussian mixture using the variational 
inference and samples are then generated from a proposal distribution based on the  
approximated posterior from the variational inference. W ith the variational particle 
filter, there are many more effective samples and the number of particles needed for 
multi-object tracking can be significantly reduced. Results on challenging sequences 
with heavy occlusions dem onstrate the performance of the proposed methods.
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t=5288
t=5420
t=5430
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.4: Tracking results of “office 1”. (a) M ulti-object tracking with the EM
algorithm, (b) Multi-object tracking with the variational particle filter, (c) Multi-cue- 
based single object tracking with the CONDENSATION.
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t=4800
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.5: Tracking results of “office 2 ”. (a) M ulti-object tracking with the EM 
algorithm, (b) M ulti-object tracking with the variational particle filter, (c) Multi-cue- 
based single object tracking with the CONDENSATION.
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t=425
t=433
t=450
t=460
t=475
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6 .6 : Tracking results of “head seqjmb”. (a) M ulti-object tracking with the EM  
algorithm, (b) M ulti-object tracking with the variational particle filter, (c) Multi-cue- 
based single object tracking with the CONDENSATION.
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t = 2 3 2
t = 2 4 5
t = 2 8 6
t = 2 9 5
t = 4 5 0
(a) (b) (c)
F ig u re  6 .7 : T ra c k in g  r e s u l ts  o f  “head seqsb”. (a )  M u l t i-o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  E M  
a lg o r i th m , (b )  M u l t i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  v a r ia t io n a l  p a r t ic le  f i lte r ,  (c ) M u lt i-c u e -  
b a s e d  s in g le  o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  C O N D E N S A T IO N .
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t = 1 0 6 0
t = 1 1 8 0
t = 1 2 8 0
t = 1 2 9 6
t = 1 3 8 0
(a) (b) (c)
F ig u r e  6 .8 : T ra c k in g  r e s u l ts  o f  C A V IA R  “OneShopOneWait2cor”. (a )  M u l t i- o b je c t  
t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  E M  a lg o r i th m , (b )  M u l t i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  v a r ia t io n a l  p a r t ic le  
f i lte r ,  (c) M u lt i- c u e -b a s e d  s in g le  o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  C O N D E N S A T IO N .
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t = 0
t = 2 5 0
t = 3 8 0
t = 4 0 0
t = 4 5 0
(a) (b) (c)
F ig u r e  6 .9 : T ra c k in g  r e s u l ts  o f  C A V IA R  “TwoEnterShoplcor”. (a )  M u l t i- o b je c t  t r a c k ­
in g  w i th  t h e  E M  a lg o r i th m , (b )  M u l t i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  v a r ia t io n a l  p a r t ic le  
f i lte r ,  (c ) M u lt i- c u e -b a s e d  s in g le  o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  C O N D E N S A T IO N .
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
F ig u re  6 .10 : P e r fo rm a n c e  c o m p a r is o n  o f  m u l t i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  E M  a lg o r i th m , 
th e  v a r ia t io n a l  p a r t ic le  f i l te r  a n d  m u lt i - c u e -b a s e d  s in g le  o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  C O N ­
D E N S A T IO N  (M C T )  in  e a c h  f r a m e  o f  se q u e n c e s , (a )  “office 1”. (b )  “office 2”. (c) 
“head seq.mb”. (d )  “head seqsb”. (e) C A V IA R  “OneShopOneWait2cor”. ( f )  C A V IA R  
“TwoEnterShopl cor”.
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■ I VPF
F ig u re  6 .11 : P e r fo rm a n c e  c o m p a r is o n  o f  m u l t i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  E M  a lg o r i th m , 
t h e  v a r ia t io n a l  p a r t i c l e  f i l te r  a n d  m u lt i - c u e -b a s e d  s in g le  o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  C O N ­
D E N S A T IO N  (M C T )  o n  “office 1”, “office 2”, “head seqjmb”, “head seqsb”, C A V IA R  
“OneShopOneWait2cor (cosow2)” a n d  C A V IA R  “TwoEnterShoplcor (c2esl)”.
(a) (b) (c)
F ig u re  6 .12 : E x a m p le s  o f  t r a c k in g  fa ilu re ,  (a )  C o n to u r  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  C O N D E N S A ­
T IO N . (b )  C o lo r  h is to g r a m  b a s e d  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  m e a n -s h if t  a lg o r i th m , (c ) T ra c k in g  
m u lt ip le  o b je c ts  jo in t ly  w i th  t h e  S IR  p a r t i c l e  f i l te r  a n d  Np =  500.
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t = 0
t = 8 0
t = 9 0
t = 1 5 0
t = 3 5 0
(a) (b) (c) (d)
F ig u re  6 .13 : T ra c k in g  r e s u l ts  o f  C A V IA R  “EnterExitCrossingPaths 1 cor”, (a )  T ra c k ­
in g  m u lt ip le  o b je c ts  j o in t ly  w i th  t h e  E M  a lg o r i th m , (b )  T ra c k in g  m u lt ip le  o b je c ts  
s e p a ra te ly  w i th  t h e  E M  a lg o r i th m , (c) T ra c k in g  m u lt ip le  o b je c ts  jo in t ly  w i th  t h e  v a r i­
a t io n a l  p a r t ic le  f i lte r ,  (d )  T ra c k in g  m u lt ip le  o b je c ts  s e p a ra te ly  w i th  t h e  v a r ia t io n a l  
p a r t ic le  f i lte r .
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t = 0
t = 2 6 2
t = 2 7 6
t = 3 0 0
t= 4 8 0
( a )  ( b )  ( c )  ( d )
F ig u re  6 .14 : T ra c k in g  r e s u l ts  o f  C A V IA R  “OneStopMoveEnterlcor”. (a ) T ra c k in g  m u l­
t ip le  o b je c ts  jo in t ly  w i th  t h e  E M  a lg o r i th m , (b )  T ra c k in g  m u lt ip le  o b je c ts  s e p a ra te ly  
w i th  t h e  E M  a lg o r i th m , (c ) T ra c k in g  m u lt ip le  o b je c ts  jo in t ly  w i th  t h e  v a r ia t io n a l  p a r ­
tic le  f i lte r ,  (d )  T ra c k in g  m u lt ip le  o b je c ts  s e p a ra te ly  w i th  t h e  v a r ia t io n a l  p a r t ic le  f i lte r .
Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Sum m ary
T h is  th e s is  a d d re s s e s  t h e  p r o b le m  o f  t r a c ld n g  o n e  o r  m o re  o b je c ts  in  m o n o c u la r  v id e o  
se q u e n c e s  fo r  v is u a l  su rv e illa n c e .  T w o  p ro b a b i l i s t ic  t r a c ld n g  f ra m e w o rk s  a r e  p ro p o s e d . 
T h e  f i r s t  is a  m u lt i - c u e -b a s e d  t r a c k in g  f ra m e w o rk  t o  fu se  h ig h -le v e l o b je c t  d e te c t io n  cu es  
w i th  lo w -lev e l c o lo r  a n d  e d g e  c u e s  u s in g  p a r t i c le  f i lte rs ,  w h ic h  is  b a s e d  o n  o b je c t- le v e l  
d a t a  a s s o c ia t io n . T h e  s e c o n d  is  a  m u l t i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  f ra m e w o rk  t o  d e a l  w i th  t r a c k in g  
m u lt ip le  o b je c ts  w i th  o c c lu s io n s , w h ic h  is  b a s e d  o n  f e a tu re - le v e l  d a t a  a s s o c ia t io n .
I n  t h e  p r o p o s e d  m u lt i - c u e -b a s e d  t r a c k in g  f ra m e w o rk , a n  a d a p t iv e  I C O N D E N S A T IO N  
(A IC O N D E N S A T IO N )  is  f i r s t  in t r o d u c e d  t o  e x p lo i t  o b je c t  d e te c t io n  c u e s  fo r  a d a p t iv e  
im p o r ta n c e  s a m p lin g  w h e re  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  im p o r ta n c e  s a m p le s  a n d  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  p r io r  
s a m p le s  a re  a d a p t iv e ly  c h a n g e d . A n  a d a p t iv e  d e te c t io n  fu s io n  IC O N D E N S A T IO N  (A F ­
C O N D E N S A T IO N )  is t h e n  p r o p o s e d  t o  d i r e c t ly  fu se  h ig h -le v e l o b je c t  d e te c t io n  c u es  
w i th  lo w -lev e l c o lo r  a n d  e d g e  c u es . C o n n e c t io n s  o f  t h e  p ro p o s e d  A IC O N D E N S A T IO N  
a n d  A F C O N D E N S A T IO N  w i th  t h e  t h e  IC O N D E N S A T IO N  a re  a lso  d is c u s se d  w h e re  
t h e  p ro p o s a l  d i s t r ib u t io n  o f  th e  IC O N D E N S A T IO N  is  sh o w n  t o  b e  a n  a p p r o x im a t io n  o f  
t h e  p r o p o s a l  d i s t r ib u t io n  o f  t h e  p ro p o s e d  A IC O N D E N S A T IO N . R e s u l ts  o n  se q u e n c e s  
w i th  b o t h  s im u la te d  d e te c t io n s  a n d  r e a l  d e te c t io n s  sh o w  t h e  im p ro v e d  p e r fo rm a n c e  o f  
t h e  p ro p o s e d  A IC O N D E N S A T IO N  a n d  A F C O N D E N S A T IO N  in  c o m p a r is o n  w i th  t h e  
IC O N D E N S A T IO N .
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I n  t h e  p ro p o s e d  m u lt i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  f ra m e w o rk , a  n o v e l e d g e -b a s e d  a p p e a r a n c e  m o d e l  
is  f i r s t  p r e s e n te d ,  w h e re  a n  o b je c t  is  m o d e l le d  b y  a  m ix tu r e  o f  a  n o n - p a r a m e t r i c  c o n to u r  
m o d e l  a n d  a  n o n - p a ra m e tr ic  e d g e  m o d e l  u s in g  t h e  k e rn e l  d e n s i ty  e s t im a t io n .  V is u a l  
t r a c ld n g  u s in g  m ix tu r e  m o d e ls  is  t h e n  f o r m u la te d  a s  a  B a y e s ia n  in c o m p le te  d a t a  p r o b ­
le m  w h e re  m e a s u r e m e n ts  i n  a n  im a g e  a re  a s s o c ia te d  w i th  a  g e n e ra t iv e  m o d e l. T h e  
g e n e ra t iv e  m o d e l  is  a  m ix tu r e  o f  m ix tu r e  m o d e ls  in c lu d in g  o b je c t  m o d e ls  a n d  a  c lu t t e r  
m o d e l . U n o b s e rv a b le  a s s o c ia t io n s  o f  m e a s u r e m e n ts  t o  d e n s i tie s  in  t h e  g e n e ra t iv e  m o d e l  
a re  r e g a r d e d  a s  m is s in g  d a ta .  A  l ik e l ih o o d  fo r  t r a c ld n g  m u lt ip le  o b je c ts  j o in t ly  w i th  a n  
e x c lu s io n  p r in c ip le  is  a lso  p r e s e n te d ,  w h e re  i t  is  a s s u m e d  t h a t  a  m e a s u r e m e n t  c a n  h a v e  
o n ly  o n e  so u rc e  a n d  m o re  t h a n  o n e  m e a s u r e m e n t  c a n  o r ig in a te  f ro m  a  d e n s ity . B a s e d  
o n  t h e  f o rm u la t io n ,  m u l t i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  t h e  E M  a lg o r i th m  (M O T E X A T IO N )  is  
f i r s t  p re s e n te d .  D u e  t o  t h e  m o n o to n ic i ty  p r o p e r ty  o f  t h e  E M  a lg o r i th m , i t  c a n  se e k  t h e  
m o d e  o f  t h e  l ik e l ih o o d  o r  t h e  p o s te r io r  d e s p i te  t h e  h ig h  d im e n s io n a l  s t a t e  sp a c e  a n d  
t h e  s h a r p ly  p e a k e d  l ik e l ih o o d . T h e  v a r ia t io n a l  p a r t i c l e  f i l te r  ( V P F )  is  t h e n  p ro p o s e d  
to  d e a l  w i th  t h e  c u r s e  o f  d im e n s io n a li ty  i n  m u l t i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  w i th  p a r t i c le  f i l te r s ,  
w h e re  t h e  p o s te r io r  is f i r s t  a p p r o x im a te d  b y  a  G a u s s ia n  m ix tu r e  u s in g  t h e  v a r ia t io n a l  
in fe re n c e  a n d  s a m p le s  a r e  t h e n  g e n e r a te d  f ro m  a  p ro p o s a l  d i s t r ib u t io n  b a s e d  o n  t h e  
a p p r o x im a te d  p o s te r io r  f ro m  t h e  v a r ia t io n a l  in fe re n c e  r a th e r  t h a n  u s in g  t h e  p r io r  a s  
t h e  p r o p o s a l  d i s t r ib u t io n  in  t h e  S IR  p a r t i c le  f i l te r .  W ith  t h e  v a r ia t io n a l  p a r t ic le  f i l te r ,  
th e r e  a re  m a n y  m o re  e ffe c tiv e  s a m p le s  a n d  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  p a r t ic le s  n e e d e d  fo r  m u l t i ­
o b je c t  t r a c ld n g  c a n  b e  s ig n if ic a n tly  r e d u c e d .  R e s u l ts  o n  c h a lle n g in g  s e q u e n c e s  w i th  
h e a v y  o c c lu s io n s  d e m o n s t r a te  t h e  p e r fo r m a n c e  o f  t h e  p ro p o s e d  m u lt i - o b je c t  t r a c ld n g  
m e th o d s .
7.2 Future W ork
L a s t  b u t  n o t  le a s t ,  t h i s  s e c t io n  g iv es  so m e  d ir e c t io n s  fo r  f u tu r e  w o rk .
Detection
R e c e n tly  m u c h  p ro g re s s  h a s  b e e n  m a d e  o n  r o b u s t  fa c e  d e te c t io n  [45, 46] a n d  p e d e s t r i a n  
d e te c t io n  [122, 123]. I m p ro v in g  t h e  d e te c t io n  p e r fo rm a n c e , fo r  a  h ig h e r  d e te c t io n  r a t e
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a n d  a  lo w  fa lse  a la r m  r a te ,  c a n  d i r e c t ly  b e n e f i t  t r a c k in g  u s in g  t h e  p ro p o s e d  m u lt i-c u e -  
b a s e d  t r a c ld n g  f ra m e w o rk .
A s  th e r e  a r e  o f te n  m a n y  fa ls e  d e te c t io n s  i n  a d d i t io n  t o  t r u e  d e te c t io n s ,  h o w  t o  a u to ­
m a t ic a l ly  in i t ia l iz e  t r a c ld n g  w i th  t r u e  d e te c t io n s  a n d  t o  d e le te  fa ls e  d e te c t io n s  w ill b e  
f u r th e r  in v e s t ig a te d .  P r e v io u s  w o rk , s u c h  a s  I P D A  [80] a n d  J I P D A  [79], p ro v id e s  a  
p r in c ip le d  a p p r o a c h  t o  t h i s  is su e .
Multi-object tracking
T h e  p r o p o s e d  m u lt i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  f r a m e w o rk  c a n  b e  f u r th e r  im p ro v e d  b y  a  d e te r m in ­
is t ic  a n n e a lin g  sc h e m e . T h e  a n n e a le d  E M  a lg o r i th m , t h e  a n n e a le d  v a r ia t io n a l  in fe re n c e  
a n d  t h e  a n n e a le d  v a r ia t io n a l  p a r t i c l e  f i l te r  c a n  b e  u se d  to  im p ro v e  t h e  t r a c ld n g  p e r fo r ­
m a n c e .
C u r r e n t ly  p a r a m e te r s  in  t h e  o b je c t  m o d e l  a r e  s e t  m a n u a l ly  a n d  i t  w o u ld  b e  b e t t e r  
i f  t h e y  c a n  b e  a d a p te d  o n lin e . O n ly  t h e  e d g e  c u e  is u s e d  in  t h e  m u lt i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  
f ra m e w o rk  a n d  i t  is in te n d e d  t o  in c o r p o r a te  t h e  m u lt i - c u e -b a s e d  t r a c ld n g  in to  t h e  m u lt i ­
o b je c t  t r a c ld n g  f ra m e w o rk  fo r  m o re  r o b u s t  t r a c ld n g  p e r fo rm a n c e .
Articulated object tracking
P r e v io u s  w o rk  o n  a r t i c u l a te d  o b je c t  t r a c k in g  in c lu d e s  [8 , 13 , 36, 3 5 , 110]. I n  [8] v a r i­
a t io n s  o f  s h a p e s  w e re  c a p tu r e d  b y  P r in c ip a l  C o m p o n e n t  A n a ly s is  ( P C A )  a n d  m o re  
s h a p e  p a r a m e te r s  n e e d  t o  b e  e s t im a te d .  I n  [36] a  t e m p la t e  h ie ra rc h y  w a s  p r o p o s e d  to  
r e p re s e n t  v a r ia t io n s  o f  o b je c t  s h a p e s .  I n  [110] a  s e t  o f  e x e m p la rs  l e a r n e d  f ro m  a  s e t  o f  
t r a in in g  s a m p le s  o f  e d g e  t e m p la te s  o r  im a g e  t e m p la te s  w a s  u s e d  a s  m ix tu r e  c e n te r s  o f  a  
m e t r ic  m ix tu r e  ( M 2) o b s e r v a t io n  m o d e l . I t  w ill b e  in te r e s t in g  t o  e x te n d  t h e  p ro p o s e d  
m u lt i - o b je c t  t r a c k in g  f ra m e w o rk  t o  t r a c k  a r t i c u l a te d  o b je c ts .
Appendix A
Splines Functions and Curves
A .l  Spline Functions and B-spline Basis Functions
A  sp l in e  fu n c t io n  o f  o r d e r  d, Pd(s), is  a  p ie c e w ise  p o ly n o m ia l  fu n c t io n  d e f in e d  o n  a
se q u e n c e  o f  Nr k n o ts  sq < ... < sd-i <  . . .  <  SNK-d < • • •  <  snk w i th
p a r a m e te r  s e  [sd-i,SNK-d) a n d  S d _ i <  SNK-d-
T h e r e  m a y  b e  m o re  t h a n  o n e  k n o t  w i th  t h e  s a m e  v a lu e , < § *  =  . . ,  =  Si+p.-i < 
si+IM w h e re  m is  t h e  m u lt ip l ic i ty  o f  k n o t s  Si, . . . ,  Sj+jUi_ i .  G iv e n  a  k n o t  se q u e n c e  
{si}%3T\ c a n  b e  w e ll d e f in e d . T h e  m u lt ip l ic i ty  o f  a  k n o t  in d ic a te s  t h e
c o n t in u i ty  o f  a  s p l in e  f u n c t io n  a t  t h a t  k n o t .  A  k n o t  w i th  m u lt ip l ic i ty  m h a s  c o n tin u i ty
Cd~ 1-in and d _ i — m < 0 i n d ic a te s  n o  c o n t in u i ty  a t  t h a t  k n o t .
D e n o te  S(Pd, a s  t h e  s p l in e  s p a c e  in c lu d in g  a ll so  d e f in e d  d t h  o rd e r  sp l in e
fu n c tio n s  a n d  t h e  d im e n s io n  o f  t h a t  s p l in e  s p a c e  is  Np =  Nj{ — d. w h e re
Bi}d(s) is  a  B -sp lin e  b a s is  fu n c t io n  o f  o r d e r  d, fo rm s  a  b a s is  fo r  S(Pd, A n y
sp lin e  f u n c tio n s  i n  S(Pd) c a n  b e  r e p re s e n te d  w i th  B -s p lin e  b a s is  fu n c tio n s
Nb—1
P{s)= Y  °iBiyd(s),S e  [S d-1,SJVB) ( A . l )
w h e re  Cj is  t h e  c o e ffic ie n t o f  B -s p lin e  b a s is  f u n c t io n  Bi>d(s).
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T h e  B -sp lin e  b a s is  f u n c t io n  o f  o r d e r  d c a n  b e  g e n e r a te d  b y  a  r e c u rs iv e  ru le
1 SGfSj.Si+i)
0 o th e rw is e
( A .2)
BiAs) = _ S S'__ Bitd-i(s) + _H+i_' J  B i+ M - x ( S ) ,d > 2  (A .3 )
si+d~ 1 si s i+d s2+l
w h e re  s / Z f - S i A d - i G )  =  0 i f  Si+d-1  -  Si a n d  ■g ^ ~ * B <+i ,d_ i ( s )  =  0 i f  si+d = s i+ 1 .s i+ d
I t  c a n  b e  sh o w n  t h a t
s i+ d ~  si + l
B i f f s )  > 0  i f  s 6  (sjjSj-j-cf)
B i f f s )  =  0 i f  s < Si a n d  s > Si+d
1 m =  d
0 o th e rw is e
Biffsf —
a n d
NB-1
E  B i f f s )  =  1 s 6  [sd—i,SNK—d) 2=0
.2 Spline Curves
1T
sp line  c u rv e  r ( s )  =  & (s) y(s) , w h e re  c o o rd in a te s  x(s) a n d  y(s) a r e  b o t h  s p lin e
ic t io n s  i n  S(Pd, { sU jJo "" 1) , c a n  b e  r e p re s e n te d  b y  B -sp lin e  b a s is  f u n c tio n s ,
n b - i
*(*) = E  ViBwCS)
2=0
s re  Vg = is t h e  c o n tro l  p o in t  a n d  s  G  [sd_i,SjvB ).
a b o v e  e q u a t io n  c a n  b e  r e w r i t t e n a s
r ( s )  =  U ( s ) V (A .5 )
r e U ( s )
Xq ... Xmb- i
B(s)t 0
,B  (s) =
r * T '  Vx ‘
Boffs) . • B NB- i f f s ) ,v =
0 B(s)t vy
a n d  V y  = Yo • • • Ynb- i
n  a  se q u e n c e  o f  k n o ts  { s i l S o - 1 * a  u n iq u e  se q u e n c e  o f  in d ic e s  { 6CT} ^ “ o is  w ell 
e d  so  t h a t  s/>.Si. .Si.
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Ip = [sK, Sb'j+i) is  t h e  <rth b r e a k p o in t  in te r v a l  o r  s p a n .  So  e q u a t io n  (A .4 )  c a n  b e  
s im p lif ie d  a s
®(S) =  . £  X{Bi,d(3) =
%— b(j —
3/(5) =  . £  =%—6(7—
1 s . . .  1
1 s . . .  s d_1
B,
B,
X-bp—d+1 • • ■ Xb0
Yb„~d+1 • • • Ybff
(A .6)
w h e re  s =  e 3~*b% a n d  s €  [0 ,1 ) ,  B r is  a  d x  d s p a n  m a t r ix  in  w h ic h  th e  i t h  c o lu m n  o f  
t h e  m a t r ix  c o r re s p o n d s  t o  t h e  p o ly n o m ia l  c o e ffic ie n ts  o f  t h e  r e -p a r a m e te r iz e d  B -sp lin e  
b a s is  fu n c t io n  B ^ - d + i+ q d C s )  o v e r  t h e  b r e a k p o in t  in te rv a l  Ia.
E q u a tio n (A .G )  c a n  b e  r e w r i t t e n  a s
r ( l ) = V " a- 1G?BT 1 s . (A .7 )
w h e re  V ^ s_1  = Vo . . .  VAr»-l , G Jct is  a  d x Np p la c e m e n t  m a t r ix  o f  s p a n  Ia
in  w h ic h  (Gj hj =
1 i f  i — (&ff — d +  1) — j
0 o th e rw is e  
T h e  n o r m a l  n ( s )  is  g iv e n  b y
i(s) = 0 -1
1 0 '(*)
(A .8)
w h e re  r '( g )  =  m  = V ^ O T  B T 0 1 . . .  ( d - l ) s d- 2
T
A .3 Curve Least Square F itting
G iv e n  Ns c u rv e  s a m p le  p o in ts  { P j } ^ 0 1, P i  =  [xi,yi]T, t h e  a im  is  t o  f in d  a  s e t
o f  Nb c o n tro l  p o in ts  { V j I ^ q - 1 , V /  =  [Xj,Yj]T t h a t  m in im iz e s  t h e  d is ta n c e  b e -
nb -i
tw e e n  t h e  s a m p le  p o in ts  a n d  t h e  B -s p l in e  c u rv e  d e f in e d , r ( s )  — Z VjBj>d(s) =
j=o
Nb -l ™
j=o
T h e  o b je c t iv e  f u n c tio n  t o  b e  m in im iz e d  is
Ns- 1 _ Ns - 1
m v j}?l0-1)= E  | | r ( 5 i )  — P i l l 2 =  E  [ ( X j B ^ S i ) - ^ ) 2 + <XjBj4(Si) ~ w ) 2]
(A.9)
7 = 0 7 = 0
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(A . 10)
w h e re  Si is  t h e  i t h  p a r a m e te r  a s s o c ia te d  w i th  P j .  1 c a n  b e  a s s o c ia te d  w i th
{PjfiT 1 by
So = Sd-1
gt+i = Si + i|Pi+i -  Pd
N s- 1
w h e re  L p  =  E  j j P i — P i - i | |  fo r  a n  o p e n  c u rv e  so  t h a t  <Sjvs _ i  =  -Siv^, o r  Lp =7=1
Afa-1
| |P o  — P iV s - i l l  +  E  | |P j  ~  P i —11| fo r  a  c lo s e d  c u rv e  so  t h a t  S n s =  s n b -
7= 1
T o  m in im iz e  - © ( { V j } ^ - 1 ) ,
n b - i
b e    y-*
sx- ~
dY' _ h
N s- 1
E  Bj>d{Si)Bl4(Si)
7 = 0  
Ns- 1
E  Bj>d(Si)Bl4(Si) 
7=0
NS- 1
Xj — E  XiBifiSi) = 0
7=0 
Ns - 1
1 5 -  E  » B w ( a , )  =  0
7 = 0
T h e  a b o v e  e q u a t io n  ( A .U )  c a n  b e  r e w r i t t e n  a s
= p ^ - X f + s )
w h e re  §  =  { S O f i A  P ^ ’ 1 =  [ P o  • • ■ P w s - i  ] .  B ^ S )  =
(A .1 1 )
(A .1 2 )
B 0}d(S) . . .  BjvB-i,d(S) a n d  Bj,d(S) = ^ ( S o )  • • BjASNs-l)
0,. • •, Np — 1.
N o w  V  c a n  b e  o b ta in e d  b y
y n , - i  =  p W s - i B « j - i {S ) -1 (A .1 3 )
F o r  a n  o p e n  c u rv e ,  i f  t h e  f i r s t  p o in t  a n d  th e  l a s t  p o in t  a r e  c o n s t r a in e d  to  b e  in te r p o la te d ,  
t h e  in i t i a l  k n o t  a n d  t h e  f in a l  k n o t  a re  g iv e n  m u lt ip l ic i ty  d, V o  =  P o  a n d  V nb-i =  
Vns-U so  t h e r e  a re  o n ly  Np — 2 r e m a in in g  e q u a t io n s
Nb - 2  Ns - 1
E  E  Bj,d(si)Biid(Si)
j—1 [ 
n s-  1 
E  B o A S i)B iid{Si)
7= 0
n b ' - 2  \ N s-  1
e  e  Bj^smASi)
j —1 [  7=0 
iVg—1
E
7=0
iVs-l
Xj = E xiBi)d(Si)
7 = 0  
‘ iV s -l
a?o — E  BNB-iA^ i)Bi,d(Si)
7=0 
i V s - l
E  w S w (S t)
7=0 
Ars-1
2/0 — E  BNs-.iASi)BiAsi)
7 = 0
X N s -l
VNs-1
(A-14)
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E q u a t io n  (A . 14) c a n  b e  r e w r i t t e n  a s
VfB-2BWB-2q§)BW|-2(S) = pW*-lBW|-H(S) 
- V 0B ^ (S ) B " r 2(S) -  V WB_1B ^ _ li<i(S )B " |-2(S)
w h e re  V f 5 -2  =  
S o
Vi ... V JVr—2 a n d B^f 2(S) — B i)flr(S) . . .  Bjvb- 2)Cz(S)
V jVB- 2 =  [ p > Bg - » (S )  -  V 0B?;d(S )B "j-2(S) -  V ^ B *  B_ w (S)B"f 
[B "r2T(S)B"|-2(S)]_1
- 2 / B
N o w
y i V B - 1  = Vo V " *-2 VWb_1
(A . 15)
(A .1 6 )
G iv e n  d if fe re n t  s e ts  o f  s a m p le  p o in ts  _ 1 (a ) o r  B ^ " 2(S )  is  n o t  f ix e d  a n d
h a v e  t o  b e  c o m p u te d  fo r  e a c h  s e t  o f  s a m p le  p o in ts .  A n  e ffic ien t a p p r o a c h  w a s  p ro p o s e d  
in  [8] w h e re  { P z } ^ 0_1 1S r e s a m p le d  t o  { P 'f c j^ Q 50™^ 6-1 w h ic h  is  t h e n  a s s o c ia te d  w i th  
c o n s ta n t  S' =  { ^ } ^ Q Sampie_1, so  B ^ f-1 (S') a n d  B ^ |_2(S') c a n  b e  f ix e d  a n d  p re ­
c o m p u te d .
F o r  a n  o p e n  c u rv e , { P * } ^ ” 1 c a n  r e s a m p le d  to  { P 'fe } ^ Q Sampie 1 b y
5 ' = ff'+/sJ ^ g f c i
N,r e s a m p l e -1
p 'fc = / * A pm  + f +1 f p i e [Si,S,+l]
w h e re  Sq =  Sd-h N^resampie-i ~ n^b a n d  is  g iv e n  b y  e q u a t io n  (A .1 0 ) . 
F o r  a  c lo sed  c u rv e , { P i } ^ 0_1 c a n  d e  r e s a m p le d  t o  { P 'f c } ^ o samp(e-1 b y
a /    o >  i j  S N B  ~  s d —  1‘->k ~ 7>o + ---------
r e s a m p l e
n  = I  + f +I ~ f Pi, s'k e [Si, Si+i]
w h e re  Sq =  sd- i> ^ N resam ple = n^b a n d  Si is  g iv e n  b y  e q u a t io n  (A .1 0 ) .
(A .1 7 )
(A .1 8 )
(A .1 9 )
(A.20)
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A .4 Principal A xis o f a Curve
G iv e n  a  s e t  o f  Ns  c u rv e  s a m p le  p o in ts  P i  =  t h e  p r in c ip a l  a x is  is
a  l in e  t h a t  m in im iz e s  t h e  s u m  o f  s q u a r e  p e r p e n d ic u la r  d is ta n c e s  b e tw e e n  t h e  s a m p le  
p o in ts  a n d  t h a t  lin e .
A s  a  l in e  c a n  b e  r e p re s e n te d  b y
r  =  x s in  9 +  y cos 9
w h e re  r  a n d  9 a r e  t h e  p a r a m e te r s  o f  t h e  l in e , t h e  o b je c t iv e  f u n c tio n  t o  b e  m in im iz e d  is
NS-1
E(9,r)= ^  (xi s in  9 + yi co s 9 — r )2 (A .2 1 )
2 = 0
T o  m in im iz e  E(9,r) ,
dEQ9e'r  ^— E  2(^2 s in  9 + yi co s  9 — r )(x i c o s  9 — yi s in  9) =  0 
2 = 0
dEgr'r^ = E  2 (®i s i n 9 +  yi co s 9 -  r ) (  -  1) =  0
2 = 0
I t  c a n  b e  s h o w n  t h a t
t a n  29 -
r =  (x) s in  9 +  (y) cos 9
(A .2 2 )
H iV s -l „ TVs—1 „ Ns - 1 „ Ns- 1
w h e re  (x) = _E xh (y) = ^  g  yh ( ,+ )  =  g  a : ? - ( a )  , ( y 2) =  ^  _E 2/?
2 7 Na~1<y) a n d < z y }  =  % - E  xiyi-(x)(y).
2 = 0
T h e r e  a r e  o n ly  tw o  u n iq u e  lin e s  s a t is fy  e q u a t io n  (A .2 2 ),
6i =  l a r c t a n ^ ^ y  
=  (x) s in  9\ +  (y) cos 9\
(A .2 3 )
o r
2(ay)= + f  (A24)
T2 =  (x) s in  6*2 +  (y ) cos 92 
T h e  p r in c ip a l  a x is  is  o n e  o f  th o s e  tw o  lin e s  t h a t  m in im iz e s  E(9,r),
(9,r) =  a r g m i n  E(9,r) (A .2 5 )
(0,r)e{(0i,n)>(02tr2)}
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A .5 Contour N orm alization
C o n to u r  t r a in in g  s a m p le s  a re  n o rm a l iz e d  b e fo re  le a rn in g . G iv e n  a  p r in c ip a l  a x is  d e f in e d  
b y  (O,f'j in  e q u a t io n  (A .2 5 ) , t h e  c o n to u r  is f i r s t  r o t a t e d  so  t h a t  t h e  p r in c ip a l  a x is  
b e c o m e s  v e r t ic a l
/X
y '
cos (If — 9) s i n ( f  — 9)
— s i n ( ^  — 9) c o s ( ^  — 9)
(A .2 6 )
I t  c a n  b e  sh o w n  t h a t  a f te r  r o t a t i o n ,  t h e  p r in c ip a l  a x is  o f  t h e  r o t a t e d  c o n to u r  is  v e r t ic a l  
a s  fo llow s:
(x'2^ — —  Y  xi2 ~ ix')2 — r in 2 9 ( x + co s2 ^ (? /2)  +  s in  29(xy)
N s  i = 0
1 n 3-l
(:y12) = j ^ Y  y? -  (y')2 = cos2 (^®2) + sin2o{y2) ~ ^ 2Hxv)
1 JlZ
(® V >  =  Y  *d ~ WW) -  s i n 9c o s9 [ ^ 2)  -  (® 2) ]  -  cos29(xy) = 0
2 jx'y') _ Q
7=0
t a n  29
( y ’2') -  (x'2} 
so  9' — §  is  t h e  d i r e c t io n  o f  t h e  p r in c ip a l  a x is .
T h e  r o t a t e d  c o n to u r  is t h e n  t r a n s l a t e d  a n d  s c a le d  b y
x" — (x' -  xc)sx 
y" =  W  -  Vc)sy
. .    Vrnin^ yr,
(A .2 7 )
whprp t  —  . ra-flg gt —  zminjryjR$&. * —   2___________________ o — ___________________^ ^  .w n e re  x c 2 > Vc 2 ? J 2/ — vLnZ—v • > ^m tn
m in  (a :'), a:' _ =  m a x  ( a /) ,  y ' ■„ =  m in  (y'),yLax~ m a x  (y ') .
I t  c a n  a lso  b e  sh o w n  t h a t  t h e  p r in c ip a l  a x is  o f  t h e  t r a n s la t e d  a n d  s c a le d  c o n to u r  is  s t i l l  
v e r t ic a l  a s  fo llow s:
1 iVs—1 / 'e/2\/ //2\ 1 t/2 , 2 _ Y' /
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<*v >= A  ~ (x"w '} = v f
t a n O f l "  -  W v " )  _  2 j g f i / W )  _  n
(y"2) -(*"*) 4 ( K - s»2K )
so  0"  =  f  is  s t i l l  t h e  d i r e c t io n  o f  t h e  p r in c ip a l  a x is .
T h e  n o rm a l iz e d  c o n to u r  t r a in in g  s a m p le s  a r e  t h e n  re f le c te d  h o r iz o n ta l ly  t o  d o u b le  t h e  
s ize  o f  t r a in in g  s a m p le s . F o r  a  c lo s e d  c o n to u r ,  t h e  re fe re n c e  p o in t  is  t h e  u p p e r  o f  t h e  
tw o  p o in ts  w h ic h  a re  o n  t h e  d if fe re n t  s id e s  o f  t h e  v e r t ic a l  p r in c ip a l  a x is  a s  in  [8], w h e re a s  
fo r  a n  o p e n  c o n to u r ,  t h e  le f t  e n d  p o in t  o f  t h e  c o n to u r  is  u se d  a s  t h e  r e fe re n c e  p o in t .
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